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A major purpose of the Technical Information Center is to provide
the broadest dissemination possible of information contained in
DOE'S Research and Development
Reports to business, industry, the
academic community, and federal,
state and local govertwnents.
Although a small portion of this
report is no reproducible, it is
being made available to expedite
the availability of informa iisn on the
research aiscussea-nere!n.

Foreword
( t o t h e DOE l l c c i d e n t I n v e s t i g a t i o n Manual)

T n e Department of E n e r g y i a u s t a s s u r e t h a t e n v i r o r u . i e n t ,

safety,
a n d h e a l t h c o n c e r n s a r e i n c l u d e d 1o g i c a l l y t h r o u g h o u t t h e l i f e c y c l e o f i t s programs, f a c i l i t i e s , and p r o d u c t s . The p o t e n t i a l
r i s k s and d i v e r s i t y o f h a z a r d s are g r e a t whether t h e a c t i v i t y
involved is construction, r e s e a r c h , development, demonstration,
o r production.
Considering t h e advanced t e c h n o l o g i e s a s s o c i a t e d
w i t h t h e s e a c t i v i t i e s , t h e Department must have a comprehensive
a n d s y s t e m a t i c e n v i r o n m e n t , s a f e t y , and h e a l t h program t o reduce
r i s k s t o an acceptable l e v e l ,
One fundamental e l e m e n t o f s u c h a program is t h e t h o r o u g h invest i g a t i o n o f a c c i d e n t s a n d i n c i d e n t s i n o r d e r t o o b t a i n t h e maximum
i n corrective actions.
Thorough i n v e s t i g a t i o n s o f "near-misses"
w h i c h had t h e p o t e n t i a l f o r s e r i o u s c o n s e q u e n c e s a l s o a r e needed
t o a i d i n the prevention of major lcsses.
I n a d d i t i o n , p u b l i c a t t e n t i o n t o t h e s a f e t y of t h e n a t i o n ' s energy
p o l i c i e s a n d p r o g r a ~ sdemands t h a t o u r a c c i d e n t i n v e s t i g a t i o n s
meet t h e h i g h e s t s t a n d a r d s of performance.
T h i s a p p l i e s not o n l y
t o t h e a c t u a l i n v e s t i g a t i o n , b u t a l s o t o t h e clear and l o g i c a l
p r e s e n t a t i o n o f t h e facts,. a n a l y s i s , a n d c o n c l u s i o n s i n t h e
written report.
T h i s manual p r e s e n t s s t a t e - o f - t h e - a r t
i n v e s t i g a t i v e and a n a l y t i c a l
m e t h o d s f o r a p p l i c a t i o n t o this c r i t i c a l p a r t o f t h e D e p a r t m e n t ' s
s y s t e m s a f e t y program.
Since the investigation report represents
a y a r d s t i c k by w h i c h t h e i n v e s t i g a t i o n is m e a s u r e d as t o t h o r o u g h ness, a c c u r a c y , a n d o b j e c t i v i t y , we e n c o u r a g e o u r i n v e s t i g a t o r s t o
be t o t a l l y p r o f e s s i o n a l .
T h i s is t h e b e s t way t o p r e v e n t t h e
r e c u r r e n c e o f accidents, i m p r o v e m a n a g e m e n t a n d s t a f f f u
and i n c r e a s e s a f e t y i n t h e Department: s p r o g r m s a n d op&%:E:

d
&

William A . Vaugh

Assistant secretary
E n v i r o n i n e n t , Safety, and Health
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The first edit~onof this Manual was prepared by \rV.G. Johnson for the Energy Research and Developnent
Agency !ERDA) and was published In August i 975. It has bccorne a standard for accident investlgattor~throughout
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ACCIDENT/INCIDENT
INVESTIGATION MANUAL
I. INTRODUCTION
In the Foreword to the first editicrr of this AccidentlIncident Investigation Manual. Robert C. Seamans Jr..
then Administrator of the U . S. Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA), spelled out clearly
and distinctly the need for and purpox of this manual. To indicate the current applicability of his remarks. DOE
is sr~bstitute~
for ERDA in quoting his Foreword.

"[DOE]must assure that safety is built into its own programs and products as they are developed.
and that its facilities arc opratcd safely. With the tremendous range of hazards associated with the
various energy tccb.nologies. and the inherent risk icvolved in any research, development, and
denlonstration. fulfilling this rnai~datewill require a comprehensive, modem ufety program.
One fundamental element in such a program is the thorough investigation of accidents and incidents
that do occur in order to obtain the maximum in corrective actions. This is especially important in
[DOE] since me frequency of serious occurrences in our operations is relatively low.
In addition. the increasing public concern in the energy technologies makes it imperative that [DCL]
accident investigations meet the highest standards of performance. This includes not only the ac:uai
investigation. but also the clear and logical presentation of the facts, analysis. and conclusions in the
written report.
This manual represents an attempt to apply the state-of-the-art in investigativeand analytical methods
to the [DOE] investigation proccss.
Since the investigation repon represents a yardstick by which the investigation is measured as to
thoroughness. accuracy, and objectivity. we encourage our investigators to 'Tell it the way it is.'
This is the best way to prevent [recurrence ofl accidents. improve management and staff functions.
and increase safety in [ M E ]programs and operations."
By "telling it the way it is," arrd by taking the most effective corrective actions on identified accident causes,
each participant in the investigative process may effectively stay focused on the mandates of accident investigation.
The primary puipox of accident investigation for DOE is to prevent similar occurrences and to discover potential hazards. thus improving the safety of DOE and contractor operations. The intent is not to place blame but
to determine how responsibilities may be clarified and supported, and errcn reduced. The emphasis should be
on discovering all cause-effect relationships from which practical corrective actions can be derived.
Collateral purposes of investigation are to determine the nature and extent of the event and its programmatic
impact; to assist in the improvementof policies, standards. and regulations; to satisfy the public's "right to know";
and to dispel any mystery associated with the occurrence. Additional beiufits (other than prevention) include
impressing employees with management concern. improving general performance, and improving supenisiun
and management abilities. The purposes do not include enforcement proceedings, liability determination, or controlled research. all of which require supplementary or separate investigations.

By adhering to the proper purposes of accident investigation and by avoiding traditional mismnceptions which
impede or prevent true fact-fiading and evaluation of causal factors, accident investigators arc able to fulfd their
roles as essential parts of the accident prevention and loss control effort.

The primary intent of thrs manud is to aid investigators rJd invcstig3rive h r d s in training for, conducting.
and reporting the results of thorough investigations of m q ,r accidenth. Additionally. the same prtnc~piesand
methods involved in major accident investigations can be a! propnrrtely titilored for investipatlon of icss scrlous
accidents and incidents. Hence, this manual prov~desusabl: gurdel~nesfor ~nvestigationof aII accidents or Incidents, regardiess of the seriousness of thc.r consequences or patentiat. Furthermore. tt provldes gutdance for
preparing for acciderd management and investigation, appointing investigators and investigative k~ards.rcviewing their activities and repcrts, and taking action on their findings and recommendations.

The first chapter defines the concepcs and principles u~ddrtyingFIIORT-based accident investigation and describes
the accident investigation process. Chapter I1 deals with the first phase of that process, preparing to investigate;
and Chapter 111, with initiation of the investigation. Chapter IV tIiscusscs the activities that are involved in conducting the investigation; i.e., (a) managing the investigation, (b) collecting information. (c) analyzing the collected facts, and (d) integrating factud finding and analytical results. Chapter V describes effec!ive means of
reponing findings and recomrnenaations.

Concepts and Principles
An accident investigation is an appropriately detailed, systematic search to uncover the "who, what. when,
where, why, and how" of a loss-producing event and to determine what recommendationsand corrective actions
are needed in order to prevent a recurrence. The thoroughness, depth, scope, and focus of the investigation are
infiusnc& by
mgnimde of loss; ob,Kiivivj
i r ~ z ~ f i ~ c i iof
e ~;t;e inves;iga!=n,
appintifig efficid,
and reviewers: and by the basic concepts of accident c ~ s a t i o nheld by thex people and the organizations they
repzsent. Loss level, participant independence, and particularly, concepts held affect the facts that are sought,
the observations made,the ptrceptions believed, ths conciusions drawn, and the corrective actions recommended.
Sound concepts and principies of accident causation and development, therefore, form the essential fou.&tion
upon which efftctive accident investigations are built.
Fundamental to these concepts and principles are a comprehensive accident definition and a meaningful and

practical accident model.
Accident Oefinitlorr and Accident Mode!. The MORT (Managcn~entOversight and Risk T r u ) definition
of an accident is:
1.

An unwanted transfer of energy or exposure to a harmful enviroment

2.

Because of a lack of barriers andlor controls

3.

Producing injury to persons, property, or process

4.

Preceded by sequences of planning and operational errors which:

1

a.

Failed to adjust to h g e s in fi:, sical or human factors

b.

Prod&

unsafe conditions a d o r unsafe acts

5.

Arising out of the risk in a well inttntionod activity

6.

lntemping or ckgrsding GJCactivity.

The related accident model is shown in Figure I . Every activity has some level of inherent risk. If thomgh
and informed planning has been d m , the wtivity risks will have bten identified and evaluated. Management
decisions will have been made and carried orrt to (a) ehinstc thost unarccptable risks which cannol be red&
to an aaq~ab1elevel through appropilatc e,
(b) mxptabjy a m t d t k e which cm be amtdcd, (c) transfet

Inherent risk

-

I

Change

counterchange

I

- andtor

&or
situation

-

Effective
correction

t

Acceptable
risk

Failure to a d i u ~t
risk

I

i

I
Performance
errors
LTA cont~olslbarriers
I

Unwanted
energy flow and/or
I

tiaimfu~
I
Vulnerable
environmental and
personlobject
condition
I

t

Accident
situation

.!
~ a r m f ucontact
i

NOcontact

Incident

NOloss

LTA = Less than adequate

INEL 4 3185

Figure 1. Accident Model.

those which can be c.conornically transferred, and (d) accept those residual risks which have an acceptably low
consequence and probability of occurrence (or which have uniquely overriding considerations which justify their
acceptance).If planning or preparation has not been sufficieritly comprehensive. or if faulty risk perceptions have
overridden "real risk" identification and evaluation, oversights and omissions in the risk assessment process result
in work situations which a= error-prone or error provocative. These may produce accidental losses of a magnitude
and frequency that was not anticipated. Irtherent risks b~iltinto the work activity that are not designed or engineered
out lead to crror situations. If not recognized and adjusted for, these situations may contribute to pertbrmancc
errors and initiate a sequence of events and conditions which culminaie in accidental loss. This accident sequence .
may also be started when an activity with acceptable inhercnt risk experiences cnanticipated or inadequately controll~dchanges which degrade safety of the activity. Safety is defined as control of accidental loss, so anything
that degrades safety will ultimately result in accidents and losses. unless it is recognized, adapted to, and effectively corrected or counterchanged to restore an acceptably safe work situation. Even when effective c o d o n
and counterchange have achieved acceptable risk, the accident sequence may still develop from the residual risks.
As Johnson states. "What can happen, wiIl happen, the only uncertainty is when."

When inherent nsk. failure to adjust to error sixiarlons. antilor saiety-degrsd~npct;an_resexst, the rcsult~ng
performance errors produce or Interact with controis and barn@-sthat are inadequate to separate vufnenbie persons or objects from unwanted hazardous energy f:lowsand hamful environmental cond~r~ons
Th~scrcarrs acctdent snuat~ons.If harmfui contact occurs between vulnerable i ~ ~ p l e f iand
t s hzzardous enerpss or envlmnrnc-'
that exceed the recipients' threshold for dsmzgc, i n acc~aent~ c u i r s wrh
,
correspndlnp ioss. If contact berweer!
the hazardous energy or environment and the /ulner~bletarget does .rot occur. or ~ithe hazardous contact is
below the damage threshold of the target, a no-loss i;;cident resuits. If the potentiai for Loss is great. the 810-loss
incident should be lnvesligated with as much ngor anti thoroughness as a n1ajc.r accident In order to prc\ ent recurrence with major loss.
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Thc MORT accident definition and the accident causation model are seen to embrace basic concepts of: (a) energy
sources and flow, and harmful environments wh~chconstitute hazards; (b) vulnerable persons or objects which
arc subject to injury or damage from contact with the !lazards; (c; needed. but nissing barriers and controls which
should prevent the damaging contacts; (d) sequence: of errors and changes which produce situations in which
the harmful contacts can occur; ie) inherent risks of contact which exist in ail work processes and work activities
and which require proper identification, evaluation, and management to prevent the contacts and minimize their
consequences; and (f) resulting unacceptable losses wh~chconsist of such things as interrupted productive processes, downgraded .ystem performance, physical damage or personal injury, adverse public or programmatic
impact, and loss of facilities, products, or services. Each of the~ewill be addressed in turn.
Energy Flows r~ndHarmful Environments. Energy is the capacity to do work. If the work done is productive, the energy 1s considered zis desirable, beneficial, aid controlled. If the work done is unintentionally destruci undesi:ab!e, harmf~!,zng!lincontroiled or inadequateiv controlled. If needed energy
tive, the energy is seen x
exchanges whicli are essential to life processes are disrupted by such harmful environmental conditions as oxygendeficient atmospheres or exposure to the elements in excess of b d y tolerance, the effect is dgain destructive or
injurious, and exposure to the hazardous environment is the causative factor. This exposure, also, is unwanted
and harmful and must be adequately prevented or controlled.

Both energy sources and hostile environments represent hazards which are potential sources for accidents and
wi!l cause harm to the vuinerable people or objec:s hey contact. It becomes meaningfu!, then. to specify accident
types by the hazard sources, or energies and environments, involved; so there are chemical accidents. electrical
accidents, radiation accidents, mechanical acc~dents,thermd accidents, inert gas accidents. etc.
The unwanted energy floW.vs
or environm;ntal conditions can have their ot igins either within the system or external to it. All systems, processes, and activities have some inherent hazards. Hazardous energies, energy flows.
or envirormental conditions exist within most systems to praduce beneficial work and products. A loss of control
of system energy can lead to undesired access of people or objects to the energy sources, energy flow channe!~,
or environmental conditions, or permit escape of these hazardous system elements or materials into undesired
channels or areas where harm can result. In both cases, ~ p c r nsafeguards (controls and barriers), which should
prevent contact between the needed system energies and environments and the vulnerable people and objects,
failed or were inadequate, misused, or not used. Hazard sources outside of the system usually consist of acts
of nature or of persons, equipment, or materials beyond the direct control of system personnel. However, they
can be anticipated, planned for, protected against, controlled within practica and reasonable limits, and properly
responded to when contact does occur, to reduce exposure and minimhe losses.
Vulnarsble Tsrgats. Anything vulnerable to injury or damage from contact with an energy flow is a potential
target for ham and loss. To be of real concern, of course, the potential target must be of vdue to the organization
or activity, so that its reduced capability or loss wodd downgrade performance or efficiency. Vulnerable targets
are usually persons and objects of value and must be protected from contact with hazards by adequate controls

and barriers.
CUM~&and 88rdm. The harmfui effects of energy transfers and environmental conditions are commonly
handled by one or more of a succession of mzsswes. They fall into 11 general categories.

I.

Lamit the eraergy (or srrbaizue tt aka f o m j

2.

Prevent b e energ-j hiidup

3.

Prevent the energy retease

4.

Provide slow energy release

5.

Separate the energles a d potential targets in time and space

6. Place barriers on he energy source

7. Place barriers on the person or object
8.

Place barriers between the energy source and ptential target

9.

Raise the threshold for harm of the target

10. Ameliorate after exposure to limit the harm
1 1.

Rehabilitate ar,d restore to semi=.

Generally, the earlier the imposition of a control or barrier on the list, the better; and the bigger the hazard,
the greater the n d f ~ early
r
intemption and .multiple controls and barriers.
\

Controls and barriers are additionally classified as (a) those used to contain wanted hazardous environments
and energy flows, (b) those used to prevent, control, or minimize the impact of unwanted energy flows or environmental exposures, and (c) those used to pcvent or control actions of persons or objects which may bring
them into contact with harmful energy flows or environmental conditions. Obviously, many controls md barriers
can fulfill all of these functions at the same time.
There are many varieties of controls and barriers that can be used in many different ways. Usually, they are
characterized by their function, location, and type. They function (a) to control wanted work activities and the
use of wanted md needed energies and environmental conditions, (b) to prevent unwanted energy flows and environmental release and exposures, (c) to prevent unwanted entry into hazardous areas, and (d) to Iimit the effects of unwanted energy flows and environmental exposures. Controls and barriers can be established at the
initial conceptual phase of the life cycle of a system or activity and continually le subjected ta review. They
can be iocatd on the hazard or the potential target. between them, or in such a way as to separate them in time
and space, Types of controls and barriers are physical, procedural, administrative, supervisory, engineered, informational, warning, etc.
in MORT teminoIogy, controls can be distinguished from barriers, in that controls generally relate to organizational ard system functioning and barriers, to placement at specific iocations in time or space. Controls include
(a) adequate technical information, (b) system, facility, equipment, or process design and operability. (c) maintenance, (d) inspection, (e) supenision, (f) employee activity, and (g) management system services, incltding upper
level supervision and management, safety and loss control, quality assurance, etc. Barriers are placed on or between hazards and potential recipients to provide adequate separation for protection of persons and objects. It
should be apparent that there are no fine distinctions between controls and barriers, and rightly so, for barriers
are, in fact, a type of control. So, one should be concerned about meshing the control and barrier concepts, or
breaking them apart, when it is helpful to do so. The important thing to keep in mind is that some measures
must be taken to keep energy and vulnerable targets from coming into contact (with resulting harm and loss).
The controlfbarrier concept enables a perscn to identify what those measures s W d be, an8 whem a d where
they should be applied.

I

Insasmsch a% desk& controlsharriers are sometimes not practicd. or they faii, or they are not used or are
misused, it is rarely acceptable to rely on a single conuol/barrier for protection of persons and v;iluabie objects.
Rather, multiple controis/barricrs are required to give t ! desired level of assured protection. The number and
sequence of controis/'bamersrequired for .sv hazard. or set ot hazards in a given system, activity or work situation depends upon (a) the reliability of the controIs/barriers ustd and @) the degree oi protection or safety requind. I! is a judgment that requires p p c r planning, preparauon, identification, evaluation, and incorporation
of a&& contro1shmies-s to prevent accicients; or to determine the adequacy of controlsfhaniers that were,
or should have been. in place when an accident occurred. In either case, preplaming or postinvestigating. a
meticulous tnce of energy flows and enviro~lrnentalconditions that makes visible the number of practical opportunities for interrupting possible harmfid int:ractions between hazards and peuplelobjects with controls/barriers
has pruven to be invaluable. It is highly recomnencied for use in accidentIinciJentinvestigations and will be discussed
funher la the Analyzing Facts section sf this manlsi! under h r r l t r Analysis and MORT Analysis.
The meticulous energy trace (coupled with barrier analysis) can and should also be used effectively in operat i o d and process audits, appraisals, and inspections to identify and evaluate potential hazardous interactions
in ongoing activities. Modifications and changes in designs, hardware, procedures, controls. people, and work
situations and activities produce consequent variations in existing b d s that require safety-related counterchanges
in controlsharriers to maintain the desired level of safety. Failure to do this is often found as a causative factor
in accident investigations.
&--emzm!n
A d d m Ciw-~a,-t. A ~ i & i ii d~ j ; are sirqie aid dimst never resuii from a singie cause. Rather,
they are usually multifactoriai and develop through well defined sequences of changes and errors. Even in a well
contded work environment, the most serious loss-producing events involve nirmerws error and change sequences,
either in series or parallel. Frequently, complexity is added by multiperson and multiorganizational invc.ivements.
Since serious accidents are often very complex, there are both many chances to err or to change, and many opportunities to intervene or intermp the accident sequences. It seems essential, then, that accident investigation stra~gies
and methods be used which can recognize and handle these complex accident sequences and enable the investigator
to diagn0.x and recommend fixes for the roc%accident causes fmn: which they developed. The conventional,
simplisrtic approach of endeavoring to identify the unsafe act or the unsafe condition that is the cause of the accident leads the investigator to identify only symptoms of problems or deficiencies and mults in investigations
which are shallow and more fault-finding than fact-finding; this simplisic approach leads only to treatment of
symptoms and recurrence of accidents, rather than a cure of root causes and iasting fues.

Accidents occur during work activities and must be evaluated within the context of the work situation. the work
site ingredients, and the upstran processes which shaped them and contributed to the zcci&nt causation sequence.
As shown in Figure 2, the work situation is composed of people, plant and hardware, procedures and management controls, and the interfaces which idealiy tie them together into a well coordinated, smooth functioning,
effective production of beneficial work. If there are significant deficiencies, errors, or unwanted changes in any
of the major people-plant-procedures work ingdients, or in their interfaces or relationships, the stage is set for
an accident. Some deficiencies, errors, and unwanted changes which contribute to work accidents develop during
normal work activities; others are built into the system or arc set in motion during the upstaeam processes which
establish the work situation. The work process schematic, Figure 3, depicts the eiements of the upstream processes which prepare the work situation and work activity, as well ts the feedback loops which provide the performance data necessary to correct and refine those processes. If deficiencies are built into the system through
oversights, omissions, and accepted risks in the work-situation-dqiig upstream processes,they wilt be manifest
as problems ami accidents during the work activity. Livrise, &served deficiencies in work activities mirror
simiIarcfekknch in the C u a k x h g ofthe ~g~
sysern w h i i &aped the work situation, and are, generally,
the d t s of managcmta oversights ( m a g actions) and omisions (failure to take q p p k t e actionn). Oversights and omissiosls d resulting &-&
can cxxw anyhe in a system or work adbit--llft cycle and mywhere
in the system or orphsion. Those at oae organizational level, life cycle phase, or part of the system often
affect those at other levels, pbsses, or system parts. U d y , the higher the level or ttst earlier in the cpstman
pnxxss these oversigl~tsand omissions occur and go undticacd, the greater M
i pottntial conseqrreo~es.
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but we must find art how d wby they lzappd and direct efforts to pnvca their rrmmnce. We must key
w thinkkg rrd our effom to prevent. control, pad minimire fcnw accidental loses. This is a key to g a d
b r v h lad good safety.A d d i t i d y , we do not d to wait umil we have a serious accident ond a devastating
lopr before we search ad our loss umtml @Iem erd h e aws from which thy stem. Almost ail wrias
rcident imratigatimreveal numcmuc pmrxm which should havc triggmd in-deph l - s into the causal
fiactors and ultimme c c m q m e s of W o n . Hsd the pnarnor incidents been proprly investigated. causal
fhctmidclrtified,lodDeeded~frsrdsp.sternicfuamadeaadmsintniaed,manyofaumstlysaidnds
would m hvc occumd. lociOm invcstigPioas can be cosily, b& the savings from pvention of fixture a x i dcms~lomfrroffsa~inv~ive~itisa~memcrofin~gm~.Funbcr,thc~a).mnt of good invatigrtve protocd and prqmtion and the usc of syncmatic .ldefficient investigative nnhods
by traiacd md skilled imr&gnar mrhs incident i n v e s t i m eminently costeffective and sensible.

who use them?
Procedures and

and hardware?

Figure 2. Intersystem Relations.

Inherent Risks. Risk is the mathematical expected loss: the probability of an accident multiplied by the quantified conquences of the accident. Risk is an inescapable factor in any human activity. Because of their omnipresence, risks of harmful contacts with hazards must be properly identified, evaiua!ed, and managed 10 prevent
the contacts and minimize the definableconsequences. This identificationevaluation-ma~gementprocess should
be designed and carried out to take the original inherent work risks and determine their acceptability, apply needed
controls, m d ensure that the remaining residual risks have been reduced to an acceptable level.

Two management system malfunctions often prevent the risk assessment and management process from being
adequately effective in control of accident risks:
1.

Oversights and omissions due to lack of knowledge, inadequate assessment, uncertainties, or
rnisperceptions of true risk levels

2.

Risk acceptance at an inappropriately low level in the chain of command. without the knowledge
or participation of higher levels of management.

The two arc obviously tied together. Management has to define the criteria for risk a c q t a m x and forward risk
information for higher level decisions. If this is not done, there will be risk acceptance based on misperceptions,
uncertainties or inadequate knowledge, or made by default through oversights and omissions, or made at too low
a level st h
;e job site.
Proper evaluation of accepted or assumed risk (as defined by MORT) is specific, identifitd, analyzed, quantified to the maximum practicable degree and accepted by the right level of management. Tm often, however,
serious risks are "assumed" in an offhand manner with, at best, a cursory
of thc risk, a d with a
widely accepted justification that it is a "calculated risk" necessary to get the job d m . Thtre is wthhg wrong
with the notion of "calculated risk," except that it w d I y wasn't really calculated. la fact, bat which is often
identified as an "assumed risk" rarely meets tht MORT defmition, but rather consists of unrecognized and
unevaluated hazards and uncertainties in the assessment-decision praxss. These art based on oversights and ornissions, and all too frequent]) and conspicuously arc found in serious accidents.
Uwcclaptobk Losses. Accidental losses interrupt or degrade desired system perforrmxe and often have repercussions well beyond the work site. These losses appear in a multitude of forms-injuries, damage, other costs,
performance lost, degraded programs, public impact, etc. It is not enough to identify the losses tbat have o h ,

This manu.tl is written to help you achieve the high quality accident and incident invcnigatlons that are essential
and loss controi programs.

to effective safety

The Investigation Process
The investigation proce.:. begins well bcfore an accident or incident occurs and continues until the recommended
fiacs have been completed and confirmed. It proceeds in a step-by-step sequence but with several steps overlapping or progressing concurrently and with some steps iteratively feeding each other in a cyciic manner.
Figures 4 and 5 ponray the investigation process in consistent but different flow chart formats. The process
begtns with the establishment of operational and investigative requirements. The environmentaL safety. and health
(ESGIH) requirements for DOE arc published in the series of DOE 5480 Orders. These are amplifiedand further
specjfied through Field Office implementation directives and Contractor safety m u d chapters. directives, standard
practices, and procedures. They are additionally defined and specified in DOE Program Offices orders and
directives.
This entire chain of ES&H requirements provides acceptable accident management at all levels in DOE. Figure 6
shows the relationship of the three basic elements of accident management: preven'lion, response (emergency action),
and investigation. Advance pre,oara?Ir?r!?c? ensure spmtiofial readiness in each of tirese accident management
activities is essential to establish and maintain an stfectivc safety and loss control program. hvolvement o: sifetyfloss
control specialists early in operational development and modification cycles. as well rrs t'lroughout ongoing 3perations. enhances the identification, evaluation. and control of risks and hazards. This is necessary to prevent unacceptable accidental losses. Preplanning and advance evaluation of the effectiveness of emergency action and
intentention in the postaccident phase of accident management ensures greater success in limiting existing losses
and preventing additional losses during this improvement-growth phase. Advance preparation for accident investigation by line and ES&H management .gives greater insurance af preservation of vital evidence. This can
enable the accident investigators to identify the root causes of accidental losses and rcconlmend practical fixes
to prevent recurrence. Systernattc. comprehensive accident'incident investigations generate findings and recommendations that feed back into advance preparation for accident prevention and emergency response. This lifts
the overall level of operational readiness of the operating organization. Advance preparation for accident investigation
will be discussed further in Chapter 11.

Once the accident or incident has occurred, accident response is initiated to rescue the injured. limit the damage,
control or prevent funher loss. and collect and preserve evidence. Concurrently. needed notifications are made
to set in motion thc investigator selection and appointment process.
As shown in Figure 7, effective accident investigation can be accomplished either by Independent investigators
or by monitored self-investigators. In fact, preliminary investigation is almost always performed by in-house line
rnanagers/supervisors and/or safety personnel, who generally work to criteria stablished by an indepmkni group.
In addition, almost without exception, minor accidents are investigated only by the cognizant managerlsupervisor, with followup by the local safety person or group. When a more objective investigation is required, it
is usua!!y accomplished by experienced investigators who are free from control, undue influence, and other
dependence upon the organization and activities under investigation. When investigators have no vested interest
in the outcome, they often weigh information and analytical results in a more open, evaluative manner and arrive
at more rational, reasonable, and accurate conclusions and recommendations. Independent investigators, serving
together as an investigative board, are always required for DOE Type A rurd Tyjx B investigations. Individual
investigators usually perform lcsser level investigations. (Appendix A defines the criteria for M E types of accident investigations.)

The appointed investigators conduct the xcident/incident investigation on a full time basis, by managing investigative activities, collecting and analyzing factual evidence, integrating f a d findings and analytical results
io mive at valid conclusions and report them, with corn ponding recommendations, to the appointing authority.
?he appointing official then specifics appropriiite v r t review WK!distriiiiitieii,and d m migflff)enfSfor ream-
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mrr-rieds:+srcm sisd specific fixes. The official also arranges for tollowup. vaiidatiotr and close out of correctwe
action. He may aso d~rector recommend further tud!e. Qr :squines to evaluate system problems beyond the
scopc of the accident invcsti_cation.

Figure 8 sumrnarlzes the sequerjtiat flow of acrivitics and relationships in carrying out the accidentfinciden~
investigation process for a Type A or Type B investigation.
Appendix B is a more detailed outline of tht postaccident sequence of investigation-related activities.
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8. If incident, appoint board
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1. Briefedby authority
2. Go toswne
3. Moet wfth management
4. Recehre
5. Plan 4
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7. Collect facts
0. Analyze
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completion
I

'May be successively the roles of contractor safety englnters (lklc and h4.dquarterr) md
DOE mfety engineers (arm fkld, and headquarters).

Figure 8. SquttdiPI Investigative Acalvltlcs & &katkm@.
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PREPARE PO lNVESfiGATE

The quality md effic~encyof accident/incident lnvestigaiions wiii moriiy d c p d on ,he advance preparation
and planning donc before a m y m n c c . Regunmtnts md cnMa need to be &fined m advance and cnnmunrated
to those who will need to UK them. in the chaotic circwnsuu~+soften present after an accident. thou rrrpond~ng
ceed to know their respn5ibilitia a d pnonua b r carrying out tasks. Guidance is mxkdon preserving eviderr-T.
securing the accident s e n e . and restoring the rem to wrvict within s reasonable time. Selection. training. and
designation of investigation paxticipants needs to be p i d and prepared in advance to identify and appoint investigators. lnvestigauve malerids and nmssaq support hrnctions should be specifmi in advance and be available
when meded by investigators. Rocedum, guiJeiincs, and methods need to be develqcd md ready for use in
accident response and investigation. so that oversights and omissions can be prevented, performance errors minimited. and postaccident hazards and risks cotitrolled.

Figure 9 identifies the three essentials of advance preparation for investigation that will be discussed in this
chapter: (a) definition of requircmentr and criteria, @) planning of accident response, and (c) planning of investigation activation.
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Dsfins investigation Requir -merits and Criteria
Invest~ga!ion rrqtllrernents and c r i l a a flow out of investigatioii policy and objectives, and form the basis for
preaccident planning. They are spelled out in codes, standards. and regulations (CS&R) and are amplified, clanfie4,
;md simplified in nondircchve guldeiines. Figure 10 suggests the reiationship between and the reed for both CS&R's
and guidelines, and identirics the common investigative requirements 2nd criteria that they should address.
Codes, Standards. end Regulations. h i c DOE requirements for accidenVincident Eponst and investigation
arc spelled out in DOE Orders from Hcadquaners Program offices and the ES&H Office. The primary directive
is DOE Order 5484.1. Further amplification is found in DOE Field Offices implementing directives. in addition,

first line operating organizations, either DOE or contractor, should establish their own requirements and criteria
to identify operation of their organizat~onsin response to an accident or incident. These organization-specific
directives. of course, must be consistent with DOE. Orders and Field Office implementing directives. They need
to refate the higher, generaiized requirements to the specifics of particular organizations and operations, and the
unique combinations of hazards, risks, and controls that are found here. They need to address (in appropriate

Codes, standards

Figure 10. Define Requiments and Criteria.

c b a i i e h e specific rcsponsibiiities and activities that make up that orpmrmuon's approach to accident response
tnvestigatson for internal (as well as external) reponln? requirements and cnterla, and in-house action
asshg~imentsand followup, The directives need to define: fa) how and when dams arc sounded; (b) who is to
respotid; tc) wher >ow,and wth what equipment; (d) who is to be in charge of response. rescue. a d recovery
activities; (e) who i- 'o gather the accident data, make prciimin ary loss t s t irnates. and notify appropriate officials;
(f) who is to secure t'le accident scene, control access, and gather and prcserve evidence: (g) who is to make
infomiation releases and with whom they need to be coordinated; (h) who is to perform initial preliminary investigations; (i) how and by whom iirternal accident incident investigation bards are to be appointed and convened;
ij) what facilities, materials, support, and liaison are to be provideci to investigative teams; (k) and how and from
whom support is to be obmned. Also to be defined are: how to ensitre that investigators remain free and independent t~ evaluate accident evidence objectively. so existing system cleficiencies can be identified and needed corrections made; when and to vrhom accident reports art: to be sub~l~irted,
and in what form or format they are
to be arrucnrrcd: who is to review the report before final acceptance. and what review criteria are to be used;
how
assignments in response to investigative findings and recommendations are to be made, by whom
a d :e whom: and wtro is to follow, verify, and close out completed action assignments, and $ow it is to be accomplished. These and other organization- and operation-specificrequirements and criteria need to be defined
4camuPlicatcd to the people responsible for talung or directinb action in response to accidents and incidents.
Guidelines. Nondirective guidelines need to be provided to management, supervision. employees, and accident incident investigators in preparing for and responding to accidents and incidents. This manual is the primary DOE
guideline for investigation and attendant activities. It should be supplemented, as appropriate, by locally deveioped
guidc!ines that provide information and methods tailored to organizational and operational needs. Guideiines,
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rcapvnx md investigation, invesiigaiion reporiing, and
action-taking and followup in sufficient detail to enable proper management of accident investigative activities.
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Plan and Prepare for Accident Response
Accident response is a critical phase in accident management. It is the phase in which the required emergency
is taken to save life and limit loss, wci it is also the initial postaccident opponunity to preserve fragile
evidence and gather the information required for official notifications and investigative decisions. As indicated
in Figure 11, emergency octlon considerations, particularly lifesaving and life-protecting activities, always take
%st priority, even if property or evidence are destroyed, distorted, 01- broken in the process. Trade-offs invariably
have to be made during accident response, but if they are properiy evaluated beforehand, the likelihood of right
deckions will be enhanced and adverse side effects will be mini~nized.This k o m t s significant when it is
remembered that the preservation of evidence is essential to bth the collection of facrd informatron and' the
rawate and eomplete interpdon of its meaning. It is evident that advarre pqxuation and planning are necessary
to ensure proper coordination of emergency action, evidence preservation, and accident notification activities.
Emergency Action. Figure 11 identifies five primary areas that need to be addressed in every emergency action
pki: @) summon help, (b)respond to the emergency, (c) rescue victims, (d) limit the losses, and (e) prevent

f m k r loss.
Sh$c, easy-use procedures for spmmoning help and warning of accident situations need to be established.
Repcr+hgresponsibilities need to be defined, and training in d m system activation oeads to be specified and
performed. Those experiencing or discovering an accident d to know how, when, where, and to whom to
report it to summon emergency help. Those responding to an sscci&r;t need to know what they can do i
d what
they cannot do, what actions feuow workers can take, and what actions require sWed a d qualified emergency
~p~.Eroergtncy~mustalsoknowwb~~ard~eme~cncyresponst
and rescuc opemtions; what equipment, matsrials, and protective gear arc required (how dwhere they are o&
tairped and what training or ~ i f i c a t i o n sare required for their use); and what risks, hazards, or peculiarities
of this operation, process, or facility exist, and what specialized knowledge, skills, procedures, and equipment
are aterltd to safely handle them.They must also know what means are needed and are available to control aad
limit present injuries and losses, and to prevent emergency teams,tescucn,and investigators from causing addi-

tional in-juryor loss. or komrng castlaltics themselves. Too often. second accidents suit i ~ r ngood-intentional
emergency response and rescue actlons. or existing injurres or tosses arc aggravated by imptoper. inadqt!=!-.
or ill-advised actions. Usually, these additiond or iij~ravatedlosses result from impromptu, sn-the-scene actions.
and could have been prevented by proper p;.taccider~t.
evaiuauon, planrung, and prepmuon for emergency response.
For greatest effectiveness, this preparation lor accident response should include evaluation of t!!e effects of various
intervention actions on the prohSle loss outcome, u!mg time-Ioss an;ilysis or a similar analytical oppn~ach.
Preservation of Evidence. The primary tasks of itscident invcstigrttors are the collection and evaluation of
factual evidence to arrive at valid conclusions and recommendations to prcvcno accidrrit recurrence. The
investigators' task can be made easier and more effective if early time presevation of evidence is included in
accident response preparation and planning. Preservarion of evidence will always be overridden by life saving
considcrations and sometimes by risk reduction and p~ogramrnaticconsiderations, such as purposely running a
failing piece of equipment to destruction in the process of gathering vital programmatic data. By accepting the
secondary precedence of preservation of evidence, much can be done: concurrently with emcrpency action tasks,
or soon thereafter. to preserve the accident scene and relevant records and transient evidecxc. Witnesses should
be identified and preliminary statements gathered. Aiso. if the emergency response people are familiar with the
need and methods for evidence preservation, they can often conduct their activities in a w q that will enhance.
rather than degrade, preservation of i:aportant accident evidence.

?ifserving the accident scene involves securing the area by roping it off or barricading it and placing appropriate
warning signs. Guards should be established to control access and limit entry to emergency teams, invcs:lgators.
znd athers with authoritaticn and need to enter. The reasons are obvious: to prevent people from trampling through
!he sc=!?ereri zcciden! debris, prevent t!!e removd G: :e!wa!I~:: of quipmen: or mateiids, k ~ mi
p ~i~eiiii
hunters and others who may carry off valuable evidence, control access to those involved in accident managemcnt
and investigation, protect people from exposure to hazards still remaining at the site, prevent activation of equip
ment or systems that may lead to a second accident, etc.
Preservation of relevant records requires that procedures be established and responsibilities be defined. Hardware and software need to be provided for identification, collection, preservation, processing, and storage or
impoundment of recorded information. Some records dt.the site may be kept for only a &y or, week, so those
that may be pertinent to the accident need to be found as soon as possible. Records kept at central locbtions or
other places remote from the scene of the accident need to be identified in accident respnse and investigation
plans and guidelines, so they will not be overlooked or forgotten.
Some valuable evidence literally evaporates, some is purposely carried off, some is inadverteiltly carried off
or destroyed at the scene (sometimes by emergency response personnel), and positions of things are changed.
These and many other actions or events can lead to loss, distortion, or breakage of fragile evidence, so it needs
to be quickly and carefully collected md recorded in order to preserve it for examination. Investigators should
be liberal in their collection of samples and recording of information. They can always throw away what they
don't need, but if they fad to collect or rccord ~ t it, may be lost forever. They should go to the fzld equipped
with an adequate collection of recording materials and supplies. If the organization's prep-ration for accident
respn\e and investigation has been properly set up, much will have been done by krmwlzrigable people at the
accident site. Investigators should not rely on this bekg done; they should follow up ahem-selves.
A properly equipped investigator's kit, or "Go Bag" of supplies and equipment, prepared in advance for use
when an accident occurs and an investigation team is activated, is invaluable. Every organization should have
these kits made up and ready for use. They should be appropriately tailored for the most probable on-site accidents. Appendix C contains several lists of proposed investigator kits.

The earlier that preliminary statements can be obtained From witnesses after an accident, she more accurate
and credible these statements we likely to be. This suggests, then, that wllection of preliminary witness statements
should be built into the emergency response system and carried out by line management and supervision before
tbe amval of the investigation team. Once more, investigators should be cautioned that it may not havc been
completely done before their arrival, so they should be sure to follow up. Preliminary daternents not only preserve

early impressions and obscna~iacsby .peqie a; ke s c a e at. ihi.;tGame 3P i!e acxide~i.k*i alse laye &-r2 added
benefit of helping tne team select the best witnesses for interview. Prelimnary stagt~mitsm
i .kw r i i ~ n
ori CGGcise. easy-to-use foms which fully identify the individual witness, his job anC work pix=, his p i n t of obsewation, and his obseivations relative to accident and events, acuvities, conditions, equlpmcnt, materiais,
environmental factors. &said& factual evidence can be obtained in foiiowup mterviews with wimesses in area
suggested by the preliminary statemects.

Ear!y preservation of evidence cart be initiated through adequate preparation and j q h m n g for accident response,
and can be accomplished by management md supervision, emergency service personnel, anO on-site investigators
during the cxccution of emergency actions. The third element of planned accident =ponse, notification of accident occurrence, is a separate task, but it is fed by the findings of those persons involved in initial evaluation
of accident effects.
Notification. DOE Order Sri&ii. ; Chapter i contitins official=ident notificat;oo requirements for DOE md
contractor organizations. Loclll directives an needed to specia responsibility for making the= official notifications, as well as defining notification procedures report contents, and format. Further, they should identify required recipients for the notifications, both in-house and outside. In addition to notification of company and DOE
officials, the criteria, procedures, and respnsibility for aotificatiori of Others (family, employee, news media,
community officials, etc.) need to be defined and assigned. The immediacy or time frames for notifications also
should be identified and followed. DOE Order 5484.1 and Field Office implementing directives specify immediate
notification by telephone to the designated DOE Fleld Office or Headquarters emergency operations center for
those most serious accidents and occurrences which require Type A investigations. Immediate is interpreted ss
king as soon as sufficient infomtion has been obtained to indicate the general nature and extent of accidental
losses. Teletype notification within 72 hours to the designated Field Office or Headquarters operat~onal~afety
office, with copies to cognizant programmatic, legal, and public affairs offices, is specified for accidentsloccurrences requiring Type B investigctior.~
~acifor inmdi8tt ,notifica?ion mcfirn~tion.The required kfomtion
includes: (a) accident details, such as time, date: location, general mture of accident/occurrenceand its major
consequences; (b) loss estimates of consequences, programmatic and public effects, injuries, property damage,
and other red or potential losses; (c) actlord tzkea fur emergency control md amelloration, status of actlam to
initiate investigation. and comments on possible or probable causes of the occurrence; (d) p t ~ s sreleases made
or planned; and (e) the need for a DOE investigation and, if appropriate, the names and tides of propsed investigation board members, advisors, and consuitants. Accidents and occurrences sf a lesser nature ard consequence are reported quarterly to the designated DOE recipient office using the speciced forms.

Plan Investigation Activatior;
The threefold nature of preparation for investigation, as depicted in Figure 9, consists of: (a) defi?ition of
investigative requirements and criteria; (b) planning for accident response, iocluchg emergency action, preservation of evidence, and appropriate notifications of accident occurrence; and (c) planning for activation of the
investigation. These three aspects of investigativepreparation generally take place sequentially, but there art some
common activities and overlap in ;klatter two, as well as some earty timg p 1 d . g and p r e p t i o n for iwesctlgation activation that precedes specific accident response planning. However, the better these two p l d g phases
are coordinated and correlated, the better the actual accident :esponse and investigation activation secluences arc
likely to flow, and the more effective and correct the specific activities are likely to be.
Figure 12, Elements of the Investigative Process (from Ray Kuhlman's P r o f e s s i d Accident Investigation)
clearly ties the planuing sPyquenee together, showing preaccident definition of objectives, policy, and planning.
system, as well as emerThese shape the requirements which establish an accident investigation class-tion
gency response essentials and notification of w-t
officialswho make investigation advation decisions. These
decisions determine: (a) who is to be appointed to perform various investigative tasks; (b) when and how those
appointments are to be made; (c) and what materials, aids, rand instructions are n e e i d by the a p p l n t m t~ p
vide the type of investigation and report desired by the appointing official and rcquircd by defined inv&@ve
criteria.

.
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?!kwicg ~ Z ; I ir":ve~lig&'riaz
82iii'8iiGi;i kiez iavelvez: {st idc~itifyingptentid participants. (b)assembling
.
(cj estzbii~hingaciivztion pa-c<iures, as indicated in Figure 13. Sina appointing
irnvestigaii~ez ~ i r r i s arid
or'iiciais for investigation boards may be sciecitd from and by DOE Headquarters, Field Offices, or contmyar
organizakions. each ievei needs to pian for investigatiolr activation. Gcneraliy. the more serious the accident. and
die bigger the a c t d or potential losses, the higher the level of the appointing authority. Within DOE. Type A
investigat~onboarcis are appointed by W E Headquaners or Field Office officiais, Type b bards by the DOE
Field Office h a d , and Type C bards or ions investig;i!ors by the DOE or contractor organktion official whose
%rations are involved in the occur.znce. Additionally, Type A investigation boards consist entirely of DOE
or other federa! pe,rsonnel, but Type B boards m y o~ntuinDOE contractor personnel at the discretion of the
Field Office head.
Identify Potential Participants. Potential investigation prticipants may be investigators or board members;
specialists and advisors who assist boatd members in coildon, pmectim. examhition, and evaluation of evidence;
xi reviewers who evaluate the qiratity a;.d compie:eness of the investigation repox and recommendations. These
investigative participants must be suitably qualified for the tasks they are to perform, and they must be available
to perform them. If a potential investigative participant is the best qualified and prepared to perform a specific
investigatilce function but is not available at the time he is necded, the appointing official and his advisers had
better look elsewhere for another suitable candidate for that assignment. The availability aspect then necessitates
the establishment and maintenance of potential participant lists at all levels from which appointing officials are
selected. The need for suitable, as well as available, participants requires appropriate measures be in place to
develop and identify a cadre of persons with the qudifications to conduct objective and meaningfi.11investigative
activities in whatever phase they participate.

Three basic characteristics determine a person's suitability ;ts a potential investigative appointee:

Ire possess the necessary capabilities? Ca? he do it?

1.

*s

2.

Docs he have sufficient motivation? Does he want to do it?

3.

Does he have sufficient independence and objectivity? Can he both see it and tell it as it is?

In order to determine whether a prospxtive appointee has the requisite capabilities for performing an effective
inkstigation or review, one nust look at his education and training, his experience, his present work assignment,
and his current knowledge and skill within his area of expertise. Each of these should be considered within three
general areas of capability: managerial, ttchnical, and investigative (particularly possessing knowledge, skill,
and experience in the specific type of investigation he will be expected to conduct or review). If a single investigator
is to do the investigation by himself, he must have an adequate balance of these capabilities for the task involved.
If an investigation board or a group of individual reviewers is to be u d ,the required balance of needed capabilities
is achieved by appropriate selection of capable spacialists or experts within each arca. The effective lone investigator,
then, must possess a combination of capabilities, whereas; the effective board or group of individual reviewers
will combine a balance of specialists, each possessing a specific, t
M capability. This, in fact, is one of the
benefits of wing apiiclinted boards for investigations a
i
d is a p h y reason that investigation boards are rcquired on major accident investigations. Additional strengths derived from the use of investigation boards are
(a) fostering of independence and diversity of views and cxperierrx, (b) counteracting of biases and inaccurase
perceptions, and (c) built-in validation and confirmation processes that enhance the quality and completeness of
the total investigative process. Shortccmingsof invtstigrttive boards may be (a) merribcrs who are inexperienced
in investigation aad analysis, and (b) interpersod factors that may slow or complicate the investigative work.
Regardless of other capabilities an investigator, consulw, or revi&wcrmay possess, somc training in investigative
principles and methods is critical for top performance. Recognizing tht need for investigative capability on every
major accident investigation board, DOE requires that at least one membtr of each Type A and Type B investigation b a d 3e a T m b d Pnvestigatsr. One lxamcs certified as a Trained Investigator by completing thc DOE
Acdmt L
m Workshop.
~ This twewstk
~
course belps potmid investigatorsdevelop pmkkncy h:(a) c m ducting high quaiity indepth accident investigations,and (b) writing dear, concise, effective investigation repom.
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Trained lnvesugators are provided with structured opportunities to learn and use.
I.

Pasic accident investigation (AI) concepts and principles

2.

DOE.~'lvestigativeand reponing requirements and guidelines

3.

MORTIAI program developments. services, and resources

4.

Imponant considerations (a) in advance preparation for accident investigation and (b) in stnrcturing the investigating board r ~ managing
d
the investigation

5.

Current best methods for collec%ionof accident-related information and evidence

6.

State-of-the-art investigative analytical methods for evaluating and integrating gathered facts

7.

System risk evaluation methods to determine whether the accident should have been expected
and how actions should be directed to prevent recurrence

8. Appropriate and available experts and specialists for gathering, evaluating, and understanding
accident-related evidence
9. Standardized structure and format for the investigation report and recommendations letter
10. The total integrated accident investigation process
1 1.

Experiences in the accident investigation process, including review and followup, lessons learned,
and suggestions for process improvement.

Upon completion of the AI workshop, the Trained Investigators arc certified for three years. They n& to complete an AI refresher course every three years-(fouryears. if they serve on a major A1 board during thdt interval).
The Trained Investigators normally find theniselves cast in two specific roles on the investigation board as a result
of their AI training and certification: (a) chief advisor to the board chairman on investigative matters, and (b) trainer
of other board members on basic investigative principles and methods.

In addition to training of board members, consultants and reviewers, other potential participants in accident
response and investigation should receive appropriate advance training in:
1.

Initial reporting and notification of accident occurrence

2. Preservation of the accident scene and accident evidence
3. Collection and preservation of information
4.

Participation in various roles in the investigation, i.e., liaison, providing of witnesses,doamem,
facilities, support, etc.

5.

Specialized training pertaining to the particxlar requirements related to accident investigation
at this facility or organization.

Effective accident investigation perfonnanct is affected not only by capabilrty,but also by mativation NO mattcr
how capable an investigator is, his performax efftctiveneqs can still fall short if motivational factors interfere.
This can exist when: (a) his perceived value of the investigation is too low to justify his best effom or the t h e
and energy invested; or (b) it is perceived tc be a meaningless drill, rather than a meaningful task, providing
worthwhile benefits; or (c) the ptrccived conflicts it impses with his time and workload, his interests and biases,

a d his working and personal rrfationshipsa~ unaccepable. The better the match between the pvntiai investrgator's
motivational factors and the investigation tasks to which he is appinted, the higher the Iikelihcd bhi: ~ E Zwii;
be an effective conanbutor.
In consldcringthe find criterion, indepe*
for desirable inv&;carl.; . iiaracteristics,t k involved in daction
and appointment should look at personal traits. rnanagcmcnt Icvci, and functional position of the potenttal participant and his susceptibility to biasing influences whicfi cod? impede or prevent the person's clear recognition
and evaluation of facts and finhngs.
Additionaliy, a successful investigator should be able to nork eiiectively with others, be knowld~eabiein
his specialty. be able to gather facts unemotionally and evaluatt them objectively, be able and confident in making
logical judgments, and be fret from commitments. obligations and vested interests in the involved organization,
e i e , and activities. on and off the job.

Ihe investigator's management level and functional position should be appropriate for the investigation being
conducted. His effec~venessand ability to get the information and cooperation he needs may also be affected
by the level a;& position of the appointing offlcial. The investigator needs to be in&pendent,of undue inflwr.ce
(vested interests) and control to be capable of evaluating accident evidence objectively. He must also possess
sufficient clout to get what is needed in dealing with the involved organizations. All of these are related to the
management levels of the appointing official and investigator.
Wesent ~rx!pist Fz.~t~rm!
a i p i i ~ ihi
i ~ credi'ii1ir-jiu &e Invesugaior's observationsand findings, but hose
assignments need to be sufficiently removed from the involved people, activity, and organization. so that his objectivity, independence, and ability to work with those involved are not adversely affected.

The appointing authority should avoid any attempt to interfere with the board's collection, evaluation, and finding
of facts. If the appointing authority presses for predetermined inciusions, conclusions, omissions, or recommendations, the investigators' chances of being objective are greatly diminished. The appointing official can further
enhance objectivity by ensurifig: (a) that a superior and subordinate are not appointed to the same investigation
board; (b)that ernplr3yees directly related to the operation or the accidcnt do not serve on the investigation board;
and (c) that ail involved h o w that appointees work directly for the appointing authority and have no other
assignments or responsibilities for the duration of the investilgation.
Awembla Investigative tUh3terials. If investigztive materials (including procedures and guides, hardware
and software, and information packages) have been assembled in advance and are provided to the investigation
board when it is appointed, the investigators can be more immediately productive in their efforts. Cor~pleteinvestigation kits or "go-bags," containing the needed investigative materials, may be assembled a d tailored to
special organizational needs by using the lists of contents suggested in Appendix C.
b b l i s h Activation Procedures. Established activatior. procedures at all levels which appoint Msf
investigation will facilitate the process of initiating an investigation after an accident or high jxxentia) incident
has o c c u d . The board charter struchue, baud organization, and
h
i soyjqort servfc= r d to bc
identified in advance and procedures established for activating&em. The procedures should be keyed to the heeds
of the orgmization and tbe types and name of accidents hey are likely to investigate. They should be b d
a m g h to adapt to whatever invtstigative ntcOs may arise, yet specific enough to provide needed guidance to
appointing authorities aad their advLwrs in appointing investigators a d providing them with the instructions,
authority, d support t h y need to effectively accompiisb tbeir investigative tasks. DOE Order 5484.1 provides
basic criteria for appointment of board members and advkm. The next chapter in this manual, ''Miate investigation," discusses the details of structuring the charter, organizing tbe b o d , and providing support services. The
detairs should be M t into investigatiorJ activation plans orsd procedures.

When proper advance pl;mnnicg and preparation for accident respotlse and investigation have been done, the
xcurrenct of an accident or inc~dentbecomes a trigger to implement the advance plans. Line management and
their safety advisers wi!l ensure ame1;orarion is underway as first priority, make immediate notifications. and
secure the accident scene trom disturbance and m"ontro1led entry. *y will also preserve evidence, collect transient
evidence and preliminary statements, and cooperate with the independently appointed board of investigators, bus
providing thcm with appropriate liaison and support services.
Afier evaluation of the accident notification information and consultation with DOE Headquarters. Field Office,
and contractor personnel. as approp-iate, the designated appointing authority wili initiate the accidentlincident
investigation by specifying the inveitigation and appointing the investigation team, as ind~catedin Figure 14.

Specify 1nvestigation
The investigation is specified concisely in the investigation board letter of appointment. It is emphasized in
board briefmgs by the appointing authority, and in subsequent communications with the bctard, as inithl specifications
are explained, expanded, or revisexi. Key investigation elements that require specification are:

1. Type of investigation (DOE Type A, B, or C).
2.

Level of appoinied board (DOE Headquarters, Field Office, contractor, or contractor
sub-element).

3.

Scope of investigation (definition of how much of the accident-producing system the investigators
should examine). Generally, the scope should be defined broadly enough to include the t..atream
processes which prcduced the accident situation and the management system which should have
controlled it. It should also be limited enough to be manageable by the appointed board. Provisions should be made for expanding the scope or appointing others to subsequently or concurrently look at special colrcerns beyond the defined investigative scope, when einerging evidence
warrants. Examples of special concerns that ma) be uncovered during accident investigations
are (a) accident contributions that arose early in the system life cycle at other locations or organizations, (b) problems requiring research for resolution, and general studies or inquiries of larger
system involvement and widespread or extensive problems.

c

:

(9:)

4.

Requirements and constraints on the board (definition of the board's authority, responsibility
and accountability). The appointing official defines for the investigators what he exp=ts of them
and what they can and cannot do. He should also specify for them what they should do if they
encounter problems in getting things they need or getting the investigative job done.

5.

Funding and resources for the investigztim (specifieatim of the m r c e or sources for needed
hnding and resources for both (lire! b d needs and those of others involved in the investigation). Others in the investigation would be consul tar,^^, advisors, witnesses, support peop1e, ctc.
Basically, the appointing official defines who pays the investigation bills.

6.

Support and liaison for the investigation team (designation of who provides these services).
Usually, the orpanbation experiencing the accident or the next higher management level, i.e.,
Field Office, will provide senior staff liaison to handle r-equests for documents, witnesses, tests,
etc. That samt organization will also ordinarily provide support services such as work spare,
offices, clerks, typists, transportation,protective gear, photographers, etc.

7. Schedules and commitrrfints (specification of when oral or written p m g z s s reports and fd
reports are due and in what format they should be submitted). Ckmrdly, the format is specified

in DGE Brder 54%. 1, but imi iqiii~crmnsm y differ for Less szr,mcxcu::ems.
ag
pointing official shouid specify what 1s io be done if' desired schedules or comrmefin cmnoi
be met as intended. Provisions made fcr extensions of time tci accurmiy compiete the rcpon
should be specified.
8.

Reprts (cpecification of t y p and nature of required rtpom). Experience has &own that a p
pointing officials should be reluctant :o ask for oral reports only,because qualified invesugators
usiiig the investigative methods discussed in ~ ' r i sa n a n d wil! always find more than anticipated,
and the findings will almost always warrant a written report. Too often when only an oral report
is specified. sketchy notes are taken, and the it~vestiga~~on
must be repeated to gather the details
necessary for the written repon.

Appoint Investigation Team
Concurrently with dcfinition of the investigation specifications, the investigation team (consisting of board
cembers and advisors/consultants/specialists)is appointed by complying with the DOE-specified team structure.
selecting team personnel, and issuing the appointing letter.

Structure the Investigation Team. DOE Order 5484.1 specifies the structure of Type A and Type B
investigation boards and teams.Individual organizations should specij. local requirements for lower level acciA n n * i n x r e c t ; n - t i n n ID-m c t q C t U r a c l W l T : n r A o r 5AQA 1 whirh ectahlich~ch a r i r r--.I---.r i t p r i n ---and r---a n --cewe 3 panem
for local team structuring, forms the basis for the following guidance.
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1.

Type A and Type B investigation bardsfteams are appointed by DOE officials.

2.

Type A investigation bards consist of DOE and other federal employees ody.

3. Type B investigation boards may contain DOE contractor employees, as well as DOE personnel.
4.

Type C investigations are conducted by DOE contractors when their operations are involved,
and by DOE personnel when federal operations are involved.

5.

Boards of investigation should consist of three to five members, one of whom is appointed as
chairman.

6. The boardlteam chairman should te a competent manager who is qualified to manage the
investigation team, direct investigative activities, and conduct necessary, often complex, coordination with involved organizations and officials.
7.

All appropriate competencies (managerial, scientific, technical, professicnal, and investigative)
should be considered in appointing boards and teams.

8.

Consultants, advisors, and specialists who are experts in pertinent areas or who are familiar
with the operations or management of the prognun involved in the accident should be appointed,
as necessary, ;o assist the board. These persans may be contractor personnel.

9. At least one member of each board should be a Trained Accident Investigator, currently certified
by DOE. One person should not serve in the dual roles of chairman and Trained Investigator
on the board. It is very helpful to have the chairman a Trained Investigator.
10.

A superior and his subordinate should not serve on the same M.

1 1.

Employees d i d y related to the operation or activity involved in the accident should not serve
on the board.

E2. hu&ga:~n sFa!d ~ 6 f fk o m
~d repg Err the eppinting c&id and board chairman oniy for
-i
k- B i i h o a of h e hvtstipiion. tney si?ouid have no orhcr assignments or responsibilities in
their repiar wsrk g m p um L k :nves:iga'iior, is esrnpteted arsd they arc released by the ap*a&ng

a;r&arity or baud shaimm.

S e k t PrrveaZlgeZlvs Psmnnoi. By drawice, upon lists of Tmntd Investigators, other rosters of prospective
board/tcam members having suitable capabiiities, and contacts (with advisors and officials at appropriate ieveis)
the appointing authority can select a board chairman. board members, and consultants/advisors to conduct an
accident investigation. There will be trade-offs in makrng the best selections, which should be addressed by the
appointing official and ?hoseassisting him. Following an some practical considerations:

I.

Mnagerlal level o f t . . c h a m m ;id~ n e n shh a d k considered. Appointing top level people
reflects the orp mization's concern and gets faster action during the investigation and the implementation r , con#.tive actiomi. In addition, they will gemrally handle the investigation bewr,
and they are not easily awed or fooled during the investigation.

2.

krab1.: persod qualities ixtude an open a d logical mind, PPlsroughness, and ability to rnaintain perspcave and independence. Personal qualities to be avoided are a "know-it-all" attitude,
"prima domas," preconceived biases, preoccupation with normal work, and reluctance to be
away from home or regular work.
Members who are remote from the accident site delay progress and review. Evidence and
testimony may change. Members may shortcut investigztion to retqn home.
V

d interests have bias. This is a danger with those too close to the site, program, or opention.

When possible, the NASA approach (one member for each aspect, such as energy, structure,
humaa factors, operations, control systems, etc.) could be v a l d l e .
7h & a h a n rhould have a high level of managerial &ias
llwell as a snong technical backgmund.

fi.w p e m n ~ ! lneedad for ncovcrpc should not tkassignred to investigation.
Avoid w'ng people just because they are available.

Exclusive selection of outside investigators may be construed to imply that local DOE staff is
incompetent.

A physician can be valuable in every serious injury accident investigation, and in most property
damage accidents where human error may be a conmbutor. It is better to have him serve as
8 consultant or advisor, tather than as a board member.
Legal advis<ws slrt wually e b f d v e in fact c~!l.dm
4evakaticn and in report writing and
review. They can be helpful in witness interviewing; but rerncmbtr that they are trained in the
ad.-&
appto~ch%ad may tend to interrogate, rather than interview.

Since Weed numbers of m e are available, a gnws xoring system m y be a wise compromise
for selection. A possible system could produce such an analysis as follows:
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Safety
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+

++

+

+

-k

++
+
+
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' +
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Analytic

++
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++

Or;anizationally, the chairman is located at a remote or distant facility. He fulfills the added
dictum of managerial skill and is from the discipline concerned.
The other members represent a mixture of attributes which should, in themselves, contribute
to a well-rounded board foundation. The safety representative may be the Trained Investigator.
Managerial skill and in\esriga:ive experience are the tie breakers.
13.

Since DOE imposes no limits on appointed consultants and adviso,.~.a lengthy list of disciplines
and subject matter can be considered for complex events which approach a wide variety of
technical boundaries; for example:

-

Sciences and Engineering
Disciplines
1

Physics
Chemistry
Metallurgy

Chemical engineering
Nuclear engineering
Mechanical engineering
Electrical engineering
System engineering
Operations research
Reliability and quality assurance
(R&QA)
Medical
Human factors
Health physics
Mine engineering
Geophysics

-

Cross-Classified by Subject
Matter
-.
Bubble chambers
Reactors
Test and qualification
Accelerators
Critical facilities
Structures
Control system
Transportation
Chemical processing
Explosives
Crans operation
Heavy construction
Rad iatiorb
Chemical laboratories
Coal liquefaction
Extraction technology
Reclamation technology
Geothermal and solar development
Electric power transmission and distribution

14. Persons with substantial training in disciplines and specidties involved should be on the board.

15. Specialists with current work exprience in the problem at hand should be consultantsor members
of the board.
16. For an accidenuincident with high public interest, select a board member with experience in
dealing with the press, i.e., one who is able to effect an honest evaluation of press or public

concern.
17. b y accidentfincidernt involving radiation or complex processes engenders personal trauma and

fear. The involvement of a medical doctor or orher appropriate specidist who can e v d ~
traumatic effcsts is bencf~ia!.
18.

For radation or other problems, there is a tremrtndous wealth of expertise w i h n DOE. Do
not hesitate to use it.

19. When speed is warranted (and it often is), notify appointees by direct contact, phone or other
means, before arrival of the letter of appointment.
20.

It may be advisable to appoint the board chairman first and hsve him participate in selection
of other members and advisors.

21.

Tailor board selection as much as possible to meet the specitic needs of each irivestigation.

Issue AppoE~tinglatter. The letter of appointment establishes the investigative team. It states the purpose,
type, and scope of the investigation; specifies the board members, advisors, and liaison petsons; indicates board
mspsibilities, authority, and accountability; and gives special instructions to the board, including milcstoncs
to be met. It is distributed to all of the people involved, not just the appointees, but those for whom they work,
d those with whom they will work on the investigation.
As far as possible, the appointing letter should spell out the investigation specifications discussed in a previous
section. It does this concisely and usually requires followup wlth a board briefing or othcr communication by
u s clyyvrrrurre vrrrb-,
~ C G n ; n l Gi !iiS desigrii~,4
3 p r i d e a d d exp!ana:ion.
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Appointees are identified in the letter of appointment by name, job, and organization, and are differer~tiatcd
as board members, consultants, and advisors, and liaison and support people. Additionally, the board chairman
and designated Trained Investigator are identified by their investigative roies.

The board charter is defined concisely in the letter so that all recipients of the letter will know the board's
shority and co~straints,and its basic responsibilities and accoun!abilities to the appointing official.
The appointing letter is usually addressed to the chairman of the board, but sometimes appointing authorities
choose to addrtss it to the Chief Executive or Manager of the organization experiencing tbc accident. In either
event, all appintees and their managers, and ail key management persons with whom they interface will receive
copies.
Figires 15and 16an typical letters or memoranda of appointment for Type A and B addentlincidcnti i v d g a tions. They should be helpful to appointing officials in composing appointing letters.

.

FIELD OFFICE LETTERHEAD
Chief Execut~ve
Contr.tctor Organization
Addre: s
Dear (Name):
(Building) Fire-(Date of Occurrence)

E am appointing a (contractor organization) accident investigation board to invzstigate the fire which occurred
in the (Building) on (date). The following employees have been selected to serve on this board:
l N n m m \
a

CLn:--11411
111aiS

(Name), Trained Accident Investigator
(Name)
(Name)

<!

I have selected (Namej, (DOE Field Office), to provide liaison be'tween (Field Office) and the investigation board.
He is to officialiy represent (Field Office) in maintaining cognizance of the progress of the investigation, but
he is not a member of the board.
J

Your investigation is to be conducted in accordance with DOE Order 5484.1, and the repart is to be submittwi
to me by (Date). Thc report should fully explain the technical elements of the causal sequence and describe the
management systems which should have, or could have prevented the occurrence. Appropriate recommentfations
for improvement of the management systems will be required. The DOE AccidentlInvestigatio Manual is to
be used for guidance' in conducting the invertigation and preparing the report.

Very truly yours,
Manager
Figure IS. Typical letter of a~pointment-Type A or B Accident investigation.

FIELD OFFICE LETTERHEAD
Chairman of Committee
Job Title
Address

SUBJECE INVESTIGATXON OF (BUILDING) ELECTRICAL FIRE
Dear (Name) :
You are hereby appointed as Chairman of a committee to investigate the electrical fire a ~ related
d
injuries which
occurred (Date) at the (Location). The following personnel are appointed as members of the Committee:
(Name),

Trained Accident Investigator (Organization)

(Name), Electrical Safety Engineer (Organization) (Secretary)
(Name),

Electrical Configuration Control Engineer (Organization)

-- -- - - manapenicni
w'asce
(Name), Engineering Technician, Nuclear Fuel Cycle and "
W---

n:..:-I--

u ~ ISIUII
v

(Organization)
In addition, the following personnel are designated as consultants to the Committee as needed:

(Name), Electrical Construction Engineer (Organization)
(Name),

General Foreman (Organization)

(Name),

Physician (Organization).

(Name),

Attorney.

The Cowittee is chartered to conduct a Type B investigation as outlined in DOE Order 5484.1. In this capaciC.
the Committee works for and reports to the Manager (Field Office). The Director, Operational Safety Division
(Field Office) will act as the DOE consultant and liaison for me with the Committee.

The Committee should investigatethe causes of the accident and its amelioration and provide specific recommendations for corrective action. The repon should be submitted to me by (Date).

Manager
cc: Manager, Organization

Maoaget, Organization

Manager, Organization
Committee Members
F

i 16. Typical letter of qpoin'~aent--Type B accident investigation.

IV. CONDUCT INVESTiGATlON
After an accident occurs, the advance plans for response and investigation are wt in motion: (a) emergency
action is taken to rescue the injured and reduce the risk of further loss; (b) accident elements are identified and
evidence preservation is begun; (c) appropriate notifications are made; (d) preliminary investigation is begun and
preliminary witness statements collected; (e) the accldent is type classified and the need for a formal investigation
is deterniined; (f) the appropriate appointing official is designated; (g) the investigation specificationsare defined;
(h) the i~~vestigating
board chz.irman, trained investigator and members, and the consultants, advisors, liason,
and support persons are selected and designated: (i) the appointing letter is issued and the board notified and
briefed by the appointing offizial; (j) the icvestigation luts are provided to the board; and (k) the travel orders
are processed. At that point, tne Investigation Team is ready to go to the site and begin conducting the investigation in accordance with the requirements and guidelines specified by the appointing authority.
4dvancc plans for conductirtg the investigation are then implemented, modified,and adaptd to meet the spccific
investigation needs. Though standard policies, plans, and guidelines for investigation have been established and
defined, the methods of application vary with the nature of the accident under investigation. For general application and continuity of investigative effon, the investigation is divided into several, usually sequential steps. all
of which have to be properly managed and coordinated, as shown in Figure 17. These investigative phases are:

IConduct investigation1
l and l

2. Cdectmg relevant, facaul i n f o m i o n

3.

Analyzing the colicctai information

4.

L n t c i p a ~ gthc faaual firdings aad wIytr#l results

5.

Reaching valid and mcmngfd coacluiions

6.

E s t a b l w reasonable rcmmmcndaticas for preventive action

7.

Reporting investigation results to the zippointing authority for action.

Although g e n ~ d sequentid.
y
they @ a s s are not distinct ud discme. There is much overlapping and even
som readjustment of s q a x e in actual investigations. As shmm in Figure 18. for ~~'mnpie.
as soon as investigators
begin to accumulate factual accident informstion, rhey should begin to analyze what they have collmed. This
analysis leads back to thc search for more facts to fd any gaps. Tben a series of fact-fudng and analysis iterative
cycics develops and continues through those phases of tbc investigation. Figurc I8 shows similar overlap and
combination among investigation phases. Thost phases arc discussed ~paratclyh this chapter.
Starting properly by taking critical initial actions (Phase 1) is very important. Si@Fir;;ant evidence can be lost
while the board is trying to get organkd. The Mowing suggesduns skiauld assis in begiinning an orderly
investigation:

1.

Assemble the board for field orpization briefing on the occurrence and scope of investigation.
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sequence
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(step-by-step)
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finding
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Report
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Real-life
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(overlapping
and combined)

and report

2.

Assign tasks to board members then or while enroute to the accident scene. (If board mrmbcrs
travel by different means or from different locat~ons,do this as soon rts possible aher arrival.)

3.

Get a short briefing from whoever his been conuoli~ngthe accident scene prior to your arrival
and verify what has already been dame.Get ir-l organization charts.

4.

Establish f o d lizison with management.

5.

Go to tbe accident scene with investigation kit.

6.

Perform a general survey of the accident scene to get a feel for t
k accident and make rough
sketches of what _*ouset.

7.

Prevent unnecessary handling or moving of evidence. Review security provisions to ensure they
arc adequate.

8.

Review preliminary witness statements and find out what each might be able to contribute. Men
witnesses to a possible follow-up interview.

9. Review any photographs already taken and take additional photog+

of evidence and the scene.

10. When needed, give the board a briefing on investigation methods.

11. Establish command post (board office) and arrange for other needed resources.
12.

Finalize board organization and plan.

13.

Assign additional initial tasks or revise previous instructions b a d on the briefings you have
received.

Contin,;:ng tasks and activities include:
1.

Collecting and preserving evidence

2.

Interviewing witnesses

I

3. Prcpan~gdiagrams and sketches
4.

Stcuring as-built drawings; copies of procedures, manuals and instructions. Also getting
maintenance records, inspection and monitoring records, alteration or change records, design
data, mattrial records, and personal histories

5.

Conducting reenactment where necessary or useful

6. Arranging for laboratory tests where necessary or useful.

Ihtsc,in conjunction with continuation of' several of the initial activities, comprise the coUectiX"gof relevant
factual information (Pbsc 2).
Tbc collected infixmation is analyzed (Phast 3) simultaneously with fact-finding, both in the minds of board
mcmbtrs and in tht analytical methods they use. nK analytical mahods help determine what additions' information should be sought through the fact-finding p r o m . This will help determine causes and rtcommc&ons.
As tbc board g a k and
~ analyzes facts, tht members arrive at factual f d g s and analytical results which

I,

they inrcgnb (Phuc 4) and confirm to arrive rt v d d and meaningful coaciusions (Phrse 5). Each cmclwion

reached should be

firmjy

based on mvcshgatim facts.

The crublishment of valid .Idnvistic rsornmendatioru to prevent recurrence (Phase 6) is only as e f f d v e
the evideace, d y s c s , and conC;usions arc accurate.

rir

.I1K overlap and integration of investigative phases in answering basic questions about the accident. its results,

ud the actions to be taken in ~ C S ~ O U are
S C displayed in Figurr 19 Notice that the iterative fact-finding d y s i r
cydc i d s to ~DSWCSSto the "whra should have," "what did." "bow." "when," and "where" questions. Analysis
and amc1usion.s uc concerned with "whv." tod conclusions (cspcially judgments of need) and rccommcmlr-

tiow, with "what now."

Figure 20 shows the primary investigative phases in flow chart format. with the key f
d evidence sources,
.
analyticat methods. and conclusions identifitxi. Eiach of these will be discussed later in this chapter.
- -- final Dhue (Phase 7l of f o d board activit;es is prepration and submksion of the investigation report
The
md k o m m e & m lctkr. Its primary objective is to clearly communicatethe board's f h g s and mommenciatiom to the appointing authority for action and dstribution. Suggestions for writing and structuring the report
lad rocommc&tion lcner. in .aordaM with DOE requirements. arc found in Chaper V aod Appendix B
(DOE Ordrr 5484.1).

Roper -3fmea
of the complex investigative activities and interactions is an ongoing function through all
phases of thc investigation and is critical to investigative eificimcy snd sumu. it is discussed in the next sation.
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Figure 20. Investigation Activities Flow Chart.

Manage Investigation
The investigation board chairman manages the investigation. He should be specially selected for his ability
to do so. It is his responsibility to organize and direct the investigative team and to bring order from the chaos
that frequently accompanies a major accident. He is called upon to manage a diversity of interests, coordinate
a variety of interactions, and be knowledgable and current in the subject of the investigation. He should have
experience andlor training in investigation, but it is of less importance than his managtrial and discipline
capabifities-particularly, if he has a well qualified Trained Investigator to assist him. He must be both managerially
and functionally independent of the principals involved in the accident (and ensure that board members are also),
so that undue influence cannot be exerted which may affect t;.e investigation's progress and findings, and the
board's objectivity and credibility. He should be strong and decisive, but not domineering; have highly developed
administrative and coordinating skills; be tactful and able to appreciate the subtleties and the sensitivity of the
accident situation; be an effective liaison between senior management and the investigatingboard; and be capable
of &legating responsibility and monitoring investigative progress in accordance with established schedules, plans,
and deadlines.
Management of the investigation by the board chairman, with delegated responsibilities to other members of
the board, can be broadly classified into the four areas identified in Figure 2 1. They are: (a) direct investigatb~e
activities; (b) coordinate investigative activities with persons involved; (c) process evidence, including collection, analysis, integration, validation, and release; and (d) develop the investigation output.
Direct lnvestlgative Activities. In directing investigation activities, the board chairman will epsurc that the
initial investigztive actions ( d i s c d in the previous section) are canied out. He will also be familiar with initiating actions that should be taken by the appointing official. This is so that be can take any needed actions that
were not done by the appointing authority, or that were partially or incompletely done. He will review thus^
preliminary actions taken by line management and accident response persons and then direct a c c c r ~ p l h n m t
of any oversights or omissions. He will organize the work of the investigative team; assign tasks to b a d members,
amsultants, advisors, and specialists; administer investigative resources; control thc acciden! scene 4he releases
it to the operating organization; and handle boardftearn communications. In all of these activities be should be
a s s i d and advised by the Trained Investigator on the board, who serves as his investigative specialist.

Specific responsibilities of the chainnan in directing the investigation include:

Direct and manage the investigation.
Assemble, or have assembled, needed investigative materials. if not already done.
Organize work of the invqstigative team, inciuding establishing schedules, plans, work. tasks,
daily team coordination meetings, etc.
Assign tasks to board and team me~bersin accordance with their knowledge, experience, and
capabiiities. If the board or team needs to be restructured, or members replaced or added, the
chairman should accom~~lish
this in consultation with the appointing official.

Use the abilities of the Trained Investigator to outline and expedite the work, train team members,
prtxxss evidence, reacLiconclusions and recorns :ndatio;ls, and prepare the report.
t team office. He should not use his own office or building where
Establish a cornland ~ o s or
the normal ofice work could interfere with his primary responsibility of accident investigation.

Do not permit board or team members to dilute their investigativecommitments with any other
work assignments. Their sole work activity should be accident investigation, until their investigative roles have been satisfactorily completed.
Administer resources provided and get resoldrces needed to propr!y carry out all necessary investigative tasks.
Ensure that the accident scene is safe andthat investigative activities do not compound the event
or interfere with emergency operations.
,

Ensure that the accident scene is secured and protected until all evidence has been recorded
and collected.
Release the scene to operational management for repair, rehabiIitation, and operation when it
becomes reasonable to do s ~ .
Handle requests for information, witnesses, technical specialists, laboratory tests, and administrative suppon with a liaison member of management.
Handle all communications with the DOE field organization and public officials. Remember
that in Type A or B accident investigations the field office is normally responsible for public
news releases.

Keep the appointing official informed of ail significantfindings,developments. and investigative
progress. If established deadlines wet be met, work out an appropriatt extension of time with
him.
Ensure that the investigarinn functions in such a way that it does not usurp, interfere with, or
relieve line management of operational responsibility.

Cali and preside over all board and team meetiirgs.
Remember and ensure that each board and team member knows that work on the investigation
team takes priority over all other work and may invdve long hours that can interfere with personal life for the duration of their involvement.

Coordinate Investigative Activities. Coordination of investigation-relatedactivities can be a complex and
timeconsuming task in a major accident in-~estipauon.Even on lesser events, the diversity of interests and the
comptexity of organizational structure and interacuons can make it difficult and demand~ng.Coordination must
be ddm with the accident organmuion, s u p n groups, field offix. end appoinung officlai. and may be neccssar)
with other investigators and such other persons as pubirc officials, news media, employees of non-DOE organmations, and families of injured personnel.

Coordination with the accident organization and the cognizant field ~fficeinvolves such things as arrangements
for office space, administrativesupport, aces to Nes and work areas, impounding of records, &taking of t e c h d
specialists, photography, mapping, medical, availability of witnesses, ctc. It is usual1y accortiplished thrw~gh
designated liaison persons, who process board rquesls and provide the needed services. Frequently, specialists
at or from analytical laboratories will get involved in collection, protection. preservation. shipping, analysis, or
evaluation of physical evidence and reporting of analytical findings. Their participation needs to be coordinated
with other investigative activities.
When investigations result from dramatic or sensational accidents which attract much media attention or public
interest or have significant public or politicai impact, it is not unusual for more than ont: investigative board to
be appointed by thc different organizations who have vested interest in the investigation outcome. Sometimes
additional boards are appointed to protect involved organizations from biased or slanted investigations, or when
it is felt that appointed boards cannot produce credible and accurate findings. Other times, it is done to look at
different aspects or different levels of interest than the appointed board is chartered to do. Somet.inles, the appointiincover& bji
invesiigaiive
Lqg az;~$Grip,#
.+ill appii;; s -aid cornria= ;a fG:low iip oil &-- of
board, but beyond the scope of that board. Also, it is not unusual for a contractor bard to begin an accident
investigation whirh is later determined to warrant a Type A or B investigation by a DOE-appointed board. Almost
always, a preliminary investigation is done by management or safety personnel before the arrival of the appointed
investigation M.Cooperation and coordination between investigators in sharing of evidence and findings is
essential to conduct efficient and effective investigations and to give greatest assurance of consistent, objective
factual findings, conclusions, and recommendations. It can also reduce or eliminate the time, trauma, and operational impact of repeated reviews of the sanle material and interviews of the same witnesses, whose testimonies
are fragile at best.
Finally, the board chairman or his designee shall coordinate with public affairs offices on all news releases
and statements to the press, and have approval authority to ensure they are factual, accurate, and nonspeculative
as to cause or fault. Basic releases should indicate that a complete investigation is being conducted by a highJy
qualified board and that information will be released when the investigation is completed. Premature conclusions
to satisfy news reporters tend to be counterproductive and compromise investigative purposes.
ProcEvidence. This is the core of the investigation. Everything eIse the chairman does is peripheral to
its accomplishment aad is designed to facilitate the collection, analysis, integration, and validation of accident
evidence. This enables valid and meaningful conclusions to be reached and reasonable and realistic recomrnendations to be madc. With the assistance of the Trained Investigator, proper judgments of tty, types and sources of
information pertinent to the accident can be determined. The investigative team can then be organized and directed
to wlleci t k m . Specific assignments need to be made, making best use of tbe talents on the team. Team members
must havc ~ppmprktetraining and expertise for proper recognition, collection, analysis, and interpretation of
fadud evidence. The work of individuals and groups of baud members, technical specialists, and consultants
must be Property supervised and c c m d b t d . M y progress reports (usually verbal) and daily c o o r M o n meetings
are essential to stay on track. They help avoid needless duplication while alerting team members to pertinent
fihdings. ProMems and means to overcome the problems can be discussed and new areas identified to be examined. Daily reports also ensure all potential causal facton arc being studied, update ongoing analysis, verif-;
schedules and progress, and evaluate, clarify, modify, and reallocate task assignments. Decisions have to be made
on evidence retention, release, additional examinetion or disposal, and official or public releases of ernergiag
facts and f h g s . Evidence, analytical results, and investigative coociusions must be pulled together to prep=
to write the investigation report.

Deveiop Output. Thc proof of the quallty of an investigation lies in well founded conciusions and recommendations clearly expressed in a well wriaen report u hich traces thcm to their strong factual base. The hard wotk
of the investigators then pales in significance, and the repon they produce becomes the standard by which their
performance is judged. kveiopmcnt of the board invcstigat~onrepon. therefore, requires caretul anand consclcntious managcment. It shouid be put together in timely fashion. 'Thc information from varlous team members need5
to be put into proper format and integrated into a consistent style. Team members should not be reieased until
their information has been submitted and accepted. Board members should participate in a comprehensive and
critical review to ensure completeness. accuracy, and continuity of the report. It should be acceptable to all ward
members, or be supplemented by an additional report 11y those who disagree on findings.

It is often wise to give an oral report on factual findings to contractor management before leaving the site.
If additional factual evidence is offered by management In this outbriefing, it should be received, evaluated, and
fed into the report facts. analysis, and conclusions sections, if warranted.
Utilizing Specialists and Consultants. Consultants and specialists are those persons who have specializrd
knowledge or skills that may be useful to the investigation board. They are appointed in the same manner w
board members, but usually sene for a limited time, or on a part-time basis, rather than full-time for the duration
of the investigation.

me Role of bwyers in Investigations. The appointment of a legal advisor to an investigation board is not a DOE
requirement. However, such appointment should be carefully considered in view of the nature of the board's role.
Whether a lawyer is a member of the board or an advisor to it, his primary mission is to assist in the definition,
ascertainment, and analysis of the facts, the interview of witnesses, and the organization and preparation of the
board report.
rCIs Role of Physicians in Investigations. The investigation board should obtain a physician's assistance when
medical and human factors may have played a causal role in the accident. i~vestigatorsshould also work with
medical officers to develop advance plans for investigation appropriate for local conditions.

Medical and human factors shouid bc evaluated by a medical investigator as par? of any accident investigation,
for a number of reasons:

I.

To ensure the completeness of the investigation
No accidenttincident investigation is complete, despitz detailed study of technologic, engineering, and managcment systems, unless human and medical factors are also evaluated. Human
failure continues to rank high in accident causal factors. Many times it is not detected or the
significance of its ro!e in accident causation and prevention is not fully appreciated due to a
superficial medicalthuman factor evaluation.

2.

To rule out human failure in accident causation
Human failure may be a primary cause or a contributing cause of an accident or incident. It
may be found in many forms and in many systems. Too frequently the medical and human factor evaluation is limited to looking for obviousoperator error or operator incapacitation. Attention shauld also be given to possible contributing human factor failures in safety management
systems, procedures, and practices, and in the area of equipment design. Special attention should
be given to the desip of control, monitoring, and warning systems in terms of minimking the
possibility of operator error in reading aid interpreting instruments and signals, and in control
input responses. One must be certain that warning and rncnitoring signals are designed with
high attention stimulation, unan~biguous,and fail-safe features. One must also be certain that
control systems are not complicated, that critical controls are distinctively designed and functionally located, and that monitoring systems do not cause excessive boredom and fatigue.
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The human failure spectrum that should be covered in a thorough investigation is outlincti in

Table 1 of Appendix D.
3.

To establish cause anti time of death
Ttus information is always important for an accurate m m c t i o n of the saquenct of the accident
events. In sorne accidents, it has altered the direction of the investigation and the determination
of the causai factors.

4.

To establish mechanisms of injury
This information is necessary for accurate reconstmction of the sequence of accident events
and for the dctermination of cawJ factors. It iz also essential for the evduation of the adequacy
and effectiveness of safety and health protection procedures and equipment.

5. To identify victims
In addition to the humane and legal considerations, the location and identification of victims'
remains are essential for the =curate reconstmction of events and the determination of causal
factors. In accidents involving severe destruction of remains, the medical investigator plays a
major role in identification. He can determine the need and arrange for special biochemical and
forensic pathoIogy studies.
6 . To help in reconsmaion of the accident scene and events and in the determination of c2usal factors
s!

From the foregoing, it is evident that establishment of the time and cause of death, location
and identification of victims, and the mechanisms qf injury will be of substantial help to h e
investigation team in its efforts to daernrine the causal facton.
In the evaluation of human factors, the nwdical investigator should play a major role. A true
and complete human factors evaluation must look at all aspects of the madmachine interface,
and this requires a team approach. The team should include capability in the area of operations
and maintenance, engineering and design, and occupational medicine.
7.

To help evaluate adequacy and use of safety and health protection procedures and equipment,
and emergency escape procedures and equipment
It is important to es~blishthe relationship between the injured tissue, the structrrres, protective
devices, and emergency escape procedures. The physician can accurately assess the nature of
the forces that inflicted the injury. He can also determine whether injuries are premortem or
postmortem. Upon examination of the structure, the physician may be able to identify obscure
or small amounts of tissue or clothing and to correlate these findings with the injuries.

8. To apply special biomedical techniques, as needed
Here the medical investigator will determine what special biomedical studies, if any, are needed.
In order to make proper judgments, he should be well informed on the progress and course
of the overall investigative effort to date. Participation in periodic investigation board progress
briefings is an excellent methd of keeping the mcdicai investigator informed. Examples of qxcd
studies that might be needed include blood ad tissue toxicological studies for specific toxins,
alcohol and drug determinations, and the usc of a consultant forensic pathelogist to perform
or assist the l o d coroner in performing an autupsy where the cause of death is ohscun. Detailed
instructions regarding toxicological studies and autopsies may be found in Appendix D.

9. To help evaluate adequacy anti use of emergency plans, procedures, and equipment
10.

To establish physicalimental fitness for subjects' assigned jobs at time of event

!1.

To heip evaluate adequacy of plans, procedures, equipment, training, and response of rescue.
first aid, emergency medical carc, and follow-up medica! care elements

12.

To evaluate adequacy of workers' medicd/physical standards ~ n the
d screening, selection, and
preplacement process

13. To help determine if the accident was survivable
14. To help determine if application of other pians, procedures, or equipment could have render4
the accident survivable
15.

To help evaluate impact on other employees, plant and site environments, the general environment,
and the general public at large.

Physicians have major roles in DOE programs for occupational medicine, radiation protection, indusbial hygiene,
and emergency preparedness. However, the extensive network of DOE contractor physicians has been undemtilized
in accident investigations, particularly in comparison with the roles of physicians in aviation accidents and National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration studies of traffic accidents.
The following guidelines are intended to assist investigators and physicians in planning for participation in accident investigations.
1.

Physicians can assist in investigations in at least three roles:
a.

As board members. when medical and human factors appear to be primary causal factors

b.

As consultants, when medical and human factors are important, but technological, engineering, or management systems are primary. (This role would avoid requiring physicians
to spend time on nonmedical aspects.)

c.

As advisors, when medical and human factors do not seem important. It is desirable in
all cases for the investigator to review findings with the medical advisor to detect medical
or human factors questions. (This role should probably be established in the standard pract i c s of the field organizations and contractors.)

The board chairman or special investigator should consult with the medical officer and make case-bycase decisions as to the ph;sician role most suitable to the particular accident investigation.
2.

Primary emphasis is on assessment crf medical and human factors, including:
a.

Sources of error

b.

Effects of toxic or other substances

c.

Effects of alcohol or drugs (including effects of medicines, prescribed or proprietary)

d.

Effects of disease processes

e.

Effects of physical or mental stresses (including changes in family or social situations)

i
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.

f.

g.

h.

Evaiuation of panicwants In the accident (supervisor, key operatpn. c: witnessesl
i.

Physical, mental. and emotional status prior to and at time of accident

ii.

Physical, mentai, and emotional status of witnesses (validity)

iii.

Possibie suicidal or homicidal factors

Evaluation of injuries in relation to injury-producing mechanisms

i.

Trace energies from soum to injury, e.J!. ,f o m i c a s p , foreign object in wounds,
or nature of wounds may indicate energy trznsfer mechanisms

ii.

Adequacy of delethalization design features of equipment and facilities

iii.

Barriers (all types), including adequacy and use of safct:l equipment.

When it is deemed necessary to obtain tissue or body fluid specimens for spezial
biorncdic.al/toxicologic.dstudies. the participating physician should use standard release
fonnsa and comply with !ocd laws and regulations The most important elemerit in this
endeavor is the w l y establishment of good rapport with thc Iocal coroner or medical examiner. Replanning visits to the 1ow.1 coroacr/mexIic~examiner by the l
d DOE or
DOE contractor physician is of great value.

a. Stt sample form in Appendix D.

3.

Advance planning is of paramount i m p rtance to effective investigation. Plans should include
arrangements and decisions with regard to:
a.

b.

c,

Medical bistory

i.

Availability (in general, only with release form)

ii.

Evaluation of medical findings in terms of behavioral imp1icztions, including gross
failures such as uraconsciousncss;i.e., any causal r e W p to tfw: accident or subsequent emergency response ( m y he just a negative report)

Personal history (collected primarily by others)

i.

F m -1
~ccords(ooamcdical), e.g., absenteeism, transfm, credit problems,
divorce, discipliwy actions

ii.

Fnrm interviews ( f a y and fieads)

Personal effects

i.

Custody-retention until released by investigator

4.

i.

Preplan procedures

ii.

DOE/contractor physician examine when possible

iii.

Autopsy whenever possible

iv.

Evaluation of locd practices and procedures of coroner/rnedical examiner.

Evaluation of preventive programs is a major purpo% of investigations. The physician can give
expert evaluation of errergency medical services. The Federal standard for emergency medical
services, published by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, 1s applicable to
Federal reservations alld sites. Thus the physician also has a role in advance planning for compliance and in develo; inent of services, i.e., training paramedical personnel. The standards of
the Amerian College of Surgeons for hospital emergency departments are also valuable in both
preaccident and postaccidcnt evaiuation.
The physician can also evaluate the effectivenessof measures aimed at early dcteciion of medical
conditions, mental ch;lnges. or emotional stresses. Early detection can trigger preventive measures
by supervisorsand others. Again the physician can provide instruction to nurses and supervisors,
including effective communications between these key groups.

5.

Medical records related to the accident investigation should be treated as privileged information. This includes personal medical records, pictures, autopsy reports, and toxicological reports.
In general, it is fourid advisable to exclude complete medical reports, pictures, autopsy reports,
etc.. from the official accident reportband instead to includc a brief overall summary report
prepared by the participating physician. Where an illustration is essential to understanding the
report, a drawing may be better than a medial picture.
Only those portions of the medical records deemed necessary to the devel~pmentof a complete

and accurate accident investigation should be incorporated into the official accident report. The
remainder should be returned to medical files.
If it is determined that medical records af survivors are needed, they should be obtained by
the participating DOE physician using a standard medical information release form (see sample
form in Appendix L).
6.

As provided in the general instmctions, amelioration, such as rescue and emergency medical
service, takes any necessary and cornmon-sense precedence over the initiation of investigation.

Other specialists may be needed (depending on the nature of the event). These include:
1.

Huiian factors

2.

Reliability and quality assurance

3.

Radiation

4.

Design, test, etc.

b

5. Relevant engineering specialists.
Maintain Safety During the Investigation. I l e board chainnan is the manager of the investigation and
as sucb takes on many responsibilities, including the responsibility for the safety of the members of the M.

He should keep in mind h t most of the investigators will normally work at office jobs. When thev stan their
work as members of the board, they may suddeniy be exposed to adversc weather conditions, physical exertion,
extreme altitude, and I ~ n ghours of work. For a shon period of time, the investrgators can probably cope with
these problems, but if it appears that the investigation will run much longer than about 1 week, the chairman
should establish a regular work schedule. Pacing tne w o r ~of the investigators can increase their efficiency and
will probably result in thz completion of the investigation ir, a sh~rtertime.
1.

In many cases the s e n e of an rccider~tis more dangerous than it was prior to the accident.
For example:
a.

Electrical equipment may be damaged and the investigator must be assured that it cannot
be energized while he is examining it.

b.

Following an accident involving fissile material the investigator will need to take steps
to ensure that he does not initiate a criticality accident.

c.

A building may be damaged following a fire or explosion to the extent that there may

be questions regarding its stnrcturai stabiiity.

d.

Radiatioq sources or toxic material may be released from their confinement barriers.

For cases s ~ c as
h these, the board will need to get technical and logistic support from the contractor. The conmctor should provide protective equipment and should brief the board on hazards,
coinmunications, ard emergency equipment. Additionally, it is appropriate that a board member
prepare a wrsnen procedure for entry and work in the accident area. The procedure should be
reviewed by the technical advisor and approved by the board chairman before work commences.
The board chairman should know where each board member, ccnsuftant, or staff member is.
2.

A second problem area relates to actions that the contractor may wish to take after an accident.
Clear lines of authority should be quickly established between the board and the contractor.
It is necessary for the board to designate the area in which it is to have jurisdiction and to require that any actions the contractor wishes to take in that area, or any actions which might
affect that area be approved by the board. If this is not done, there may be the possibility of
loss of evidence, further damage to the facility, or injury to the invtstigator.

It is human nature fgr the organization that has been involved in an accident to want to put
everything back to t!re way it was before the accident. The board must be very alert to make
sure that such actions are dope in the manner that they approve. Extreme care must be taken
in approving such actions as:
a.

Restoring electric power and othoth:rutilities

b.

Moving radiation sources or fissile materials

c.

Recovering damaged equipment

d.

Moving motor vehicles

e.

Workhg with high explosives.

3. The
chainrsn also may have to consider emergency p r e p m d i i pfans to help ameliorate
any secclKt accident that might occur. If the investigation is hirig conductedat a remote location, he will xed to know b u t thd availability of medical service. An investigation in a fxiiity
contaminstcd with radioactive material may require the use of ftspim.tursor air bnahing equip

ment. Emergency rescue capability will need to be reviewed. The ability to detect and suppress
a fire should be considered for such a location and at other investtgation sites where fire might
present zpecial problems. These problems should be reviewed with the contractor suppiy~ng
the emergency sew~ce,and a ciear assignment of responsibiiities must be made between the
board and the contractor.
4.

If the bozrd has been working in contaminated areas, the b a d chairman should see that proper
health measures are taken before the board is d i s d (blood-urine samples, whole body ccunts,
etc.).

Collect lnformatiorr
Collection of evidence shoultl begin before the investigation team arrives. Line management and emergency
response teams will cany out preplanned accident response, including securing and preservation of the accident
scene: collection and preservstion of transient evidence: identification of witnesses and gathering of preliminary
witness statements; and early time recording of accident elements through photography, diagrams and sketches.
and audio and/or video recordings. As soon as the board chairman and Trained Investigator arc appointed, they
should contact their liai=n person at the accident organization to verify that the essential initial actions identified
above have been taken, insofar as that organization is capable. Upon arriving at the accident site, the investigation
team should move quickly, but cautiously, to gather all evidence that could bear on the accident investigation.
-.I hey si.louid be iiberai in their collection of evidence because surplus information and samples may be disposed
of, but any vital evidence not collected and recorded may be lost forever. Figure 22 identifies the general types
of evidential information that should be collecteg; and the sources from which, or by which, it is gathered and
recorded.
The types of information with which the investigative team should be concerned fall into four basic classes:
(a) accident factors and sequences; (b) systemic factors; (, !changes; and (d) specific hardware, software, organization, and activity involved. In evaluating the accident factors and the sequence of events ar.d conditions through
which the accident developed and progressed to the loss stage, the investigators have to look beyond the immediate worK environment into the upstream processes that created them or permitted them to exist. It is in those
processes that thc contributing systematic factors originating in personnel. plant and hardware, and procedures
and nianagernent control systems or their interfaces are found. Di Grazia and Latimer suggest the following qucstions to obtain information regarding work process and management system accident contributions.
I.

Was a safety evaluation performed during the planning phase? Were hazards identified and risks
evaluated? Was the safety organization contacted for assistance?

2.

Was the hardware (facilities and equipment) used for the job properly designed? W a s the design
reviewed? Was it properly obtained ard installed? What about the maintenance plan?

3. What controls were selected for the work? Was it the best combination of physical barriers and
behavioral controls? What about emergency controls-were they availat!le?
4.

How were personnel selected and trained for this work? What provisions were made for new
personnel and upgrading of old.

5. Was an operational readiness evaluation performed before the work was allowed to start? Was
the correct hardware present? Were required controls aod barriers in place and working? Did
the supervisor check to see if all those involved knew what to do and were physically able to do it?
6. Were there pertinent cak~, standards, and regulations applicable to this work? Was a safety
procedum required? Were job instructions prepared? Were they followed? If not, why not?
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Figure 22. Collection of Information.

7.

Did the supervisor observe the work i n progress? What changes had occurred? Had the changes
been noticed by the supervisor and what had he done about them?

8.

What incidents had occurred before this one and what had management done about them?

9.

How was the emergency action handled? Was the emergency plan followed? Could some action
have been taken at the onset of the incident which would have reduced the impact of the accident?

10.

Did emergency response personnel respond to the accident? Did they follow their plan? Did
they perform as anticipated?

Change is invariably involved as a contributing cause in serious accidents and is usually present in minor ones.
It can originate in personal performance, hardware malfunction. variant environmental conditions, moditied procedures, etc. The investigating board should identify the type of changes, the time or times they occurred. their
geographical or process location. their magnitude and extent. and their interaction with other changes and existing conditions to produce or contribute to accident causation and loss.
The investigators also need to collect and evaluate information concerning the specifics of equipment, materials,
tools, procedures. instructions, work records. personnel, work activities. facilities. and organizational structures
and functions related to the accident they are investigating. They should find out whz, is different about these
..
birdwarc, software, prsonne!, ac!!v!ty and erganizatinnii! e!rmenu. ar?8 heir interfaces alld interactions that
could have led to the accident.
The accident information sources can also be grouped into three or four general classes: (a) peaple or witness
evidence (b) physical evidence. and (c) paper evidence; or, as Kuhlman identifies them. people. parts, positions
and paper-the four P's of evidence. As shown in Figure 22, people evidence consists of witness interviews and
written statements. Physical evidence consists of equipment, tools, materials, other hardware. plant facilities,
scattered debris, which are collected and evaluated to determine how, when, and why failure occurred, whether
misuse or abuse was involved. and whe~herthe fa:lures contributed to the accident or resalted from it. Position
evidence, often a subcategory of physical evidence, consists of pre- and pstaccident positionsof accident-related
elements, as well as-the time-related sequences through which the accident developed. it is depicted through sketches,
diagrams, and photography and somerimcs videotape. Physical and position evidence is collected at the accident
site by making observations, collecting samples, making meilsurements and taking pictures or making sketches.
Paper evidence is made up of records and documentation, such as standards, policies, procedures, instructions,
personnel and hardware historres, and work records and reports including accident reports. It is collected through
examination of these management, engineering, and safety documents, correspondence, reports, and records.
Kuhlman points out that the sources of factual evidence and their recognition, collection, and evaluation are

the l i f e b l d of an investigation. They are the foundation blocks upon which valid conclusions and recommendations
are built. It is, therefore, essential that factual evidence be collected, handled, evaluated, transported, analyzed,
and preserved in a cautious and knowledgable manner. If this is not done, fragile evidence can become unusable
or mre hazardous through .ass, distortion, or breakage. Fragility of evidence varies from people evidence, which
is most fragile, to paper evidence, which is least, as indicated in Figure 23. Notice in this figure, that positions
evidence and parts evidence are shown as subcategories of physical evidence. Observe, too, that the descending
order of fragility applies within the physical evidence ?lass, as weli as between classes.
Figure 24 shows typical ways that ptople, physical, and paper evidence are lost, distorted, or broken. To minimize
this destruction of evidence, team members should record their observations and findings as information is collected and evaluated. The means of recording are varied, but are basidly written, verbal, or pictorial. In all
cases, the recorded information should be properly ideatified by source, date and time, location, basic content
and purpose, recording means, and name of the person making tbe recording.
Collection of information using the sources depicted in Figure 22 will be dixussed by somce type in the order
they are depicted, except for medical evidence which is addressed in Section IV and Appendix D.

Most fragile

1. People evidence

2. Physical evidence
Positions
Patterns
Parts
Properties
Least fragile

3. Paper evitlence

Figure 23. Fragility of Evidence.

Peopla Evidence. People evideace is recorded through ail of the senses and powers of observation and is stored
in the memories of the witnesses. It i.; fragile in both its recording and its remembering. People's senses can
mislead or misinform them,and thew powers of observation can be impaired or clouded by their background,
knowledge, physical capabilities, experience, mind set, point of reference, and the trauma of the accident. Their
memory can fail through forgetfulness, rationalization, external influence, internal conflict, misunderstanding,
embellishment, misinterpretation, transference. and stressful interaction with an interviewer. People evidence
is collected through written statemefits and interviews. It can be provided by those involved in or witnessing the
accident, and also those who are involved in or familiar with the organization, management system, safety promelioration, and the personalities involved.
gram, work activity, upstream p.-

Preliminary statements, bolh written and oral, should be obtained by line management from everyone involved
in or witnessing the accident a& its amelioration as soon as practical afier the accident and certainly before people
depart at the end of the work shift. Getting to witnesses promptly helps get the most accurate information. It
is also essential that preliminary statements (particularly oral statements) be obtained from individuals separately,
not as a group.
P

d

Form of Fragility
Evidence
Source

I

LOSS

Distortion

L

I

I

Breakage

4

1. People

Forgotten
Overlooked
Unrecorded

Remembered wrongly Transferred
Rationalized
lnf luenced
Personalconflicts
Misrepresented
Misunderstood

2 Physical

Taken
Misplaced
Cleaned up
Destroyed

Moved
Altered
Disfigured
Supplemented

Dispersed
Taken apart

3. Paper

Overlooked

Altered
Disfigured
Misinterpreted

Taken apart
Incomplete

Misplaced

Taken

Scattered
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The wimess phase. both preliminary and with the appointed board, is critical to a good investigation. Typicaliy,
witness statements gthcrcd Lhrough interviews constitute half of the investigative evidence. Phvsical reality as
portrayed by maps. sketches, diagrams. photographs, documentation. and objects is the other half.
Witness interviewing can be time con.:urning, contradictory, and cxpersivc. It must be properly managed and
conducted for greatest effectiveness. Arpcndix E discusses important considerations in interviewing witnesses.
including basic philosophy, locating witccsses for intemiews. expediting the start of interviews, conducting interviews successfully, identiiying witness types, recognizing factors affecting wiums testimony, analyzing witness
observations, and using silence effectively as a communicative aid. A few key interviewing considerations will
be discuss* here.
1.

Locate and identify witnesses. This must be done promptly so that key witnesses will not be
lost. In major DOE accident investigations, the appointed investigators do not arrive until a
few hours to a few days after the accident, so the essential early location and identification of
witnesses needs to be fed into accident response planning and procedures, and carried out by
line management or safety officials at the scene. The board chairman should verify that this
has been done and see that it is initiated if it has not.

2.

Collect preIiminar-y statements as soon after the accident as practical. Again, this should be
preplanned, entered into response requirements, performed by line management or safety officials,
verified by the board chairman as soon as he is appointed. and initiated by him if action has
not been taken. It isn't unusual for this to have been done ir.;ompletely, and so it requires board
fo!!wwip aii ain+~dat zhe accident site. hiirninary statements are important, not only as accurate,
early tin^ reports of observations, but also as indicators of probable best witnesses for interview.

3. Prepare for interviewing witnesses by (a) getting the overall picture through a mansgernent overview briefing and a board survey or orientation of the accident scene; (b)evaluating preliminary
statements and board observations and making a witness list and location chart; (c) getting
preliminary information about key witnesses; (d) analyzing collected evidence to detennine informarion needed and questions'to ask; (e) gahering photographic, schematic, and other visual
aids to assist witnesses and enhance board understanding of testimony.
4.

Establish witness interview order. It is usually best to start with supervisory personnel, then
people involved in the work upper management and safety officials; and, fmally, midmanagement. This results in interviewing first the most directly knowlzclgeablt, i-e., key supervisor,
technical or work experts who do the jobs, eye witnesses, and accident and amelioration participants. Second, interview upper level line and safety management who define policy and
requirements. Lastly, interview those in midmanagement charged with implementing policy and
requirements. Within these groupings, initial interviewees provide core information, and follow-on
witnesses fill in details and information gaps and confirm observations. Within groupings, interview friendly witnesses before disinterested, unwilling, or hostile ones. Finally, the witness
order list must be kept flexible to adjust to unfolding evidence, and to allow additions, deletions, and rearrangements, as the investigative needs dictate.

5.

Select a suitable location to interview. Primary considerations are witness physical, emotional,
and psycho!ogical comfort; privacy, M o m from dismdons and ~ o n squiet,
, availability of ai& to mderstanding, appropriatesize, and convenienceto witness' work station. Invariably
there am trade-offs,and selection is usually predicated on the best cornbinatioa of fixtors. Location
also may vary frorn one witness to another and range from his work location to tbe board's office.

6. Make appointments with witnesses through the managnnent Iiaison b.
La thoseto be interviewed remain at their work stations, performing their n o d work activities until they are
called. Two benefits result: (a) witnesses arc not kept waiting in a situation where they would
be prone to comparr observations and inflwncc one amher's testimony, and (b?interviewers
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have a time between intervieu s to compare notes and impressions. evaluate infonnation gained,
and make last minute preparations or adjustments to the intended lines of inquiry for the mxt
witness.

7. When interviewing begins, one witness at a time should be interviewed by thc *hole board.
or in complex investigations with much to do, by specified investigators. It is wise to have two
or more investigators partxipats in each interview, with all questions being channelled through
a single interviewer initially, and others asking follouilp questions when invited to do so. If
the witness wants his lawyer, union representative, or other advisor present, he should be so
allowed.
8.

Conduct an interview, not an interrogation. The witness has inforination you nced and may only
share it if he is approached in a friendly, respectful, cooperative manner. He does not need
to tell you anyttung, and if he does not like your approach or manner, he can resist or refuse
VJ give you any information.

9.

Set the stage by explaining the purpose of the interview and the investigation. It is the same
for both-to discover how the accident happened and how the system failed ad let it happen,
and to determine what recommendations should be made to management to prevent its happening again. He should get the message that the investigation is not to place blame or find fault;
bur it is wise not to specificdly mention "blame" or "fault," because they are often emotionally
charged words which are remembered out of context. Introduce the b a r d members and explain
the need for a joint effort to find the facts and help resolve the problems that led to the accident
and injury. Properly setting the stage should set the witness' mind at ease, calm his fears about
getting someone in trouble, and establish the board as the "god guys" working together with
him to achieve a common, desirable goal.

10. Get the essential identifying information on record, i.e., name, job, work location, where he
can be reached, etc.
f 1.

Record all information given, but get the interviewee's perrnissiori before doing it. Again, explain
the need to m r d his testimony and the use to be made of it. The order of preference for methods
of recording testimony is:

a.

Coun recorder

b.

Tape (with backup notes)

Thc nxxltdiag should be as unohmsive as possible, and the witness should be permitted tc review
and correct any transcript of his testimony, if be requests it. If the witness refuses to permit
hk ttstimony to be ncorded, h o w his q u e s t , and r m c t his statement as best you can,
rmmedietcly following tht interview. Records of k iatemiews, whether writtcn or taped, should
be idEntifiadby witntss' num, datc, time, and recordtr's name.
12. Hav? tbc witnms tell what he knows witbout intamption in his own words and from his point
of t c f m ~He
~ sSould
.
relate the events aad his observations as they occur to him. Allow the
witness periods of sileace to draw out his memory and organize his thoughts. Don't nrsh him.
Mak brief notes as be talks, so you can follow up on key points.
13.

When be has told his story, use short, simple, openended petions to clarify points, gather

additional information. and improve understanding. Be objective. Do nor ask leadlng questions.
Avoid multi~lechoice questlons and. questions which can be answered "yes" or "no." Assst
in his explan.itions and your understanding with visual aids (sketches, diagrams, photographs.
maps, etc. j as appropriate and available. Appropriate followup questlons shouid be (a) responsive to what the witness has already said, (b) drawn from prepfanned lines of inquiry, and
(c) center on the what, where, when. who, and how of the facts involved. The) should address:

a.

Action sequences

b.

Training and prepiration

c.

Stress and emotional ststus

d.

Failure histories iind human errors

e.

Information gaps

f.

Inconsistencies in evidence

g.

Confirmation and validation of other evidence

h.

Similar acts, conditions, or accidents and their frequency of occurrence

i.

Management and staff involvemeqt!

j.

Possible causal areas.

,
r'

14. If errors in judgment have contributed to the accident, attempt to uncover the "original logic"
that led to the error. The error in judgment almost always made sense to the man prior to the
accident. He may forget his "logic" following the accident, or he may not ,want to admit his
errors in reasoning. To conduct a thorough investigation and to prevent similar future errors
in judgment, attempt to get at this "original logic" (which should not be confused with postaccident alibis and rationalizations). One can then take appropriate countermeasuresto prevenr
future errors. Key investigatory questions: Why did this action make sense prior to the accident? What led you to believe this was the right way to do the job in this particular instance?
15. Several things are advisable in closing the i~terview:

16.

a.

Seek suggestions for preventing recurrence of this or similar accidents

b.

Ask if he has anything else the board should know at this time, and invite him to inform
the board if anything else he feels is pertinent occurs to him later

c.

Advise him that a followup interview may be necessary if additional information is needed

d.

Ask who else the witness feels can provide valuable information to the board

e.

Expresv appreciation for his time, information, and cooperation

Finally, begin interviews as soon as possible, and keep them short, simple, informal, friendly,
courteous, and businesslike. Listen attentively to the witness. Give him feedback to indicate
you are with him and understanding what he is saying, but don't argue or expound your theories.
Let him do the talking, for then is the time when you gather the facts you are seeking.

Physical Evidence. Physic4 evidence consists basically of solids. liquids, and gases related to the accident
or accident scene. More specificaliy. it involves equipmc.nt.tools, rnatenais, hardware, plant faciiitics,envimnmtal
factors, prt- and postaccident positions of accident-~lattdelements, scattered debris. and patterns, parts. and
properties of phys~aditems associated with the accident. Physical evidence overlaps paper and people evidence,
in that work-generated records give indications of p~tentia!faiiures. as well as failure experience; and people
give similar informauon as well as observations of pre- and postaccident locat~onsand conditions of accidentrcl3ted elements. Physical evidence needs to be system3ticaliy collected, protected. preserved, evaluated, and
recorded to determine how, when. where and why taiiurrs occurred. Whether use, abuse, misuse or nonuse was
involved; whether the failures contributed to the accident or resulted from it; and whether or not it is relevant
to the accident being investigated also need to be deterIrI1lred. Physical evidence is collected primarky at the accident site by m h g observations, collecting samples, rnaiing measurements and sketches, and talung photographs.
It may be found elsewhere in its preaccident, undamaged condition, as well as postaccident, but still usable, condition. Though, generally more durable than people or transient positional evidence, it can be particularly fragile
in its postaccident condition. Then it is likely to be lost bj being carried off, misplaced, cleaned up, or destroyed;
distorted by bang moved, altered, disfigured, or supplernented; or broken by being mishandled. tom up, taken
apart, or dispersed. Ofien this is done by operating or maintenance personnel (purposely or inadvenently) or
by response people; sometimes @artlcularlywhen it is not on a government site), by sightseers or souvenir hunters;
and all too often, by careless, unknowledgeable, or overzealous investigators. Ancrher reason physical evidence
is lost by investigators is that it is often inconspicuous (except to the trained eye of an expert), and ~nvestigato~
pass it by without recognizing its value. That is a primary purpose for selecting specialists and consultants as
members or advisors to the investigation board.

f.

1

Collection of physical evidence, particularly that which is transient and may evaporate or d i s a p p quickly,
shou!d be inirlated by mmagens. In cmcert wit!! how!dgmb!e 'sp.idisr_s&fore bard arrival at the accident
site. It should be built into advance planning and preparation for both accident response and accident investigation
so that it becomes a methodical, preplanned process, executed by designated and qualified specialists.
Positional physical evidence which is depicted by sketches, maps, diagrams, and photography will be discussed
in the next two sections. Here, considerations relevant to the part types ~f physical evidence will be addressed.
Field protocol to gather and preserve evidence of failures will be defined, typical failure signs will be touched
upon to assist in their detection, and some key aspects and problems in failure analysis will be outlined. The
c
of (a) field protocol; (b) survey or initial famiIiaization
collection and examination process will be d i ~ in tenns
with the accident site; (c) consideration of the use of cons~lltants;(d) preservation of physical evidence, including
identification, examination, and removal for test and evaluation; (e) test, evaluation, and analysis of collected
physical samples, parts, or hardware; and ( f ) analysis of work-generated software. The flow chart in Figure 25
depicts the entire process of physical evidence preservation, collection, examination, and disposition. as perceived
by Kuhlman. AIthovgh discrete steps are shown, in reality they overlap and interact throughout the process.
ffddprotocol. It i
s essential that the investigator carefully follow a field protocol whenever failure is suspected
as a causal factor. In general:

I

a.

Become familiu with the scene of the event.

b.

Begin field notes and sketches. Record all possible observations (relative position of debris,
marks, fluids, and especially m y anomalies).

c.

Request expert assistance at the fvst sign of need.

d*

Begin

e.

Begin master sketch.

f.

IniW dK process of creating hypothesesa d looking for positive and negative evidence, being
carem to avoid jumping to conclusions or trying to prove a favored hypothesis to the exclusion
oi others.

..

1

1

Accihnt
occurs

ni;'
response

"i:?'analysis
Pa'.

ev~dence

Exhibits
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Figure 25. The Physical Evidence P-r~ithoa

Process.

g.

Collect samples of smeared material, ash, paint, fluids, etc., as needed.

h.

Initiate closeup photography of details (scratches, gouges, smears, fractwes, and relative
positions).

i.

Tag key parts.

j.

Ottain or develop a grid map as needed.

k.

Do not move anything until evidence locations are thoroughly recorded.

1.

Give responsibility for preparing evidence for transport to lsboratory personnel who will do
the analysis, if possible; otherwise rely upon experts assigned as board members or consultants.
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1niti.l Famlihrfz8tion. Investigauon board members. with the~radvisors and consultants. should survey the ax!dent scene to get the general picture and begin prcseman of the physical evidence. KuMman suggcsts that a
good guiding principle IS to conduct a comprehens~vc
examrnation of alj the phys~calevidence a! the site of the
accident as a matter of routlne. Thrs principle will ensure that all available infomatron u extracted from the
equipment, materials. and physicai env~ronmentbefore any of these Items arc moved or destroyed. Frequently,
some of thcse items that appeared insignlfimt at the outset acquire greet imponance as the ~nvestigationprogresses. At other !imts, conditiors t ~ physlcal
f
items r e v d substandard practices which have strong impitcat~ons
in loss control. Feedback information is the only return for the cost of an accident. Even where the causes are
almost cemin from the outset of the investigation, exarnimon of the effects of the accident can provide valuable
feedback for management control.

Additional information regarding arrangeme,Jts, positions, functions, conditions. etc. of accident site physical
items, before and after the accident, come f ~ o mthe testimony of facility personnel. Observations should be
dowmented through field notes, photographs, sketches, marked up drawings, and grid sketches or maps, as
appropriate.
Familiarization with facility operation is a l s ~fundamental and should include identification and evaluation of
its functional activities; types of systems, hardware, and materials involved in the operation; known system and
hardware failures; suspected and projected failures; and evidence of change or modification. These can reveal
how a particular system or piece of hardware contributed to the accident. Ferry suggests the following guidelines
for making that determination.
a.

Look for indicators of desired operating conditions (switch or valve positions, etc.)

b.

Look for records and logs which show chronic conditions or recent problems and corrective
actions.
'

c.

Know generally how the system works and look for rnaifunctions.
J

d.

Look for missing parts or components.
I

e.

Look for installed wrons parts 2nd foreign objects.

f.

Check for compliance with service bulletins and directives.

g.

Look for changes in color, smell, shape, location, position, general appearance, and obvious
damage. Compare with a similar unit when possible.

h.

Check if the candition of this fuvdwarc or system is revcaled through indications in andher.

i.

Combine observations on all systems or hardv~areto search for a pattern, trend. or composite
picture thst will account for most of the observations.

j.

Cornlate findings with othcrs examining the same, similar, or connecting systems.

k.

Try to resolve apparently unrelated or c o n W d o r y observations by f d i n g time intervals and
sequences into tbe picture, and postdate scenarios that could fit.

I.

Discuss hypc&ms critically weighing positive and negative aspects. Bench t a t those that hold
up, as apptOpriate, to subsanliate validity.

Consfdmdon of &muibntr. Failure analysis q u i r e s engineers and scientists who m expert in the materials
involved and knowfedgcabkof strtsses and failrare modes in tbe W f i c equipment and systems involved. because
of tbe great diversity of equipment used in DOE work, and because e x p e r b m d equipment often q p a c h e s

technoiogid boundaries. it is not feasible to train mvestlgarors in all relevant fields. The expedient goal is ckvelcp
neni of a detestlve skiil-sensitivity to failure modes likely to show as :vidence and preservation of such evidence.

The 'ir~inedInvestigator's prior education and experience will largely determine his role in failure analysis
of a specific accident. He may be qualified to carry out failure analysis In a specific accident, b!:!, in general,
he and other members of board will rely on engineering and scientific specialists.
The logical tasks for which expen consultants may be needed are:
1.

Initial survey of evidence before anything is touched

2.

Sample collection and preparation for analysis

3. Detailed pre-teardown photography
4.

Tear down of equipment and parts

5. Complete coverage throughout the evidence preservation process.

Needed specialists are usuzlly appointed with the board, acquired locally, *.:lected from within DOE or other
federal organizations, or from national or regional consultant indices.
Preservation of Physical Evidence. Proper sample collection, preparation for analysis, and documentation are
essential to acceptable preservation of evidence for evaluation and analysis. Collection acd removal of physical
items from their postaccident positions need to be well controlled. methodical processes. Before equipment and
other parts or physical items are moved or removed from the accident scene, their original location should be
recorded. Removal should be done or supervised by a technical speciaiist who knows its characteristics. Particular care should be taken to avoid investig~tor-causedalteration of the evidence and damage to it. Investigators
should collect evidence liberally, because often' important evidence is not obvious on initial collection. If it isn't
collected, it may be lost forever. If unneeded items or samples are collected. they can be disposed of later when
their importance has been logically determined. Samples of all potential evidence should, therefore, be gathered
and recorded.

Guidance on the identification of potentially valuable physicd evidence is given in a seven question checklist
provided by Kuhlman.
1.

"Could this part have been involved in either the cause or effect sequence of the accident?

2.

Docs the part have any potential for cause-effect involvement?

3. Is the part identified as a critical pan which has a high failure history or potential high loss
as a result of failure?
4.

Does the part show indications that inspections were not performed properly and as frequently
as required?

5. Dots the part show indications of inadequate maintenance and care?
6. Dots the part indicate energy transfer?

7. Is the part construction compatible with current state of engineering art as is commensurate with
its loss potential?"
As evidence is collected for removal from the scene, it should be prepared for mlysis. Proper handling and

p k a g i n g are essential and must be done under the directron ot a Imowlectgabit expert. When phystcal evidence
has been handled m an uncontrolled. unprofessional manner, t t has ~nvalltlatedthe evidence and bas rn&
tt d ~ f ficult. if not impossible, to find m e causes of the accident. Il'ags. shown in Figure 26, should always k used
to identify collected samples. Recerpts should be ohtalncd that are quaily dcxript~vewhen samples arc transferred to others for cnamlnauon and analysis.
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Proper packaging is essential to protect the sarnplcs or parts from damage or loss. prevent spills, and avoid
crosscontanunation and mc&
danger. Tags, containers, and handl~nggear should be included m the invesugatcr
kits (Appendix C ) .Sample sizes vary for different materials, so the kits should be tailored for the ;rarticular m
t
of the orpnizatlon or facility. Therefore, generic tests of hr contents cannot be totally satisfactory for all investigations. The smples and paw. cl,,ce they have been packaged and tagged, netd to be transported appropriately
and safeiy to the proper analysts or analytical jabratones for examination and evalilation.
The following excerpt from the "Aircraft Fire Investigators Manual," NGPA No. 422M-1972, gives rccommended procedures for controlling aircraft parts or chemicals sent to laboratories for analysis. Thcse are generally
applicable.
"a.

During the course of an accident it may be necessary to have an analysis of a particular aircraft
component; hydra~iiicoil, iubricating oi!, or other chemicals. Specificinforma:ion must accompany the ampie for identification pumses and with spcclfic instructions to the laboratcry for
the type of anafysi ;rquircd. The ioilowing minimum information must accompany the samples:
(1)

Identify each sample immediately by securely attaching a sample tag to the container.

(2)

Identify the contents and, if possible, lot or batch number, when or if appropriate, and
manufacturer.

(3)

Identify the aircraft type, aircraft serial number, and the manufacturer.

(4)

Include serial number for the sample itself. The serial number can be determined by taking
the calendar year as the prefix number and assigning consecutive numbers as the samples
are submitted. For example, in 1972, the first sample submitred shall be 72-1 and the
second 72-2 (foIlowed by aircraft SN).

(5)

The date the sample was taken.

(6)

Individual who took the sample.

(7)

Tests required in detail; i.e.,

r

,

(a)

water, sediment, etc.;

(b) metallurgical type faiIure (shear, tension, heat distofiion, etc.); and
(c)

b.

electrical test.

A member of the accident investigation board may be designated to have control of all samples

that are shipped out to laboratories. Also, all analytical reports will be forwarded back through
the same individual. This type of control is particularly beneficial when many samples and analyses
are needed to support an accident investigation."
Analysis of Physicdl Samples, Par*, and Hardware. DOE maintains widely distributed personnel 'and facilities
for physical evidence analysis. Thus the investigators' task is to recognize signs of failures and to know where
and how to get analytic assistance.

The National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) and the Deptn;cat of Transportation schools have small
metallurgical laboratories and collections of failed parts from various modes. The personneI make many saiyses
for both agencizs, but teaching by demonstration receives major emphasis. NTSB reports also reflect imeasing
reliance on tests and analyses performed by the National Bureau of Standards.

Regardless of whether examination and anaiysls oi evidence is done locally. then arc some imprtant considerations with which both the investigator and the analysts shouid compfy.
1.

Examination should be done wizhout dtenng iiic postaccident condition of the pan or equip
ment. It should be examined for stains, scratc kbts,gouges. relative positions, relative dimensions, etc.; and these shotlld be recorded by sketches, photograpns, or verbal descriptions or!
a cassette tape. Photography is usualiy the best mean? but is often st~pplementcdby the other two.

2.

Cleaning with an appropriate means and with great care not to sccre, scratch, abrade, or otherwise mar or alter the surf~ceshould precede further examination.

3.

Parts and equipmen! should be analyzed for defects in form, fit and function, or for faulcy design
or modification, including missing, misfitting, or wrong parts.

4.

Tear down of hardware should be preceded by pre-tear-down photography and should be done
by a knowledgeable expert.
It is usually very important that the evidence not be damaged or destroyed in the tear down
proccss-thc part should be carefully tom down to find internal defects or failures and not be
destroyed in the process. Photogra;;hy abould be done at each stage of the tw down, and it
is a good practice to simultaneousiy tear down a good pan for comparison.

5.

,

Failure modes usually can be identified as affecting either structural integrity or functional
integrity. Stmctur,! ixtegiiv fiiililre modes reiate to environmental factors, i.e., chemical, embrittlement, radiation, corrosion. ere. Functional integrity, which alsa o2en involves structural
failure, suffers from unwanted energy impacts, i.e., stresses, strains, forces, etc.

6. Parts fail in characteristic ways depending upon stresses and materials involved. Aside from
environmental stresses, metals usually fail from loads or mechanical stresses. Single overload
tension failure is the most common; but compression, bending, shear, torsion, and fatigue failures
arc also found. They all have characteristic failure signs that are easily recognized by
knowledgeable specialists,even when there are combination failures. Similar characteristic faiIures
are seen in other structural materials, strch as wood, in which the fibers and grain indicate failure
mode; and plastic, which has varying fracture characteristics, Gependtng upon the particular
plastic structura! type.
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7.

A conscientious effort should be made in examining and evaluating failed parts to determine
the failure sequence. It is important to know whether the particular failure contributed to other
failures and accident causes, or was the result of them, i.e., whether it was a cause or an effect.

S&wmArwly.b. CIucs to physical evidence also lie in work-generated software and documentation. Operating
parameters are found ih tapes, logs, charts, etc., from system operations, support and utilities, and individual
equipment or system components. Life cycle review shows the impact of various phases on the accident configuration. Correlation of hardware failures with design and operating limits, adequacy, and adherence or
nonadherence to then is revealing. Consideration of the hardware history cm reved helpful evidence in quality
m and reiiablisy records, test records, and operating and maintenance logs. Evidence can be found by
examination of the hazard analysis process, information systems, mcnitoring systems, risk assessment system,
and the control and analysis of changes, which directly relate to system,hardware, parts, and materials failures
and physical evidence. M of $me software sources can add validity and confirmtionto findrngs fromthe gathered
physical evidence, or suggest additional evidence that should be wught among the physical itemsat the accident cite.

Dlagrams and Sketch-. This section and the following one on photography go hand-in-had, for they both
deal with the recording of position evidence. Rough sketches of the accident scene made during initial orientation
or survey establish what should bc recorded in greater detail by photography, as well as indicating the positions
I

and directions for taking photographs. Properly conceived mi taken photographs, on the other hand, may become
detaiied grid maps for accurate location of the scatter of accident debris. Photographs arc pamcularly helpful
for this purpose when they include the use of a s~mpleperspective grid to estabi~shreference l i ~ e sfor grid map
construction. Techmqus for high quality. informatwe maps and skzches are very similar to those for good accident photographs. So suggestions in either section have validity when applied to the other.
Accurate location and depiction of the positions of peopie and physical evidence at the accident sccne arc critical
to understanding what happened. To be properly done, accident-investigation must have adequate preplannlng,
and the needed equipment must t e included in investigator kits or available onsite. It must be started early before
transient evidence disappears anci needs to be recorded on psition data forms and accident slte maps and sketches,
such as are shown in Figures 27 28, and 29. (These come {ram Baker and Kuhiman, both of which are excelient
references on methods, material!., and equipment.) Note In Figure 29 that Kuhlman recommends the use of double
letters (AA. CC, etc.) for reference point designations,and single letters for evidence positions. Reference polnts
should be carefully selected from fixed immovable points which can be easily identified and recognized, such
as posts, pies, pillars, room or building comers, doorway portals, etc. Through use of fixed reference points,
a compass, and a steel measuring tape, evidence positions can be precisely determined and plotted by triangulation and distancedirectionor distance-angletechmques. When accident evidence is scattered directionally, rather
than concentricilliy, its position may be fixed by its perpendicular distance from a heading line from the scatter
source, in the general direction of scatter. Large pieces of evidence, with significant length or breadth can often
k lwaid aid orieipd more precisely 3j; reference lines io heir extiertudes *h
by
i a siiigte centid ~ f e i h ~e . n ~
When using existing drawings for sketching or mapping positional evidence, it is ofien wise to simplify the
drawing by removing superfluous details.
6
There are four types of information that can come from positional evidence and should be identified and located.
They are: (a) postaccident positions of victims, equipment, m,material, spills, stains, breakage, motion tracks,
scattered debris, etc.; (b) work station layout-including operating positions, controls and safety devices, hazards
locations, moving equipment, activity paths, work.inateria1, storage areas, etc.; (c) witness locations, which show
their span of vision and the point of reference for the observations they report; (d) interference factors-including
obstructions, physid restrictions, distractions. and environmental conditions. Postaccident positions of accident
scene elements. work site layout, witness locations, and physical obstructions can be measured and m a w ' xing
the methods already discussed. Environmental conditions and their effects can be measured with standard e.1vironrnental sensing I~utruments(sound level meters, light meters, oxygen sensors, gas samplers, and temperature
and pressure instrumentation).
Gradient or contour maps can be constructed from measurements to reveal sources of discomfort, pteoccupation, and inattention. Co~nparisonsof pre- and postaccident site conditions can indicate changes, movements,
and missing elements which may have had a critical impact on accident causation or loss severity. Mapping of
damage clusters and relative positions can give indications of the sequence of damage propagation and help isolate
sources of unwanted energy flows.
Sketches, maps, and photographs of physical positions of evidence at the accident site display a major portion
of the positional evidence collected and evaluated by investigators. The other portion is displayed in the timephased position evi&nce which is charted on causal factors diagrams. They portray the sequence of events and
conditions which interacted to produce the accident and its resulting losses. Additional time-phased diagrams can
include energy trace and barrier analysis diagrams, which trace energy flows through failed or inadequate barriers
to accidental losses. Both causal factors analysis and barrier analysis wiU be dixusjtd later as analytical methods.

Photography. Photograpby is a valuable and versatile tool in accident investigation. It is capable of iaentifying,
recording. and preserving physical accident evidence that cannot be effectively collected by any other means.
It supplements maps and sketches in documenting positional evidence and o h n provides the basis of information
for final, &tailed
and sketches. It provides accurate evidence from the accident xene that is easily portable
and can be examined, evaluated, a d analyzed in the board ofice. Photography can be used in a variety of ways
to emphasize areas or items of interest and to display them for better understanding. It must be properly p l d ,
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properly done, and properlv managed to be most effective. It is k s t done by a specialist in accident photography
but must be supervised and dircctfd by an invest~gator.Basic considerat~onsin the use of photography in accident
inveshgation are discussed here under four headings: (a) responsibility for photographic coverage, (b) planning
photographic coverage, ( c ) photographc tcchrique, and (d) camera equipment.
RaponribiUty ior PhorograpMc Coveraga. Good photographic coverage of the accident is essential even if
photographs are not going to be used in the final repon. The chairman must decide how to acquire good technical
photography which will assist him in the inbestigation. Five choices are listed in order of preference.
In-pknt Photo bb-The in-plant photographic laboratory should be able to respond quickly to photograph
those transient items and portions of the scc:ne that are likely to change. Most labs are equipped well enough
to take the initial pictures that may be required.
Other DOE or DOE Contnctor Photo Lab#-If the facility is small and does not have its own lab, the nearest
DOE office or contractor facility may be able to provide photographic suppon and generally would be a better
choice than hiring outside help.
Cornme&/ Photographer-If it becomes necessary to hire a photographer from outside the plant, make certain that the one chosen is qualified to do the kind of job that is required. The better qualified the photographer
is, the more useful the photographs will be.

There arc commercial, industrial, medical, aerial, legal, portrait, and scientific photographers. Probably the
best ones to assist in accident investigation would be industrial, legal, or scientific.
<!

member of the investigation board may have to take the
photographs. Even an investigator who would be considered a good amateur photographer would probably not
produce as good a result as a professional. Planning the photographic coverage is the investigator's rssponsibility.
A Mnnbar of the invmtigution Board-Some

S . c u r i t v P m o n d - S e c u r i ~ urtits may be able to provide photographers if there is no one else available.
Pknning Photogmphic coverage. Plan to take many pictures because film is cheap and lost evidence can be
costly. Even though most photos will not be used in a report, they are helpful in the investigation. Following
are factors affecting photography.
R a s ~ ~ ~ nmo-It
nre
is inrportant to obtain coverage as soon as possible after the accident. The accident scene
is a dynamic one that is rapidly changing. The photographic task may be in two stages; one immediately after
the event, and some well planned or staged pictures later to clarify details.

rime Frame of tho Photog&-While

the investigator is concerned with postevent photogr-tphy, he should

not overlook preevent and possibly photographs taken during the event. Photographic lab files, amateurs, and
newspaper photographers are all good sources to be considered.
CsLh

conventional phorogra~hy,specialized photographic techniques may
bt desirable to assist in the analysis of the event. Some of the more useful ones are:
Typosof Pnoto9rwM ro ConcbJ.r-Besides

1.

Aerial photographs. In large accidents a direct atrial photograph can be helpful in determining
the direction of mjor occurrences. The availability of a preevent photograph would be very
belpfd here.

2. Photo m k m g q k . Ultra-closeup pictures of very small portions of & h i s are sometimes helpfui
in establishing the cause of failure points.

3. Ultraviolet and infitwed. Special lighting and narrow wavelength oFaifal filters can be of use
to show certain festwcs not visible to tbe eye.

4.

Motion pictures. These may bt: helpful for recording reenactments of personnel movements and
actions.

5.

Video tape. Video systems may be used in higher radiation areas where film is not suitable
and where ~nstantresults or playnacks are requ~red.Also, they may operate under iower light
levels than a camera in some inaccessible areas.

6 . Stereo. A major disadvantage of photographs is their lack of depth. Stem cameras are available
which show the proper arrangement of features three dimensionally. A static subject can be
photographed in stereo by mcrelj. talung two pictures of the subject, with the camera iocations
6 to 12 inches apart. The resultirlg pictures can then be viewed in stereo.
7.

X-ray. Parts or portions of rubble can be x-rayed to reveal stress or breaking points.

8.

Thermal scanners and thermal video cameras. These operzte in wavelength regions beyond what
the eye sms and generally can see heat emitted from objects. They may be useful after explosions and rires to pinpoint origins of fires.

Request for Photo~rsphy-In order to obtain satisfactory photographic results, it is necessary to tell the
photographer in detail what is required.
1.

Exper!~d results. How many photographs wi!l be required.

2.

The type of scenes to be photographed. To determine from what angles the scene should be
photographed, written instructions and sketches as shown in Figure 30 may be used.

chamber

Figure 30. Sketch of Desired mtotography Locations and (XenWhs.

3.

How Large the accident is. Determine what size IS to be covered.

4.

Whether pictures will be *&en day or night. Determine whether they will be taken out in the
open or in buildings.

5.

Whetkr color or black and white should be used. Color has better information conknt and
should normally be used.

6.

Whether reference objects such as rulers are required in the pictures.

7.

How the photographs will be identified, e.g., numbering system, photographic log sheets.

8.

How many prints are required and how soon. What size the prints should be.

Crlotographc T ' n i q u e . Certain basic @ties
make good pictures that are accurate representations of the accident
scene. Photographs can easily misrepresent a scene and lead to false conclusions or findings abut an accident.
Somc misrepresentationsoccur unknowingly while others may be purposely contrived. By reviewing the attributes
o f g d pictures here, the investigator will be aware of possible misrepresentations.

1.

2.

Show enough of the scene to provide good orientation. Several pictures may have to be taken
in sapience 20 provide this crientatlczn. ovedl shot, mediunl, and close-upmay he required.

Use proper perspective. The use of wide angle and telephoto lenses alters the perspxtive and
uuses distortions. Normal focal length lenses should generally be used. Use a perspective grid

for later construction of a grid map of evidence.

1

t

3.

Use proper 1ighting. The angle and type of alightiqg greatly affects the appearance of the subject.
While no single lighting arrangement is correct for dl codtioris and subjects,the lighting should
be examined for uniformity to see that it does not produce an abnormal appearance.

4.

Correct camera settings are essential to good pictures. 'I'he three basic settings of shutter speed,
a p t w e , and focus must be correctly applied to obtain a correct representation of the scene.
Shutter speed must be fast enough to stop action in the photograph. The aperture. along with
allowing enough light to pass through the lens, also controls how much of the near and far portions of the picture will k in focus (depfh of field). Action photos will not usually have good
depth of field because the aperture must be open to compensate for fast shutter speed. The focus
setting used in conjunction with the aperture setting controls the depth of field of the picture.

5.

Keep the camera level for easy orientation and reference.

6. Use known objects in the scene as size refereaces wherever possible. In overall scenes, the
presence of a person may be sufficient. In close-up photos of rubble or damaged anas, a bud.
coin or a ruler or portion of a &foot rule may be best.

7. Use color Nm for maximum information content. While bhck and white film is easier and cheaper
to print*the information in color prints is often essential to understanding and analyzing an accident event. The color m r d must be properly done, however; othenvise it will be m i s l d g .
Tbc use of neutral gray cads in som photos is desirable.

8. Identification and labeling of the photographs is essential. Figurc 31 shows a type of log sheet.
Onc should be used by a photographer at the time of taking the picaues. After the pictures are
printed, capions should be used to point out pertinent details and to eliminate all ambiguity
about whetha tht pichue was taken at the time of the eccident or staged. Photographs are usually

PHOTOGRAPHER

LOCATION
C A M E R A TYPE
LIGHTING fYPE
FILM TYPE
DATE OF ACCIDENT
TIME OF ACCIDENT

FILM ROLL NO

Figure 31. Photographic Lng Sheet.

date-stamped on the reverse side, but if that information is pertinent to the analysis, it should
be included in the caption.
9.

While every accident is unique and will have its own set of important features, here are some
general guidelines about what to photograph.
a.

Location of major identifiable pieces

b.

Collision debris-dirt , etc.

c.

Pools of liquids

d.

Gouges, scratches, collision points, and damage

e.

Temporary view obstructions, especially from view of operator or other key p t r m

f.

Mobile equipment

g.

Material storage areas

10.

h.

Scaffolds, jigs, racks, and tempomy rigs

i.

Close-up of failed elements.

if there is a fire associated with the event. pictures tan, r~ during the event are very usehi.
Photographs should include:
a.

Flames. They indicate what material is burning and how fire s
the structure.

m and progressed through

b.

Smoke. Also indicates what material is burning by smoke color

c.

Structure

d.

Spectators. Many times if arson is involved, the arsonist will stay around to watch tlre
fue. If a series of fires is started, he mzy be in all photographs.

11.

It should be reemphasized here that even though official photographers may not be on hand
to photograph a fire, amateur or press pictures may be available and used.

12.

After the fire is out, there are several key areas to photograph that may assist in the analysis.
a.

The most charred or burned area.

b.

Any combustible materl3i~-~~1atchbooks,
papers, paint thinner, kerosene, etc.

c.

Fusing methods that may be visible.

d.

Spectators around the accident location.

Camera Equipment. The choice of camera equipment either by a photographer or the investigator, if he is taking his own pictures, will affect the quality and the cost of the photographs. For most investigations, a roll film
35 mm or 120 mm (2-1/4 x 2-114 in.) single lens reflex camera is preferred. The major considerations are:

1.

Modern color films are very good and capable of rendering minute detail and color balance
on small image formats.

2.

A large number of pictures can be taken with very little weight to carry around-an important
consideratior1 when taking pictures in the remains of an explosion or rubble from a fire.

3. Roll films arc lower in cost per picture than large format sheet films.
4.

5.

Thirty-five mm and 2-114 x 2-114 format cameras have short focal length normal lenses that
have inherently better depths of field than lenses used on 4 x 5 or 8 x 10 cameras.

Lens construction on smaller cameras allows for larger apertures that minimize lighting requirements. Because of their longer focal lengths and smaller apertures, 4 x 5 and 8 x 10 view
cameras require much higher lighting levels .

Should the investigator be forced to take his own pictures, an Instamatic camera with Kdacolor iI film and
ammatic flash could be used. Limitationswould be in the poorer lens (image) quality and fixed lighting arrangement.

In some instances, such as quick reference pictures taken with a Polaroid, either black and white or color may
be used. The Polaroid camera is generally not a g o d choice because of the efftct of heat on the unexposed film.

The colors of the print material are not reproduced faithfuliy and an incorrect analysis could be made from the
interpretation af the coior.
Paper Evidence. Paper evidence coast~tutesthe third F o r source of accident ~nf~rrmrlon.
It is the least fragile.
generally being significantly more durable than people e\ idence and phys~calevidence. However, most of it is
not located at the accident scene or work area and. consequently. is less visible and can easily be overlooked.
Paper evidence should immediately be impounded to prevznt intentional or inadvertent misplacement, alteration.
or destructiorl. Those records which are at the work area are oftcr! kept for only a day to a week. so they have
to be gathered quickly after the accident and preserved for examination. As with other forms and sources of evidence.
the value and significance of much of the paper evidence rnay not be obvious at the early stages of the investigation. Therefore, investigators should gather all papers relating to the accident. and retain them until their relevance
has been determined, and needed information extracted from them. Preplanning is essential to identify paprs
to be collected, preserved, examined, and eva!uated for accident evidence.

Paper evidence can generally be grouped into four categories: (a) management control documents. (b) records,
(c) repons. and (d) follow-on documentation. Management control documents communicate management expectations of how, when, where, and by whom work activities are to be performed and include definition and preparation
of facilities, equipment, mate ria!^, instructions. procedures, and people to perform those activities. Recorcis indicate past and present performance and status of the work activities and the people. equipment, and materials
involved. Reports identify the content and results of special studies, analyses, audits, appraisals, inspections, inquiries, and In\l~srigationsre!ated lo work activities. Follow-an bwi;meni;iiioii d e ~ i i k aciioiis
s
taken in response
to the other three types of documentation. Collectively. they give important clues to the underlying causes for
errors, malfunctions, and failures that led to the accident.
Following is a more specific list of the types of paper evidence that should be sought.
1.

Facility description, specifications, and operating and ~naintenancerequirements Environlnental
studies and impact statements.

2.

Mission, budget, and schedule constraints and changes

3.

Hazard analysis process documentation. including prior appraisals oT:

4.

a.

Information search

b.

Hazard identification

c.

Hazard and loss control

d.

Risk assessment; acceptance decision level

e.

Independent review

f.

Safety analysis reports

g.

System safety analyses.

Policies,standard directives, safety and management manuals, p d u r e s , and job safety analysis
or task analysis. When available, obtain established criteria for analyses, procedures, and their
review.

5.

Design, mufacture, purchasing, installation, test,operations, maintenance, repair, and modihtion records. Construction pragress photos, which may show .featureslater covered by constnrc-

tion, and construction completi9n reports. Decomrniss~oninpand disposal plans. procedum,
and records, when pertinent.

6. Machine and equipmznt manufacturer's manuals

7. Maps, drawings, schematics, and system design descriptions
8. Monitoring and tracking systems
9.

Relevant training given manager, supervisor, and employees

10. Supervisor conducted training, job instructions, and safety observations

11. Work and loss records and failrlrt histories
12. Error rates; first aid and medical cases of similar nature
13.

Employee selection, training, certification, transfer, and personal history

14.

Suggestions and RSO (reported significant observations) studies and their disposition

15.

Employee meetings and other means of communicating management _policy and ex-pxtations

16. Appraisals and follswup action (internal and DOE). Include Research and Quality Assurance
and engineering appraisals as they are relevant.,Review inspections and audits.
17. Publications activities and press releases
.J

18.

Personal files and medical files. These should be obtained only for professional evaIuation and
,
then returned to safeguarded files.

19.

Organizational structure, charts, and position descriptions

20.

Accident investigation reports, recommendations and corrective actions, and accident experience
records.

Nonrelated Evidence. When a board is conducting an indepth accident investigation, it is not uncommon for
them to find evidence of errors, malfunctions, faulty practices. and worksite or systemic deficiencies that are
not directly related to the accident. If they are related to the work area or work group involved in the accident
and a n wihin the board's scope of work, they should be evaluated as related factuai findings and included in
the investigation report and recommendations letter. If they are unrelated to the accident work area or work group,
or are beyond the investigative scope, the appointing authority should be consulted. He may extend the scope
to cover them, but normally, hc will direct the board to stay within its scope. He will either appoint a separate
board of inquiry to pursue them or will refer them to cognizant management for review and correction.
It is very important not to reject or summarily dismiss these factors which did not directly contribute to the
accident. Under somewhat different circumstances, they could precipitate future accidents of equal or greater
magnitude. Few accidents are exact replicas of previous ones, and the seeds for future losses can lie in these
work site and systemic deficiencies.

Analyze Facts
Careful and complete analysis of collected information is necessary to arrive at the causes of an accident. The

analysis snould fully utilize the con~binedknowiedce and expenise of b a r d members and the specialist consultants
who advise them. Tne goal is to arrive at the causes and contributin~factors in the accident. The results of properiy
selected and well done analyses form the bases for reaching conclusions 8.dmaking recommendat~onswhich
can be effective in correcting current problems and preventing future accidents and losses.
Analysis is not a single, discrete step In the investigation process. Rather. it IS an ongoing process with multiple
iterative cycles blending with other investigative steps, as suggested in Figure 18. it ties several investigative
stages together (as shown in Figure S f ,like a series of bridges between available information and factual data
and conclusions and recommendations. Each analytical bridge defines and retines wha! is known or not known
and the implications.
The deductive analytical process becins as soon as initial information is collected. and continues in iterative
fashion. As facts are gathered and ana!yzed. gaps in information are recognized. and more facts are sought and
reanalyzed to make better sense out of what has been accumulated. Factual findings of conditions and events
are fit together with analytical results to reconstruct the accident occurrence sequence. Deeper analytical probing
goes beyond the symptomatic truths to the root causes found in upstream processes, management action or inaction, and system organization and functioning. Analytical methods then assist the investigator in: (a) deciding
what facts to seek; (b) sorting out the relevant and important among those found; (c) dctcrrnining probable cause,
contributing factors, and judgments of need; and (dl arranging results in an orderly and lucid manner to report
findings and rccornmendations.
Proper analyses. whether formal or informal and conscious or unconscious. under!ie e v e v investigaiion. in
fact. the qiialitji of the investigation will depend upon the quality of the analyses that guide the fact-finding process. If, for exampie, the investigators arrive at premature, informal conclusions, based upon perceptions rather
than facts and upon feelings rather than analysis. rheir search for facts will be shallow and incomplete, and their
r c F n and recommendations will likely be inadequate and erroneous. If on the other hand, well-chosen, effective
analytical methods are employed to guide the fact-finding prcxess, true and complete factud findings will result,
the investigation will be high quality, and the repon and recommendations will address the right things.
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Figure 32. Analytical Stages.
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Then are cautioris. bowevcr, in application of analyucd methods. They canm be wcd mchanically and withour
thought. N o ma:ter how g o d the m:thcd is, it can become incffxtive and uoubieumu. if it is not used rationally
and &pted to the invest~gativeneeds at hand. Also. no single rnethod wili accompilsh ail the analysis required.
Each has its s t r e n b z and i~rnitations.Therefore, a blend of rrethocts, wtiicn arc compiementary. coordinated,
and cross validated for analyticai correlation, Is r q u l n d for effective Investigative analysis of facts.
effectivein accident investigations, idenIn this section, tht: analyticai methods which have proven valirable
tified in Figure 33, will be discussed. It would be unusual to find id1 o i these approacks fully used in any but
the most serious accident. However, properly tailored application of ail of them to any accident will increase
the depth and quality of investigation: reduce oversights, omissions, ;tnd uncertainties: ud produce better r e p n s
and r~mmendationr.
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Causal Factors Anaiysis. Accidents are lnvesttgated to identify the causes of thew axurrence and to determine the actions that must be taken to prevent recurrence. I t is essential that the accidcnt ~nvcstigatorsprow
deeply into the events and the conditions that crcate accident situations, and the managerial conrroi systems tha:
let these events and c.ondttronsdevelop, so that the rm causes can be tdentified. ldentificauon of thesc root causes
necessita~csunderstitnd~ngthe inter3ction of events and cond1t;ons through a sequence oi actlvlt~esfrom an initiating event through (tic final accident. Vital iactors in accident causation emerge as sequentially and/or
s~mu!taneouslyoccurring events, which interact with exist~ngconditions. Thcse events are traced to reconstruct
the multifactorial path to unacceptable loss. A meticulous trace of unwanted energy transfers [a basic Management Oversight and Risk Tree (MORT) cancept in accident causation\ and their controls implicated in accident
occurrence further reveals a well-defined acquence in accident developmeirt.

Ludwig Renner suggests two principles which are hclpful in defining and understanding these sequences of
events. conditions. and energy transfers.
1.

.4ccidents are the results of a set of successive events that produce unintentional harm (i.e.,
personal injury. pr3pcrty damage. etc.).

2.

The accident sequence occurs during the conduct of some work activity (i.e., a series of events
directed toward some anticipated or intended outcome other than injury or damage).

The key points. then, are that an accident involves a sequence of events (happenings) that occurs in the course
of well-intcntioned work activity but that culminates in unintentional injury or damage. Implicit here. too. is the
existence of contributing causative factors, such as existing conditions, energy flowsi failed barriers, etc,, as
well as identifiable beginning and ending points in the accident sequence.
Benner and his collsagucs at the National Trdospnation Safety Board (NTSB) pionered the use. of sequence
diagrams or charts as .nalytic;ll tools in accident investigation. Their work led to :he development of the Causal
Factors (CF) diaprarr . which depicts in logical sequence tho necessary and sufficient events and conditions for
accidc~toccurrence. t can be used not only tc analyze the accident and evaluate the evidence during investigation
but also can help val date the accuracy of preaccidcnt systenls analyses.
,

Accidents arc rarely simple and almost never rcsult from a single cause. Rather, they are usually rnultifactorial
and develop from cle~rlydefined sequences of events which involve performance errors, changes. oversights,
and omissions. 'The accident investigator (or the investigating buard or committee) needs to identify and document not only the evcntc themselves. but also the rclevant conditions affecting each e v r a in the accident sequence.
To accomplish this, a sin~ple.direct approach can be used which breaks the entire sequence into a logical flow
of events from the development of the accidcnt to the end (which may he defined either as the loss event itself
or as the end of the amelioration and rehabilitation phase). This flow of events need not lie in a single event
chain but may involve confluent and branching chains. In fact, the analyst/investigator often has the choice of
expressing the accident sequence as a group of confluent event chains which merge at the common key event,
or as a primary chain of seqaential events into which causative factors feed as conditions h t contribute to event
occurrence, o r as a combination of the two.
Construction of the cailsal factors chart should begin as soon as the accident investigator begins to gather pertinent factual evidence. Thc events and causal factors will usudly not be discovered in the sequence in which they
occurred, so the initial causal factors chart will be only a skeletor, of the final product and will need to be u p
graded as additional facts are gathered. Even though the initial causal factors chart will be incomplete and contain
many information deficiencies, it should be started early in the accident investigation because of its innate value
in helping to:

I.

Organize the accident data

2.

Guide the investigation

3.

Validate and confirm the true accident sequence

4.

Identify and validate factual findings, probable causes, and contributing factors

5.

Simplify organization of the investigation repon

6. Illustrate the accident sequence in the investigation report.

With all its virtues as an independent analytic tahnique, causal factors charting is most effective when used
with the other MORT tools that provide supponi~tcorrelation. Causal factors on the chart should be checked
by comparison with the prime deficiencies identilied by MORT-chart-based analysis.
Critical changes revealed through changc analysis interface with key evtnts and causal factors in the causal
factors chart in establishing sequence chains. A meticulous trace of unwanted energy transfers and their interrelationships facilitates:
1.

Questioning and testing of accident hypothesis

2.

Using barrier analysis to examine rasible energy flow interruptions

3. Identifying energy channels which lead directly to injury or damage, or contribute to their
occurrence.
An appropriate combination of the major MORT analytic toois, including events and causal factors charting,
provides the core for a good investigation.
The following guidelines tue suggested for use in constructing events and causal factors charts for accident
analyses and inclusion in investigation reports.
1.

Suggested Format:

a.

Events should be a m g e d chronologically from left to right.

b.

Events should be enclosed in rectangles, and conditions in ovals.

c.

Events shollld be connected by solid arrows.

d.

Conditions should be connected to each other and to events by dashed arrows.'..

e.

Each event and condition should either be based upon valid factual evidence or be clearly
indicated as presumptive by dashed line rectangles and ovals.

f.

.

The primary sequence of events should be depicted in a straight 1.orizontal lire (or lines in confluent .or branching primary chains) with events joined by bold solid connecting
arrows.

g.

Secondary event sequences, contributingfactors, and systemic factors should be depicted
on horizontal lines at different levels above or belaw the primary sequence (see Figure 34).

h.

In reconstructing activities of specific individuals, it is often helpful to break out each
person on a separate horizontal line. They would later be 'integrated appropriately on m
executive summary chart.

i.

Events should track in logical progression fromthe beginning to the end of the initiation-
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Figure 34. Csuul Factors Relationships.

pmceident-accident-ameliorationsequence and should include all pertinent occurrences.
This necessitates that the beginning and the end be defined for each accident sequence.
Analysts frequently use the accident as the key event and proceed fmm it in both direclions to reconsmet the pnaccident and por~cidentcausal factors sequences.
2.

Suggested C r i t e for
~ E v t r ~and Gridiron Descriptions:

a.

Each event should describe an ofcumnce or happening and not a condition. state. circumstance, issue. conclusion. or RSUI~;
i-e.. "pip wall mptured.*' not "pipe wall h d
a crack in it."

.

b.

Each event should be described by a shon sentence with one sub- and one active verb:
i.e., "mechanic checked front end alignment." not "mechan~cchecked front end al;gnment and adjusted camber on borh front wheels."

c.

Each event should be precisely described; i . t . . "opentor pulled headlight switch to or,
position," not "operator turned lights on."

d.

Each event should describe. a single, discrete occurrence; LC., "pipe wall mptured," not
"intcnml pressure rose arid pipe wall ruptured."

e.

%cb event should be quantified when possible; i.e., "plane descended 350 feet," not
"plane lost altitude."

f.

Each event block shouid contain time and date of the event when available.

g.

Fach event should be derived directly from the event (or events in the case of a branched
chain) and conditions preceding it; i.e.. 'mecharuc adjusted camber on MIfront wheels"
is preceded by "mecharuc found incorrect camber" which is preceded by "mechanic
checked front end alignmentH-each event deriving logically from the one preceding it.
When this is not the case, it usually indicates that.one or more steps in the sequence have
h e n left out.

The criteria for conditions are similar in that !hey shocld be precisely described. quantified when possible,
posted with time and date when possible. and be derived directly from the condition or conditions immediately
precedir~gthem. They differ from events in that they describe states or circumstances rather than happenings
or occurrences; are passive rather than active; and describe single, discrete states or circumsbnces.
Application of the suggested format and event description criteria for constructing a typical causal factors chart
of a simple accident are illustrated in the fdlowing example.
Ajax Construction Company was awarded a contract to build a condominium on a hill overlooking the city.
Prior to initiation of the project, a comprehensive safety program was developed covering all aspxts of the project.
Construction activities began on Monday, October 4, 1976, and proceeded without incident through Friday, &tober 0, 1976, at which time the project was shut down for the weekend. At that time, several conlpany vehicles,
including a 2-112-ton dump truck, were parked at the construction site. On Saturday. October 9, 1976, a nineyear-old boy, who lives four blocks from the construction site, climbed the hill and began exploring the project
site. Upon finding the large dump tnrck unlocked, he climbed into the cab and began playing with the vehicle
controls. He apparently released the errtergency brake and the truck began to roll down the hill. The truck npidly
picked up speed. The boy was afraid to jump out and did not know how to apply the brakes. The truck crashed
into a parked auto at the bottom of the hill. The truck remained upright, but the boy suffered serious cuts and
k r a t i o n s and a broken leg. The resultant investigation revealed that, although the safety program specified that
unattended vehicles would be locked and the wheels chocked, there was no verification that these d e s had been
communicated to the dnvers.

Figure 35 is the causal factors chart of this accident. You will note that events arc in time-sequenced order,
that each follows logically from the one preceding, and that dates are indicated wheo known. Events arc enclosed
in rectangles and the conditions in ovals. Events statements are characterized by single subjects and active verbs.
(In somc events, the subject is implied only.) The primary sequence of events is idtntified by bold printing of
tbe conaecting arrows. Other events are connected by solid arrows and conditions by dashed arrows.The "rules
aot communicated to drivers," "internal cowrnwricatiths LTA ," and "management control LTA " conditions
and the "accidentally released brakes" event an enclosed in dashed ovals and a dashed rectangle, respectively,
to indicate that the information is presumptive. The sequence was terminated at the accident but could have been
extended to include ameiioration (i.e., rescue. emergency action, medical services, rehabilitation, etc.). Further
application of thest principles is shown in the generalized causal factors charts in I.~gures36-38.
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F i g m 37. Generalized Causal Factors Chart-Prc-accident Events and Conditions.
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Figure 38. Generalized Causd Facron Chan-Post-accident Events.

Charting thc causal factors contributes in the following ways to inv-stigative effec~iveness.

I.

Aids in devcl~pingcvidrnce. in defecting all causai factors lfirough sequence development, and
in dctcrn~iaingthe nced for in-depth ans!ysis

2.

Clarifies reasoning

3.

Illustrafc\ rnulriple causes. As previou\ly stated. accidents rarely have r single cause. Chartir:
hclps illustrite the multiple cau.ul factors involved in the accident sequence. as well as the relationship of proximate and remote, and direct and contributory causation.

4.

VisualIj p)nraFs the inrcractions and relationships of all involved organizations and individuals

5.

Illustrrltcs the chronology of evcnts showing relative seqr;ence in time

e

-.

6 . Provides flexibility in interpretation and summarization of collected data

7. Convenien~lycommunicates empirical and derived facts in a logical and orderly manner
8.

Liilks specific accident factors to organizational and management control fa-tors.

Additionally, the causal factors chart assists investigators in formatting and writing the accident repon in the
following ways:
1.

Provides 2 check for completion of investigative logic. Even the most elementary types of se+enoe
charting can reveal paps in logic and help prevent inaccurate conclusions.

2.

Provides a method for identificationof matters requiring further investigation or analysis. Significant event blocks with vague or nonexistent causal factors can alert the investigator to the need
for additiond fact-finding and analysis.

3. Provides a logical display of facts from which valid conclusions can be drawn
4.

Provides appropriate and consistent subject tides for discussion of facts and analysis paragraphs

i

-__*

5.

Provides a method for determining if the general invesr~gatrvcpurposes and specific obpxtives
have been adcquateiy met in ternls of the corclusions reached

6 . Providcs a method for differentlation W a n the. anaiysis of tht fxts and the resultant conciuslons
7.

Presents a simple method fcr clearly describing acciderd sequences and causes to a reading
audience with divergent backgrounds. Without the ~lsccf sophisticated or exotic methodology,
the accident causes can be casiiy communicated to ~.eaderswith a wide range of experience and
technical expertise.

8.

Provides a source for the identification of organizational needs and the formulation of recommendations to meet those needs. The charting techn~qwprovides the basis for a systematic trace
of the logic from a statement of the facts through the analysis. .;.onclusions,judgments of needs.
and recommendations.

9.

Provides a method for evaluating the factual basis of possible recommendations

10.

Aids in solving various unanticipated problems associated with preparing the final repon for
specific accident investigations. Fo: example, the clear identification of events and'conditions
as factual or presumptive assists in complying with the DOE repon format. which requires explicit separation of facts, analysis, and conclusions into separate and distinct report sections.
Also, the clear and logical development of the accident events and causal facton facilitates agreement among report reviewers on accident causation and minimizes negative reaction from those
persons and organizations whose performance deficiellcies contributed to accident occurrence.
They may not like what the report says, but they will agree that it is fair and accurate.

How can an investigator best apply causal factors charting? The experience of many people par?icipating in
numerous accident investigations has led to the identification of seven key elements in the practical application
of causal factors charting to achieve high quality accident investigations.
1.

Begin early. As soon as you start to accumulate fact~alinformation on events and conditions
related to the accident, begin construction of a workjag chart of events and causal factors. It
is often heipful to rough out a fadt tree of the occhmnces to establish how the accident could
have happened. This can prevent false starts, but must be done with caution so that you don't
lock yairself into a preconceived scenario of the accident.

2.

Use the suggested guidelines. They will assist you in beginning and staying on track as you
nconstruct t
k sequ~.&~of events and conditions that influenced accident caudon and amelioration. Remember to keep the proper perspective in applying these guidelines. They are intended
to guide you in simple application of a valuable investigative tml. They arc not hard and frtst
rules that must be applied without question or reason. They have grown out of experience and
fit well in most applications, but if you have a truly uni<jut situation and ftei that you rnust
deviate from the guidelines for clarity and simplicity, do it.

3.

R& logically with available data. Causal factors usually tfo not emerge during the investigation in the q t n c e in which they occurred. Initicny, there will be m a y holes and &hiencies in the chart. Efforts to fill these holes and get accurate tracking of the event sequaxs
and their derivation from contributing conditions will lead to ckqzr probing by investigators
which will m o v e r the facts involved. In proceding logically, using av&k information to
direct the search for more, it is usually easi:st to use the axidea or loss event as the starting
point and reccmstruct the preaccident and postaccident sequences from that vantage point.

4.

Use an easily updated format. As additional facts arc discovered m
i as analysis of those faas
further identify causal factors, the working chart will hted to be updated. Unless a format is

selected which displavs the emerging information In an easily modified form. construction of
the chart can te repetitious and tlme-consuming. Successtve redrafts of the causal factors cnans
on lnrgc sheets of paper have been done; magnetic d~splayboards or chalkboards have been
used; bur the technique that has consistently proven most effective and most easily updated 1s
use o f 3 x 5 i d e x cards (or similar a h . such as 3M Post-It) on which brief event or condition
statements are written. A single event or condition is wrltten on each card. The cards ;re then
taped to a wall or a large roll of heavy paper, or are placed on a large flat surface. in order
of the sequencc of events as then understood. As more information is revealed, cards can be
rearranged, added. or dclcted to produce a more complcte and accurate version of the working
chart. Once the card-bawd working chart has been finalized. the causal factors chart can be
drawn for inclusion in thi: in\.estigation report. Several investigators have testified to the value
of this approach. commeiiting that it nude thcir investigations more expeditious and thorough.
5.

Correlate use of causal factors ch~ningwith that of other MORT investigative tools. The optimum
benefit from MORT-haw:d investigations can be derived when such poweriu: tools as the causal
factors c haning. MORT-chart-based analysis. change analysis. and energy trace and barrier
ana!, .is are used to provide supportive correlation.

6.

Select the appropriate !eve1 of detail and sequence length for the causal factors chart. The accident itseli and thc Jcpth of invrstigation specified by the appointing authority in his letter of
appointment to investigating comm,:!cc menlbers ill often su?gest the amount of detail desired.
Thcsc. t w . may dicstste whcther ending the causal factors chart a! the accident or loss-producing
event is sdcquatc. or whether the amelioration phase shotilci be includcd. The way the amclioral d includcd and in how niuch depth
tion wah conducted wiil also influcncz wbether it s h t ~ ~ be
it should hc dihcussd. Csnainly. if second accidents occurred during rescue attempts or emergency action. b r i t t hcrc M crc other specific or systcrnic problems revealed. the causal fartors
chan should co\,cr this phase. Howcrer. the fnvestigitors and the appointinr authority involved
will habc to decidc. on a cshe-by-case basis, what is sppropriatc depth and sequence length on
eacli accident invest~gatcd.
Condense thc working caohal factors chan to mahc an executive summary chan for the report.
Thc causal factors working chan will contain much detail so it can bc of greatest value in shaping
and directing the investigation. Normally. significantly less detail is requircd in the causal factors chart in the investigation report, for its primap purpose is to provide a concise and clear
orientation to the accident sequence for the report reader. When a detailed causal factors chart
is felt to tx necessary to show appropriate relationships in the analysis section or an appendix
of the report. an executive summary chart of one or two pages should be prepared and included
in the report to mect the above stated purpose.

In summary, the seven key elements in practical application of causal factors charting on accident investigation are:

1.

Begin early

2.

Use the guidelines

3.

Proceed logically using available data

4.

Use an easily updated format

5.

Correlate with other MORT investigative tools

6. Include appropriate detail and sequence length
7. Make a short executive s m r y chart when necessary.
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Change Analysis. Chany is one of the most imponant factors in producrng serious accidents. When a system
is perturbed by change. the frequent results arc errors, loss of control, and accidents. Change 1s usually a con-

tributor in major accidents. The rate of change is usually 1ncrc;lsinpexponentially in today's sophisticated systems.
Even when change is weli-rntentiond. it can and does caux unwanted effects if it i3 not properiy coordinated
and controlled. Change can be sudden and dramat~c,or gracual and difficult to detect. Changes In accident causation can be singular or multiple (most often the case), and are tnvariably additive and synergisric in their effects.
Sensitivity to change and its effects is needed to keep it untler control. So is sensitivity for the nctd for counterchange 10 keep changed systems functionally saie, efficier~tand accident free. The skill and knowledge needed
to detect and analyze change are essential investigative attributes.

In rhe process of evidence collection and analysis. both changes and the results of changes wiil be found. When
changes are found which may have had significant effect 013 accident occurrence or loss magnitude. they should
be evaluated to find their causes and cures. When results of change are detected, the praducing changes should
be sought and their causes determined. Change analysis is the means of doing this. It must be organized and
systematic to prevent oversights, omissions, and unidentified critical changes.
The basic change analysis approach was developed by Kepner and Tregoe as a management tool that they called
"problem analysis." It has been adapted and modified to fit accident investigation needs. It primarily consists
9f identifying what is distinctive about an accident situation. and tinding the changes that led to those distinctions.
Within those changes and their generation will lie causes of the accident.
Change ma!ysis is a simple: five step process. followed by an integraticn step to fii che results into the total
accident investigat-on analytical picture (Figure 39). Those steps are:
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Figure 39. Change Analysis Schematic.

1.

Describe the accident situation precisely

2.

Describe a comparable accident-free situation

3.

Compare the two to detect all differences

4

Write down a11 the detected differences or distinctions that set the accident situa;ion apart from
the safe situation, whether they appear to r
x relevant or not

5.

Analyze the differences and distinctions to identify the underlying changes. and to determine
their effects on the accident. Give careful attention to obscure and indirect relationships, and
to the compounding or synergistic interacting of changes that increase their effects on accident
consequences.

6 . Integrate change analysis results with those of other analytical merhods for confirmation, validation, and clearer understanding of accident occurrence and prevention.
Figures 40 and 4 1 provide basic formats that have proven effective in exploring changes which have contributed
to accidents. The printed forms are usually too small for handy use in investigative change analysis, so paper
from a large easel pad, desk pad, or butcher paper roll is often lined out in the same basic format to provide
greater visibility and ease of use. The forms are also generic and probably should be modified for specific investiga:ii;ns. The five m!umn headings usw!!y remain the camei but often the general and specific factors. which
are used to define accident and comparable situation specifics, are tailored to the accident being analyzed. The
main factors of what, where, when, who, and how or "how much" (extent) are of prime importance in specifying the accident and conlparable situations. They are supplem,onted by situation-specific factors. such as those
suggested in Figures 42 and 43. "Why" is not a specification factor; it will emerge from the analysis of affective
changes in column five.
In using the suggested formats for change analysis, the first three columns are completed first, then the "Differences" column and, lastly, the "Affective Changes" column, to arrive at changc-based causal factors-the
"why's" of accident situation distinctions. Results are then correlated with other findings and are integrated into
the causal factors chart (discussed in the preceding section).
The suggested approach to change acaiysis on accident investigation is:
1.

Use large sheets of paper as work sheets.

2.

Line them out in a five column format like Figures 40 and 41.

3. State the analysis subject or accident descriptor, concisely, at the top of the sheet.
4.

List the general factors in column one.

5.

Develop accident-specific factors under each general factor.

6.

Describe thz accident situation elements, using selected general and specific factor categories.

7.

Select and describe comparable situation elements, using tbe same factors. Comparable situations can be the same activity at an earlier time, or a similar activity being done properly and
without this type of accident.

8.

Compare the two situations, factor by factor, to identify all differences and distinctions, and
enter them in co1umn four.

Factors

Acc~dentS~tuat~on

Slfuat~on

DIf ferencesl
OlstlnC,lons

Atfecttve Changes

What
Object(s)
Energy
Defects
Protect~veDevlces
Where
On the Object
In the Process
Place

When
In Time
In the Process
-

Who
Operator
Fellow Worker
supoff is01
Others

c'

r

i
Task
Goal
Procedure
Quality

a

Working Conditions
Environmental
Overtime
Schedule
Oelays

Trigger Event

ManagerialControis
Control Chain
Hazard Analysis
Monitoring

Risk Review

J

4
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Figure 40. Changebad Accidcot Analysis Workshca.

Figure 41. Change Analysis Worksheet.
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9.

Analyze the differences and distinctions to ideiliffjjaffective changes arid norpc.hangcs ::hose
existing deficiencies which interact with changes eo cause or contribute io the accideni:

10. Pinpoint the causal factors and verify tneir fit with the accident situation.
11.

Correlate causal factors with findings from other analytical methods and integrate them into
the causal factors chart and the total investigative process.

A simple application of this approach is illustratrd in Figure 42. The accident used is the runaway dump truck
example from the Causal Factors Analysis Section. Figure 42 shows the first three columns completed. They
are then evaluated to determine accident situation distinctions to enter in fourth column. Differences (Figure 43,.
and that is then analyzed to complete column five, Affective Changes (Figure 44). and arrive at "why" or accident causal factors.
Ftrrrlt Tree Analysis. One of the problems that investigatorscan encounter is getting locked into a preconceived
scermrio of the accident occurrence and then seeking evidence to support their preconceived notion. The simple
apprLlachof roughing out a fault tree af the occurrence to establish the different ways it could have happened
il;~:! e n hel?ful in keeping open minds, thus minimizing this problem. It also aids in preventing false starts.
?!JIS section wi:: discuss only this application of fault tree analysis to accident investigation. Additional information on the constmction and use of analytical trees can be fobnd in the Reliability and Fault Tree Analysis Guide
(SSDC-22)and the Stanclardization Guidefor Construction and Use of MORT-Type h l j ~ i c aTrees
l
(SSDC-8).

The use of analytic trees originated as fault tree analysis in the early 1960's in the aerospace industry, as an
attempt to prevent oversights, particularly at system interfaces, which had previously resulted in costly retrofits
or inordinately short operational lifetimes for promising systems. Fault t r a analysis was strongly hardware-oriented,
but also showed promise 3s arkanalytic tool for evaluation of systems involving a great deal of human performance. Development of the MORT concept a decade later and its acceptance by AEC and its successors for agencywide use nade 2pplication of the fault tree analysis techniques to managemznt systems a reality.
An analytic tree is simply a graphic display of infhrmation to aid tile user in conducting a deductive analysis
of any system (human, bardware, or environmental) to determine critical paths to success or failure. It identifies
the details and intemeIati.~nshipsthat must bc considered to identify oversights or omissions that led to failures.
It enables the investigator to:

1. Systematically identify the pssible paths from base failures to accident losses
2.

Show relationships, system deficiencies, and common failure modes involved in accidect
development

3. Identify management system weaknesses and strengths
4.

Display a clear visual record of the analytical process

5.

Provide a basis for rational decision making and corrective actions by mmagernent.

In an investigative analytic tree, an unwanted or injurious occurrence is stated at the top event. On the next
lower tier art listed those events required to achieve the top event. Each of these i; s u b q ~ ? n t l ybroken down
into its constituents to reveal the events, causes, and sources that contribute to the occurrence of the top event.
Construction of an analytic tree, therefore, constitutes a deductive analysis of a management system or safety
system, p r d i n g from general to specific, or outcome to source, and answering the question, "How could
this happen?"
Once an analytic tree has been developed, it can be used in the investigation of accidental losses to identify
the symptoms, but also the root causes and sowces of these accidents and the managemt system weaknessts
that permitted them to occur.
not just
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nK steps in devefspirrg and using

aa invcstigat~vefauft i r e arc:

2. Acquire a working rnowldgc of the accident muits, the work situation arvJ activities in which
they developed, and the upstream pmesses that preceded them.
3. Postulate the possible xmarios by which the accident occurred.
4.

Construct a fault tree to depict thest scenarios.

5.

Valiciatc the fault tree for con.pleteness, logic, and accuracy.

6.

Use the fault tree to analyze each of the scenarios for best fit with the accident facts as they
are c o i l e d and evaluated.

7. Add to the fault tree as new evidence is acquired and new possible scenarios ;ire discovered.
Check out all possible scenarios. Do not reject any because they are improb&le, but only because
they do not fit the facts.
8.

Through the process of analysis and fact-fitting, pinpoint the scemrio or scenarios which give
the best match with factual data and integrate that information w i a the findings from other
r*cb+&*

A few simple principles and guidelines will be helpful in constn~ctinguseN investigative fault trees.
\

1. Use common and accepted graphic symbols for events (or system elements), logic gates. and
transfers. (See Figures 45, 46, and 47.) For simplicity, investigators will often use only the
rectangle to represent all events or elements, rather than distinguishing them by type.

2. Keep the analytic tree as simple as the complexity of the system ailows.
3. Keep tht ,.cdytictree logical and exw no miraculous occurrences. Use only those contributory
events which are "necessary and sufficient" to produce the output event. Don't get caught up
in the mechanics of tree construction. It is merely a tool to display and analyze for clear ttricking.
4.

Select the logic gates and constraints (conditional events) which best describe true system
functioning or accident scenario development.

5.

Select event titles or descriptions which arc simple, clear, and concise. Avoid those which
arc a b s w or arc not readily understood by the intended users.

6. When constnding complex trees, limit the number of tiers on a single page to four or
five tiers.

7. Use transfers to avoid duplication of identical branches or segments of tbe tree and to
reduce single-pagecomplexity (set Figure 47).
8. Fdlow drt convention of indicating order of performance or time sequencing from left-toright for related events on a sin& tier.
The use of a fa& tree in displaying and evdwhg alttmative hypohtxs of slxidm~causation is Uuseaied
in the f0Uowin.gexample. 'Tkc cxemple, tne, srr;d exghation were develqxd by R. J. Nertncy.

RECTANGLE
A generai even: or a gate output event result~ngfrom
the logrcal combinatcon of contributory events act~ng
through a logic gate.

CIRCLE
A base event requiring no further development. It is an
independent event used only as a logic gate input.

DIAMOND
An undeveloped terminal event not developed ?oits
cause. Terminatad for lack of information, resources
or risks, or to avoid redundancy of analysis.

SCROLL
A normally expected event that should occur naturally
during normal functioning of the system.

STRETCHEDCIRCLE
A satisfactory event that exists noncommittally in the
system as a logic gate output and is used to show
completion of a logical analysis.

Figure 45. Atdfical Tne Eveat (or Elrmcnt) Symbds.

AND Gate
A logic qate that produces an output only when aii
input events occur. Contains the rdentifyrng word
"AND".

OR Gate
A logic ga @ that produces an output when one or more

of the i n p t~events occur. Contains the identifying
word "OR".

CONSTRAINT
P conditional evenithat applies conditions or
constraints to a basic logic gate or output event.
Imposedcondition is written in the ELLIPSE.

CPVDITIONAL AND Gate
lnput produces the outptt providedthe conditions
written in She ELLIPSE ars satisfied. (Example:
PRlCRlTY AND gate specifying order of input event

occurrence.)

CONCITIONAL OR Gate
lnput produces output provided the constraint.
conditions ars met. (trample: EXCLUSIVE OR gate
enabling an output to occur only ifa single input
is present.)

SUMMATION Gate
A special I q i c gat2 which requires that an acceptable
combination of input events be present to produce an
output. Inputs can be present in varying p~oportions.
as long as the sum of the inputs is adaquate to
generate an output.

r
T
T
a-ns
fer operator represents the exact
repetition of a tree section found elsewhere on the tree
below an identical triangle.

lntrabranch TRAN FER
Transfers substructure within a branch. Has identifbins lower case letter.

/a\

tnterbrar~chllnterpageTRANSFER
Transfers substructure from another branch or another
page. Has an identifying capital letter.

6

-

OUT-TRANSFER, Same Page
Horizontalarrow away from symbol shows transfer of
substructure to anoiher location on the same page in
the direction the arrow points.

a

IN-TRANSFER,Same Page
Horizontalarrow toward symbol shows transfer from
direction of arrow on the same page.

A

c

-

a

n
r-7 I

IN-TRANSFER , Other Page
S i c a l arrow toward base of symbol indicates transfer
from branch on designated page.

Ip
;7
I
I
L

J OUT-TRANSFER,Other Page

'*

@

"Recipient events" from other pages in broken lines
above oversized triangle indicate transfer of substructure to recipient event locations on designated pages.

SMALL OVAL
Assumed risk transfer is used to transfer an assumed
risk from any tree location to the &giurned risk event (a
.
SCROLL). The number of the assumed risk is indicated
inside the symbol as shown. It normally originates at a
DIAMOND (undevelopedterminal evsnt).
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Figure 47. Analytical T m Transfer Symbols.

An ele-ctmnicstechnician is responsible for adjusting and troubleshooting a piece of electtical gear. Tbc quip
ment is tnanipulattd b j an operator tinder general ditection of a supervisor. The equipment includes r cabinet
containing exposed high vdtage circuitry. The cabinet is proteatd by interlocks which de-energize t! high voltage
system when the cabinet door is opened. In the course of a ttouMeshooting operation, t)le technician is e w t e d .
Access to the high voltage components was via an interlocked cabinet door which was opmed in t?e cowsc of
the t.roubleshocdi.rgoperation. The operator, supervisor, and technkian were ail present at the time of the accident. Figure 48 depm the various scenarios, or altcmate hypotheses, of accident Otvelopmcnt. Nertney's analysis,
which is keyed to the numeric designators of events and cc,tdi:iom, foliows.
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I
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Task error
this job

._I
Personal

error

1

command or
instruction

1

A.2.1

I

or disregarded
command or
instruction
A.2.2

A

Oral

I

Written

Mechanical
error

&-

A.2.3

I

In order for electrocution to occur. two conditions must cxrd. An u~barr~ercCvrw * ~ i : c f -rirt a ~ . ?e:tu-hntcian must have come in10 ccntact with the source. It is. of cocrse. necessary to psittvely validate electrocution
as the primary cause oi death, by autopsy or other m a n s , prior to enterrag this panici;lar i a ~ l ttree. (Oftcr..
the other possibie causes of death, LC.. heart a m k , diabetic seizure, ctc.. will be inciudtrf in the fault tree analysis.,
*I

1.0 High Volrage Source Presenr
Two possibiiities exist here.

1.1

Electrocution could have resulted from contact with a source other than the piece of equip
ment which the tcchrucian was presumably uoubleshoottng. Other potential sources should
be investigated.

1.2

Electrocution could have resulted from contact with sources in or on the equipment which
the technician was troublesho~ting.
1.2.1

The high voltage point contacted cslnld have k e n a designred high voluze point.

1.2.2

The high voltage point could have been a portion of the equipment which was
not intended to be a high voltage point (leakage, insulation failure, wirins error, etc.).

!n ei~!eras: (! .! c: !.2), t??esystem's high vd%gt sys:em was izctiva*d at the fiiiie ~f

electrocution or it was not.
1.2.X. 1

System's High Voltage System Not Activated
1.2.X. 1. I

The electrical energy could have come from stored
energy (e.g., a capacitor which was not discharged).

1.2.X. 1.2

The eleckcd energy could have originated in some
other high voltage source outside of the equipment
under study (system "sneak circuits" or crossties). In
this case, "high voltage system activated" must be
analyzed for the system (transfer 1).

High Voltage Sy~oemActivated

The protective interlock system
must have been inoperative and the high voltage system must have
received a "high voltage on" command.
Two conditions an required here.

1.2.X.2.1

The interlocks could be inoperative due to fa3ure to
hnction or to intentional b y v . In either case, this
could have occurred in a manner r e I d to this job or
not related to the job (e.g., a bypass install& or a
failure occurring prior to this particular job).

1.2.X.2.2

The high voltage command could originate through a
circuit m a l M o n or thmgh the circuit being turned
On.

1.2.X.2.2.2

Thcccmtrolcirmitmat~m~dbc
associated with this job or m l d be
unassociated with this job.

(1.2.X.1.2.2 The turning on of the high voitage codd
have k n urtcntional or unintentionai.
If !t were unintentional, it could have
sccurrd prior to this job w ~ t hfailure
to detect and dcac~ivate.The second
possibility is a task error in the co=lrse
of this job. Ste transfer A, page 2 for
..
task error analysis.
2.0

The Technician Contacted the High Volrage

Two possibilities exist here. The technician was in contact with a high voltage point prior to
activation (2.1) or he contacted a point which was already activated at the time he contacted
it (2.2). In either case (transfer 2 ) , there are two possibilities. He propelied himself in:o contact
with the high voltage or he was pushed or piaced into contact.
2.Y. ! Self-Propelled into Contact
This could be involuntary or voluntary.

2.Y. I. 1 Involuntary
2.Y. 1.1.1 This could be an active proprlsion stimulated by an external souric
(iow voitage shock, heat, light, s~und,etc.) or through internal
sources (spasm, cpileptic seizure, etc.).
2.Y. 1.1.2 Propulsion could be passive through such mechanisms as fainting
or slipping.

2.Y.1.2 Voluntary
This could b:in one of two situations. The technician could be unaware of system
status or design or he could be aware of system status and design.

2.Y.1.2.1 Unaware of System Status or Design
l"hree possibilities exist here. The technician was unaware of the
high voltage and interlock situation, or he waq unaware of the high
v~ltagepoints in the system as desipned, or he was unaware of new
danger points which might have existed through changes from design
(deviations or malfunctions).

2.Y.1.2.2 Aware of System Status or Design
Three possibilities exist here. They are mechanical error, lack of
oprtu~@
for evasive getion (for example. becoming aware that
the system had been t u r d on only at the moment of shock), or
suicidal motives. In the case of mechanical error, o x shoufd consider whether the technician was capable of normal judgment aad
capabilities or whzthcr his faculties might have been compromised
through stress, lack of sleep, alcohol or drug problems, etc.

The individud could have been pushed or placed into cJnuct with the high voltage source.
This coiifd have k e n a d ~ action
m
by anomer individual or lt could have occurred
indirectly thmqn motion of a cabirrt door, work dolly, etc. In eitSer case. the 3ct could
have Seen accidentai or maievolerit in naturc.

2.Y.3

Contacted by Activated Component

The final possibility for contaa with the high voltege source is that the source iwlf could
have Setn in motion at the tlme of contact; e.g.. a loose head, patch cord, or some othcr
item of hardware. Care must x exucirtd in diagnosing this son af possibility because
the high voltage soum might not be in the same position as it was at the time of
electrocutic~n.

Task Error 7his Jub
(Transfer P,, Page 2, Figure 48)
A.

This transfer refers to task erron in activating the high voitagc. Two possibilities exist here,
communieetions e

m or pers~I)PIerrors.

A. 1.1 Oral communications to or from the technician
A. 1.2 Oral communications to or from the su,wrvisor
A. 1.3 Oral communications to Dr from t
k operator
A. 1.4 Oral communications ftom other individuals 01 emrs in written commueications
(work orders, procedures, posed signs and warnings, etc.).
A . 2 Personal Errors

'Ihesc include the possibility of three types of e m r s on the part of the supervisor, the
o;mator, or the technician.
A.2. ! Acted without commaad or i n s u m

A.2.2 Misunderstd or disngarded a command or instruction

4.2.3 Mechanical e m (prshcd wrong button, accidentally tipped a relay,

ecc.).

MORT Amlytis. The ManagOversight aad Risk Tree (MORT) is a diagram which arranges safety proekmmts in an orderly d l q # d manner. It presents a fault tree i f s dyaamic,
MORT strwtwm the largely unntuaud stfay literature aad
comprehensive, W d safety systcm &I.
cumnt besl s a f q jwdm intr thne levels of relathship: (a) about 1OD generic problems, (b) up to
1SM possible b;uc e
v or c~ a ~ ~lad
s , (c) tharslndr ofcrireri. tojudge systcm sdcqurcy. It provider niativcly
simple decisiw poino in the accident adysis h t enabics the in~estigativesnalyst zo dae* omissions, oversights, accepted risks. and system deficiencies.
gram md management sy-

MORT has d l the advantages of fauit trees. It is highly visible. portraying a complex. i d e d i z d safety program
sii ii siiiiplc sheet, showing the interreiationships of all Fropram elements, thus forming a very uscful aid to csm-

munication. It is systematic and logicai. r e q u i ~ gstep-by-step, tler-by-tier, branch-by-branch, elenlent-byelement
considerstion of !ht p:>gr,fl. This !trrds L+C invest~_~ator
to understand the system under review, see^ a d fin6
rigtit answers, and evaluate all pcrtrnent system functions and activities completely. It provides for simuftaneous
analysis of niultiple causes and commdn mode failures. It permits qualitative exarn~nationof system strengths
and weaknesses. and determination of significant base level failures and critical event paths to the zccidental losses
being investigated.
MORT has some of the disadvantages of fault trees, as well. It can be complex and time-consuming, particularly the first few times it is used. H~weber.skill in the use of MCRT is quickly acquired through conscien~ous
effon and practice. The simplicity of a step-at-a-time approach eases the compiexity, even the first time the chart
is uxd. Probably the greatest obstlcIe to overcome is the tendency to be overwhelmed by its comprehensiveness
which makes it seem complex. MORT is 3 panoramic view of idealized reality, whicb must be looked at in small
pieces to fully appreciate its value as a perceptive and revealing investigative analysis tool. MORT does not have
ditficulty handling partial failures or the omission of significant system factors, which is a problem with fault
trees. MORT is less rigorous and more flexible than most fault trees. Rigor is not as import~ntin the MORT
concept as is usefulness as an investigative tool. It is designed to have significant redundancy, based upon the
principle that it is better to ask the same question more than once in different contexts than to fail to ask it at
all. Additionally. the MORT chart has undergone several reviews, revisions, and on-the-job applications to ensure its completeness and adaptability to all serious accident investigations. It can also be used in an abbreviated
form c.n less serious accidents, incidents, and inqu~ries.

MORT is a ready-made analytical tree that describes a compreltensive safety program or safety management
system. It is people-oriented and consists of several complementary elements which comprise a superiatike safe
performance system. Those conplemcntary elements are: (a) mstlagement goals, policy, and irnplemcntation;
(b) cffective work processes; (c) independent safety review ; (d) system performance measurement; (e) human
performance enhancemsnt; (0 information managemeht and communication: (g) risk evaluation and assessment;
(h) h m r d analysis processes; and (i) safety, staff, and 5igher management services.
a

MORT is used as a standard of comparison for existing performance systems and safety programs. It can be
compared element by eli:ment with the system, facility, and activity under investigation. When any MORT elements
are m~ssit:g,or only ptlnially present in an existing system or program, deficiencies probabl;, exist which contributed to the accidental losses, or could contribute to future ones. Deficienciescan exist anywhere in the organization and are as common at the management levels as at the first line operating or worker level. In fact, deficiencies at lower organizational levels almost always mirror similzr defective performances at higher levels. So, when
accidents, incidents. and losses occur, the investigator should use MORT analysis to iook beyond the errors and
failures which immediately precipitated them. The investigator must identify system def~ienciesat both the worker
and management levels to determine the underlying oversights, omissions, performance errors, and accepted risks
which are the root causes. MORT uses a systems approach to investigative analysis, and looks for the ways the
system failed to permit the accident to happen, as well as looking at the work site and worker contributions to
accident causation.
Figures 49-52 show upper levels of the MORT chart. Figure 49 is the top of the MORT Tree and depicts the
unacceptable losses and the oversights aid omissions, and the assumed or accepted risks which led to them. It
also shows the dual nature of accidental loss development: (a) the less than adequate (LTA)specific control factors which identify what happened, and (b) the ever-present matiagement system factors which identify why it
happenad. Figux 50 shows those system elements wh~chcan lead to LTA management system f-m.
They
arc policy, management imp!ementation, and tht risk assessment system,which invdves goals, informthu System,
safety program and its review, system concepts and requirements, and the design and dcveiopmnt plan which
provides for their implementation. Figure 51 shows specific control factors consisting of a c c i h t factors and
amelioration or postaccident action factors. Finally, Figure 52 shows the accident ingredients and the opcmthg
cantsols which fail or perform inadequately, aod thus contribute to accidents a d losses.
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Figure 49. Top of the MORT.

i
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i

N m on each of drc figures that an aiphanumeric code identifies each MORT Tree element uniquely. This disc*
designation of each system element assists in locating each elernent on the uee, transferring the elements to other
locations, and indexing them to specific pages in the MORT User's Manual (SSDC-4). These pages suggest questions to supplement each tree element during MORT analysis. The indexing code consists of capital letters to
designate major tree tiers, lower case letters for minor tiers, and numbers for left to right position on a tier.
Following are pntctipd hints on the use of the MORT Tree.

.[

1. Don't be intimidated by the size and ltppartnt corripkxity of MORT. its comprehensiveness
b essential for in-depth accident analysis. Use the ttec as a guide or chacklist. P r o d through
it an element at a time, from tier to ticr and branch to braLnch, in a.reiaxed,nonrigid evaluation
of the system.

2.

R o c d g e d y in a top down, left to right dhctkm.
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3

EVJW a& ~ m each
k element ss you go. Color c d l n g ts most oft= used for marhng the
status of each eicmcrrt. Green mdlcatts o h y ;red, less than adequate Or ~IK#okay; blue. uncerUmZy or ir.adqu?e infomuon to k m w sums and rrq\urcs investigat~vefoilow-up to gather
i
h repired I??frn~4-&-SQ resoive ~k
uncem6naie~:and blacki u ~ l toy cross out the block
ot branch, indicating xBQt n docs nu apply to this pafllcuhr accident invesagauon. So.nctimes.
it will be necessary to piay k k mci foIth b t t w a n uen to determine tiK: status of a particular
eiernent. For exunple. if you arc not s w whether the risk assessmtnt system is inadequate,
check the next iowtr t x r contaimng gods, tcchcal snfonnation systems. hazard analysis process,and safety program review. I f any of them is inadquare (marked d).
then that will make
risk assessment systemr indtquate. in r fault tree. a slngie red will m k thtocgh an OR-pate
to makc the gate output (next higmr tier element) nd. All inputs to an ANPgotc must be red
for the wtput to k red.

4.

Maintaia focus. Thrr arc stvetal parts of the ate that are considered more than once from
different perspectives. For e m p i e , task performance error is looked at for the supervisor, the
injured employee, mPinrmarst g s e m l , inspaon, t.efcwfs. emergency action teams, etc.
Each time you go thmgh the task error branch for a &ffcrcn? person, you must stay focussed
on that paniculrv penoa or group. h i n g focus or perspective leads to confusion, inaccuracies,
md oversights.

5.

R e d your observttiam and questions as you proceed. m y can be recorded d i w y on the
MORT Tree work sbea, adjacent to the system eicmnt. or in a stparate log or noltboolr. Observations ue recorded when you determine an clement is ahpate, deficient, or doesn't apply.
Questions arc! piuasad and r c c o W to seek the answers tha~wiii rcsoive uncertainties and fiii
information gaps.
C

6. Kecp moving. Don't ga bogged down in the mechanics of determining stahis and marking the
blocks. Don't spend too much time cm any one titmcnt-move on to a r h r anG come back
to it obcthcr time when you have more infow'on. There is significant redundancy in the
tree to makc it v a y forgiving. Also, you don't need to evaluate every tret element on every
lbccidcnt 8rAysi.s;go d y as deep imo the tnx as the investigation requires.
7. Updrrtc tfte tree as you gtl more information. You shauld start the MORT analysis as soon as
you cottect the iirst pieces of evidence. Initially, you will have a lot of uncertainty (a lot of
blw), but ss mare infotmation becomes available, the MORT chart staw should bt updated.
Remember thc cycIic mtw of evidence collection and analysis. Evidtnct feeds the analysis,
a d analysis leads to idcatifidon of information gaps and unctitainties which require more
scarcBes for aMtiormt evi&nce. The MORT chart and other analytical displays sbould be up&teb W y .

8. Coordinate MORT analysis findingt with dre d t s of othtr mgoiag and compkraentary
~ y r c rLC.,
, crusrl f a d m analysis, rpunpC anaiysis, altcWve h y p a k s a fault tree analysis,
etE.

9.

Be r#listic in c v d d n g tbc existing system. Do aat be tm critical, c p 5 a U y of facilities,
~,ar~~upyearilk1Ton.#etph~mindMttRTbmWaadrymsents
r ouperlotive systan at tbc h f m a of tobry's s&ty techndogy. Wbar we designate several
ry~temdamnts as less tha &qua&,
it may more propedy suggest that t& ovtrall system
irmrrfyksab~vf.

10. Fdy,u# the av&& aids in amducbg r M62T dysir--tf# MORT &it, of course,
but also the MORT U=*s Nlurwi. It cxmsks of basic qumbm to supplement tbc MORT chart
(or tobe used doae fix MORT stnatysir). It is the MORT c h t in m t h fonn with ~ m rht!pfu)
t
~ ~ E s ~ ~ ~ b y G m j 6 I J J . ~ o f t h t N t a i o c a a i S a B t t y C a m -

cil. for use with an early edition of the MORT Tret, and has been modifd. expanded. and
r\pdattd to tht laicst MORT chan.
Energy Trace and Barrier Analysis (SSDC-291. Chapter I indicates that a meticulous trace of M o u s
is essential to determine the practical opportunities in any system to
energy flows and environmental con(.i~t~ons
impose bamers hat will prevent harm to people and things. The absence of adequate bamers to prevent harmful
contact between hazrrrds and v.*lnerablepersons or valuable objects is found in every accident. These three primary
accident ~npredientsarc : plemented b : ~a fourth contributor in nearly ail accidents. It consists of the precursor
events, energy flows, and failed or inaccquate barriers which led to the cckxistence of the other three. Almost
always a series of such precursors prrc1:des an accident. A barrier analysis will reveal what the precursors arc
and when and where they should have been intempted by proper bamers.

Energy trace and banier analysis is built into the MORT chan. Repetitive cycling through the hazards and
barriers branches of the tree. however, can become conhsing, difficult, and error-prone. Most experienced
investigators. therefore, do a separate energy trace and banier analysis. It can be easily and productively performed if a few simple steps are followed.
Fimi LOSS Event. This is that event which best describes accidental loss or degradation; i.e.,
injury sustained. equipment damaged.

&$nt

Define the Hannfil Contact. This is usually the unwanted energy flow or hazardous environmental
exposure which was the direct cause of the injuries received or the damage that occurred.
Trace the Prior Hazard ReIcases. DOthis until the ir~itiatingurrwanted energy flow is reached. These
unwanted energy floursare bert described using action verbs (i.e., line broke iof line was broken).
Establish Iniriaring Hasrd Zelease. This is usually an unwanted energy flow and is normally that
point where a control barrier failure initiates the h r d release sequence.
/dentif?.Bam'crs. Work back through the trace notiag those barriers k t were in place, as well as
those bamers that should have been in place. Note that there may be more than one barrier associated
with each unwanted energy flow or hazardous environmental exposure.
Evaluate Bom'er Status. Work back through the trace and assign status or descriptive condition to
each bamer. Examples: adequate, less-than-adequate, bamer not used, barrier not provided, bamer
not practical.

Valihte Findings. Review the barrier analysis, checking for parallel and series hazard releases.
Remembx the trace as an analytical technique is inherently iterative, and its value is highly &pendent upon clear and concise graphic presentation.
A p p I k a h of an energy traac and barrier analysis can easily be demommd, (see Figure 53). using the previous
example of the boy in the runaway truck. It will be shown first in step by step outline and then depictad, as it
usually is, in diagram form. Find loss event:

Boy suffered broken leg, cuts, and abrasions.
Harmful contact: (Figure 53).
8.

Boy stnrk windshield, dash, stetring wluma, and stetring wheel.
EntrgyrcWarenumbmdfiom8to 1, f i i a s t t o first, inthisexampk. Mxawgynkascs:

7. Truck allided with parked car

6. Truck rolled downhill

a1

i i ~ ~ ~ ssp ~e dn g

5.

Boy released truck brake and placed gear shift in nctltral

4.

Boy entered mck cab

3.

Boy entered construction site equipment storage yard

2.

Boy climbed hill to construction site.

Initiating energy release:
1.

Boy saw construction sitr: and equipment.

Identify harriers:
After 8: No interior padding in truck cab
Between 7 and 8: seat belt
Between 6 and 7: ability to control truck direction and speed
Between 5 and 6: wheel chocks
Bctwwn 4 and 5: controls locked w t

ignition key removed
$ !

Between 3 and 4: truck doors locked

'

Between 2 and 3: fence and security guard
Between 1 and 2: parental supervision.

J

Evaluate bamer status:
1. seat belt-not used
2.

ability to control truck-not provided

'

3. controls lock-not proviejed
4.

tmck door locks-nl~t used

5.

fence and security guard-not provided

6. parental supervision-inadequate.
Vdidate findings:

Tht analysis is revie~edfor completeness and amracy and c o n f m with otfitr ixcidcnt evidtnct and analytical
Iwults.

Figure 53 is the energy trace and barrier analysis diagram. It portrays clearly and concisely the energy flows
and fador unwxl barriers that led to the boy's injuries. Note, too, how well it exhibits tbe many opprtunj&i=
for instahtion of barriers to interrupt tne energy flows and events that-c
in a serious acdmt. It should

be obvious. even from this simple example. how valuable an aid the energy trace and barrier analysis is in understanding the accident and the sequence that id to ir.
Humen Factors Analysis. MORT analys~sdeals extensively with human contfhtlons to accidents. T f i t MORT
Tree is a description of an idcallzed safety rnanagemerlr system and IS stiangiy people-oriented. It recognizes
and identifies ndt only the errors of workers at the accttient site. but also their supervisors and managers. staff
suppon people (including safety, loss control. and hzmhn factors specialists), and the scientists. engineers. and
craftsmen who created the work situation in which the accident occurred. MORT also addresses the effects of
the physical, psychological, md organizational environment in which workers perform their tasks, and areas in
which accidents and other problems are found. It looh; at how well the work situation matches the workers at
all levels in the organization. It considers mo:ivational fi ctors, as well as skill and design factors and their impact
upon human performance. MORT addresses how and how well information is communicated up, down, and across
the organization. It evaluates the means by which performance is measured and the standards that determine what
should be measured and what is acceptable performance. MORT considers the effects of human and machine
perfomimce in one area of a facility or organization upon human performance in other parts of the system. It
looks at the impact of selection, training, planning, and organizing upon task execution or task pcrfomnce.
It identifies work, budget, and personal and environmental stresses and pressures upon workers. MORT considers the influence of changes it1 conditions. equipment. procedures, commitments, and people on huinan performance and accide~tdevelopment. It evaluates the use and quality of task and job analyses, both common tools
of the human factors specialist. It is keyed to the performance errors, oversights, omissions, and risk assumptions
at all managerial levels and all functional alzas, which are all basic human factors considerations. In short. MORT
analysis is basically human factors analysis. It can be enhanced by use of a hurnan faczors ~ ~ ~ e c i acn
l i sthe
t board,
or as an advisor, who has the special skills and methods to understand and evaluate human factors that the other
investigators may miss. There is nothing else that can match investigative MORT analysis in its comprehensive
treatment of human factors as an analytical tool for nonspecialists.

Risk Analysis. Briscoe writes in the introduction to the Risk Manageli~entGuide (SSDC 1 1 revision 1,
September 1982):

"Frequently, management allocates significant resources to correct specific hazards without first obtainirg sufficient information to determine whether more hazardous conditions are being neglected, or whether the conective costs are justified by the benefit or the reduction in risk. In addition, management frequently has li!tle or
no information of how risk compares to the actual value of a given program, and thus milst make many safetyrelated decisions witiiout sufficient information. "

The Management Oversight Risk Tree (MuRT) methodology provides a system for identifying management
oversights and specific risks. Once ~iskshave been identified, it is then management's responsibility to provide
required resources to reduce or eliminate specific r:sh and to assume the residual r i d s .
Risk assessment estimates of future losses and the effectiveness of additional controls provides management
information to mzke s0u)Id decisions regarding risk. Indeed, lurowledge of risk permits the responsible person
to decide whether a danger can be accepted, must be rcduccd, or eliminated by application of additional protective measures, or whether the operation must be cancelled.
As such, risk management and assessment is basic to a system approach to safety management.

Specifically, risk assessment permits or provides:
1. Probability cshatcs of large or catastrophic accidents

2. Addition of such loss estimates as actuarial predictions of loss to provide a more complete risk

3. Costcfftctive safety programs by ammtnhg oa high risk areas

4.

Optimization of the combined cost of safety programs and the cost of accidents which arc present at a given level of control. This includes selection of the irsl of the vanous alternatives
regarding specific hazards and con:rol measures.

5.

Evaluation of the effects of codes, standards, and regulations and the need for relaxation or
additional controls

6. Consideration of various types of risk on 3 consistent basis minimizing the effscts of emotions,
fears, and personalities with regard to such related sub~easas low probability, high consequence
events, environmental and health issues, and immediate versus latent effects.

Various types and degrees of danger are thus treated objectively with biases minimized.
Thus, the role of risk assessment is to provide the necessary information to make decisions regarding the costeffective commitment of resources to accident prevcrttion and reduction. Risk assessment can also be used to
&remine if a proposed acti~nis acceptable in those situations where it is im?r,lctical to eliminate particular hazards.
Obviously, those areas where the greatest gaifis can be made with the last effort should be given top priority.
Such prioritization will effect the greatest safety with any given level of effort.

Pan of the accident-related evidence that investi_eatorsshould gather and analyze is that which will indicate
management's effectiveness in assessing and managing the risks in their operations. These indicators are found
in several places including Safety Analysis Reports, systems or operations studies, design reviews and readiness
reviews, and actual operational performance data. Also included are accidentiincident experience and audit, a p
praisal, and inspection findings.
Past experience, expressed as actuarial data, is usually the best indicator of future occurrences, unless significant changes have bee;\ made in system structure or operation. if the underlying cause: of past accidents have
not been diagnosed and fixed, they will invariably result in recurrence of the samc or similar accidents or other
operational problems. Investigators, then, look at past experience of the organization to find the seeds of t3e accident being investigated. They seek to discover whether the accident was typical or atypical of the w a j the particular system functions. Such knowledge will assist them in their search for accident evidence and suxgest areas
of emphasis in their investigative approach. If the nature and cmnsequences (lcssts) of this accident are typical
of past system performance. basic systemic deficiencies arc suggested, and the accident should have been cxpexted by management. The investigative approach should include searching out and identifying these deficiencies. and recommending reasonable and realistic fixes for the operating system. If the accident occurrence is not
charxteristic of system fur .riming, loss of control of changes is suggested, and the investigative approach should
be directed toward change identification and analysis. Recommendations should stress improved change analysis
and control. In reality. things are rarely as simple as this, and the atypical occurrence is U S U ~ ~complicated
~ Y
with additional systemic problems. Also, when actuarial data on performance are used for risk evaluation and
projection, the data consists of performance results and represents only a part of the total performance picture.
Ln spite of thest cautions, actuaria! risk analyses performed by investigators following accidents have cornlated
WL,Uwith tnu accident losses and timing.
There are a variety ~f risk anafysis and projection methods. N1 of them are estimates, whether done cm the
back of an envelylc, or specidly designed graph paper on a hand-held dcuiator or on a computer. The focus
of the effort dictates the method that should be used. For management decision making, the graphid imh&
show great merit and are probably the best in most applications.

Typical graphical risk analysis and projection methods ye:
1.

Gaussian n o d - t h e mnna! bell-sh3ped curve that fits mny populations of data, but does
not fit acci&nt/loss statistics very well without significant modification

2.

A log-log piot of frequency-severity

3.

A log-normal plot of accident data

4.

Extreme value projtcthn.

All of these graphical projections can be done on graph paper produced by the TEAM (Technicaland Engineering Aids for Management) Company, in Tarnworth. New Hampshire.

,

Extreme vatu@P r o j d o n . The Extreme Value Projection method will be the only one discussed because of its
applicability. This method has proven to be tl* most helpful in accident investigations because:

1.

It uses only the wont loss data, which is easy to find. even in activities which do not do a very
good job of mordkeeping.

2.

It is quick and easy to do, because minimal data are involved, only the simplest inputs are rcq u i d , and return periods are read directly from the graph paper.

3. It is self-testing, in that good d m on the right paper plot as a straight line.
4.

Repeated use in accident investigation hw shown good accident correlation. Risk projections
of operating systems, done in connection with major accident investigations. have predicted both
the magnitude and the retum period of thc accidents with reasonable accuracy.

The extreme vahe equation, on which the graph papcr is based, is an empirical derivation of the frequency
and severity of maximum events represented on the upper tail of the log-normal curve. The major difference
between extreme value and !og-normal arldpsis is that it uses only the maximum events, and log-normal uses
all events. As previously m e n t i d , this is a key benefit of its use on accident investigation.
It should be relatively simple for any investigator to perform risk analysis using extreme value projection,
if he follows this nine-step sequence.
8

1. Select a time period immediately preceding the accident, during which there were no mjor
changes to the operating system. For nlost DOE contractor organizations, this would probably
not exceed five years, and for even the most stable operating systems, would be less than 10 years

2. B d down the selected tims periods into appropriate intervals (i.e., years, half-years, quarters,
etc.). Ten to twelve intewals gives a good confidence level, but as few as five is acceptable.
3. Identify the maximum loss (i.e., injury, lost time, property damage* cost, etc.) in each interval.
4.

Rank the losses from legst to greatest

5.

Calculate the cumulative probability, using the simple fonnula Ni/N

+ 1, where N is the t d
number of points, and Ni is the order rank of the loss. For example if there were 5 points,
N wmld bc 5, and Ni would be 1, 2, 3, 4, a 5, in order.

6. Select the right extreme value papcr, i.e., with either a log or a l
kloss scale. You can often
tell by the distribution of the data which paper is right, but if you choose the wrong oat (it
doesn't plot as a straight line), you can redo the plot on the othcr. If the data does not plot
as a straight line on eithcr paper, you probably have used nonhomogeneous data. If they are
closely related (i.c. firt losses from sprinklered versus unsprhklcred fa~ilities)they may plot
as a dog leg. If that is aot the case, homogeneity m y be achieved by selecting a m o w e r loss
category (i.e., elcctricat losses, injuries from fiiils, etc., rather than general property damage
or itjury losses).

You Jso have to choose a ioss scale whlch permits you to project loss magnitudes beyond those
alnady experienced. This corresponds to h e curnuiabvt probability formula denominator. N + I .
and enables the investipatitt ~nalystto drterrn~ntreturn periods for greater system losses, if
the system deficiencies arc nut fixed.

7. Plot the data, entering the ordinate and abscissa with loss magnitude and cumuiativt probability,
respectively.
8.

Fit the best straight line to the data points. If you cannot fit a straight line to the data, you have
probably selected the wrong papcr (i.c., log when you med linear, or vice versa).
Note: If the plot approximatesa straight line on iinear extreme value p a p , the accidental lcsses
and the accidents from which tiley resulted are likely to be independent events, and the prevention of large accidents is well under control. If then is a straight line data plot on log paper,
the plotted accident losses probably resulted from multiple causes that can be traced back to
a common source or to cause interactions, both of which suggest system problems which can
lead to very large losses. Aiso, the steeper the slope is, the weaker the loss control and the
shoner the return period for a large accident.

9. Evaluate the plot to determine whether or not the present high accidental loss is chamcteristic
of system performance (i.e., fits the straight line systemic &ta, or is an "outlier"). It shotild
also be evaluated to find the return period for a still greater loss, if corrective system changes
are not made in accordance with investigation board recowmendat~ons.
A simple example, using this step by step sequence, illustrates the ease of its application by investigators.

An accident resulted in a $49,700 electrical property damage loss. The operations people who experienced
the loss declared that they could not understand how it happened, that it was a once-in-a-lifetime accident, and
that it could not possibly happen again.
The accident investigators gathered the needed information on electrical Imes over the previous five years
to do an extreme value projection. These are the maximum losses they found for each of those years.
Loss

($1
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983

593
8,883
707

3,800
49,700
1

They have now selected a relatively stable period of 5 years (step 1); have bmken it down into yearly intervals
(step 2); and have identified the maximum loss in each year (step 3).
They then rank ordered the losses from least to greatest (step 4).

They dculatcd the cu~~ulative
probability. using NiiN

+ 1 ('step5).

Loss
($1

They selected 1% extreme valve paper as pmbably the right graph p p r after seeing the three orders of rmgninde
distribution of the dam. And tbey selected a loss scale which extended beyond the W,700 maximum loss to
SlO0,aOO (Step 6).

They plotted the data (Figure 54). establishing each pint by its dollar loss and corresponding cumulative probability (Step 7).
They fmtd the best might Linc through the dua points, using the median regression method in Fiyn 55 (Sup 8).
Tbe solight line confirmed homogeneous dul and proper graph pap.+ selection.

Return period (years)
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Cumulative probability
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Figure 39. Extreme V.lue Plotted Data Poiors.
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Figure 55. Extreme Value projection.

Finally, they evaluated the $49,700 loss, found it to fall on the str; ight line dsb plot, and concluded that it
was characteristic or typical of that organization's electrical loss contrvl system (Step 9). That kind of accident
was built into the system and would probably occur again in about 7 years, if the system was not fixed. The
return period was determined by entering with th: dollar loss value, finding where it intersects the data plot line,
and projecting vertically upward to read the return period (Figure 56). They also determined the return period
for a $I00,000 electrical property damage loss as about 9 to 10 years. The extreme vahe projection risk aralysis
gave the investigators important information they would not have otherwise known, and confirmed their need
to search out, identify, and evaluate the systemic deficiencies and multiple, interacting causes that led to the acckht.
Time-Loss Analysis. When there are problems in the amelioration phase of accident management, the Causal
Factors Analysis method can be effectively improved by incorporating T i m e - h s Analysis (TLA).It is an analytical
approach developed by the National Safety Transportation Board (NSTB) and reported by Driver and Befiner.

It deals with and evaluates the effect of various types of postaccident intervention on the frnal loss outcome of
an accident.

TLA begins at accident urunenrr (b)and continues to the determination of final loss (Lend), at least as far
as it can be known and identified by the =ident investigators. During amelioration, losses usually change with
time. either increasing or decreasing. For example, once a fire begins and remains unchecked, it will continue
to amsume flammable materials, with cumuiative losses increasing thmughout the burn time. As firefighters respond
and gain control of the fire, the rate of increase declines, and the direct loss total fire damage reaches its maximum when the fire is extinguished. If people were injured in the fue,a d received p p e r mi expeditious tnatrnent for burns stnd other injuries, their individual injury (or loss) magnitude will deawie bough the treatment

Return period (years)

20

Cumulative probability
Figure 56. Return Period Determination for a Given h.

and ~habilitstionperiod. On the other hand, total accident losses may weil continue to climb, due to hospitalization, treatment, snd rehabilitation costs. Additiody, ahcr costs such as production decline, work delays, lost
work time, accident investigation costs, OSHA penalties, workers compensation, and litigation costs and awards
may contribute stilt funher to d a t e the total accident cost. It, therefore, becoma very important to identify
and evaluate the nature and effect of all accident intervention actions.
Figure 57 depicts the typical loss pattern from accident occurrence at "to" until final loss, without intervention.
When intervention adion is taken, it can have a destructive, ineffective, or constructive effect on the natural loss
pattern, as shown in Figure 58. "I1" and "t 1* * indicate dlat intervenor number 1 became involved in thc simelioraat time, "tl".
tion p-

Intervenors can be tither people (personnel intervention) or things (mechanical intervention). Typical personnel intervention might involve such actions as using a fin extinguisher to put out a small fue,pulling a fire alarm,
or calling the fire department dispatcher to =port a h.
Mcchanid intervention could involve a fusible link
closing a fire door, a sprinkler actuating, or a flow alarm or smoke &rector sending a signal to the fire department. Other classitications of intmemn might include (a) human, engintend and serendipitous, or (b) planned,
impromptu and serendipitous. The serendipitous intervenor category would cover the fortunatecoincidence when
a fire in a facility without sprinkleR bums a hole in a plastic waterpipe and =leases a deluge of water, which
extinguishes the fire.
Although most interventions of significance are triggered by accident occurrence, and, consequentfy, are in
the postaceideat phase, some imerveations can precede the accident. Such p:=?ccidtnt intervenors arc usually
part of engineered safety systems that react before "b"to .prevent loss.

Loss

Natural couren
of events

Time

Figure 57. Typical Loss Pattern After an Accident Occurs.

Multiple intervenors are usually involved in accident response, as illustrated in Figure 59, which represents
a fire in a bookstore. In addition to the normal racks of books, it contained a tare book collection in a vault
that was not watenignt. Inr indicated *ater damage to the rare books, in this case, exceeded tire fire damage
to the rest of the store. Important concqts to note here are (a) multiple interventions are usuailv involved, (b) not
ail interventions are equally helpful, (c) some interventions are destructive, (d) some interventions arc helpful
a& destructive at the same time, and. most important, (e) effective accident management requires intervenor
identification, evaluation, and emergency response planning to use the most beneficial ifitenentiom and eliminate
the harmful effects of the others.
+
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Figure 59. Multiple Interventioa and Consequences.

The Ti-Lcns Analysis method is bavd on these concepts. It is a systematic mehod that invraigatm can
use to identify and evaluate the effects of intervenor actions and make recommendations that can impmve acci&nt response planning and execution. Thc method consists of tracking. and then plotting on a time-loss diagram.
the following:
1.

i

I

The d o n s of all intervenors

3. TheMuol losses
4.

The times tbe losses occurred

5.

Tbe relatiomhips between intervenor actions and actuai losses

6. Ihe impact of the interventions on the natural (without intervention) loss outcome.

I

1

i
I

-

Time-imervenorrelationships, time determinations. and related loss estimates h-ome very important considerations in evidence dlectlon. Perhaps the incmsc.d awareness of times involved and time-loss and time-intervenor
relationships is the f i signi.'lcant benefit of TLA that the investigators will realize.

Driver and b n c t employ two examples from NSTB experience to illrutrate TLA and its depictions on timelass diagrams. F i p 60 is a timt-loss
using data from a 1975 highway accidtnt. The loss values used
arc best estimates because of the uncertaintiessurrounding thc time of death forthe victims Pnd the actual pmount
litigatioa.
of the Icgd scuIawm during

,&..

CI m

*

.

.

..

.

.

.I Injuries
1 (51)

jt

t

1

7 Property
1 (f550.ooo)

I

I

I
1 Fatalities
1 (16)
I

I
I

'(end)
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Time
(not to scale)

This accident involved the violent rupture of a bulk liquificd flmrable gas cargo tank during thc accident.
followed by the massive rclease of the gas. formation of a iarsc vapor cloud, and & d e n igniticn of the vapors.
A large tank scctictn was propelled into nearby mobile horr*: rc3idcnce.s.
U'hile the time is not precisely to scdc. most of the losses in this accident occurred before any emergency
m p o personnel
~
arrived on the scene at time t 1 . The 16 fatalities and 51 injuries were almcrst ali burns. Property losses bcrc cstimatcd at $5-50.000.
before Ihc amval of emergency personnel at h e scene iilusvate
how the timc-loss diagram can show the importance of built-in safeguards on the dangerow goods container.
The clsged time bctweun to and t 1 was less than five minutes. F i m were extinguiJhed quickly and the biggest
@!em was w i n g fw the bum victims.

The second exampk (Figure 61) is a classic fire safety case. involving a failroad tanker transporting tht same
type of liqvified flammable gas. The containment tank was dams@ and Makcncd in a train derailment accident
at a b t i o n r t m e f m populated artas (6).
Times "t1" through "b" were arrival times for response pa@t
and onlookers from an adjacent high.vay. After 40 hours, r BLEVE (boiling liquid/exp.lding vapor explosion)
IUp~red
the tank v i o l d y 05). The internal damage, wtakencd contoinmtnt, vapor kuning, and
bulkhead fatigue were not & a c d by responsc people who were ruound anrt on top of tbc tanker whtn it expioci
ed. F i m resulting from tk explosion ignited at "b."
time-loss diagr~mshows the initirt! proptrty damage
occumng at dedrmnt and remaining essentially thc same until '-to + 40 hours," when the cxplosioa sad fire
killed several people, and burned a d injured several others i s m of wbom d x a p c d y died) lad c a d almodt
$2,000,000 property drrt~age.
l k c cxMlpla illusrate a suggest impMum pdnir rban TLA and timG1oss diagrams.
1. LOSS t y p (fatalities,injuries, property damage, etc.) arc h k m out and plotted m y .
Orhtr f- types, m shown in these exrunpie, such a law suits, OSHA pamlries, bu&s
intempioca or rbutidown, sbould aim be scpmudy dcpictad.

2. k
y imnmchs and their timts of occumace ur &picad. Specific times (i.e., 8:30 a.m.,

t

1

Property

Injuries
(43

Fatalities
(16)

'

(not to scale)
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Figure bi. Time-iosr Dizgm-Exampic 2.

12:07 p.m.. dc.) should be identified wjtH "t," when possible. Specifi concise descriptions
of the interventim shouid also be included when possibk.
C

3. The natural loss pattern and outromt should be rstimated for c o
effects and &termination of their mnue a$ timeliness of action.
4. lnfonnation obtained f m time-loss analyses diagrams W
mtndations and fed back to accident response planners.

m with
~ intervenor

d be incIudtd in board mom-

can feed MORT and change analysts. It is directly rctated to causal factors analysis and reprcstnts
Fidy,
an amplifiatioa of thc d%riatioh phase of tbc causal factors chart. It is so dirtnly relared to that chart that
often accident investipton will plot the time-toss diagram and Ibt cwrsal factors amelioration phasc together
on the same shes witt; r common timc line.

Integrate Evidence and Develop Conclusions
Integration d investigative evidence and dcvelopawrtt of ccnrlusiorrs consist of the basic activities shown in
Figutt 62. Each will k dixwstd in turn.

Cdledtd and derived evidnrcc must tu properly inttgtated to confirm that p e M f;rcrual findings d analytical
results have been considend,drat no significant infomath gaps exist, d that all fd
a d d y b d discrepcics and conflicts b v e betn resolved, in so faras possible. To achicve this. investigators need to (a) crosscheck
information wwccs, (b) d m adequacy of scope md depth of informstion collection, (c) vrlidate factual consistency, (d) corrcla~~
Pnd corrArm anrrfytkal d t s , and (e) resolve factual and d y k d differences.

Cross-chccking of informstion sources includes conprison and validation within and bcnvetn two general
cvirtccxr areas: (a) that whifb b spcciftc to thc IsctuPl occ*
occurreaaand @) that which W more generally

-

1

1

integrals evidence
and draw conclusions

I

Integrate
evidence

Identify
findings

I

Establish

Develop

probable

judgements

I

r

r

Crosscheck
infomatior;

Validate
factual
consistency
Confirm
scopeldept h
adequacy

1

Resolve
differences
d

i

I

Correlate
1

A

analytical
results

Figure 62. lntcgntc Evidence and Draw Conclusiom.

to the system and disciplines involved. Information specific to the event is that obtained from onsitc witnesses.
physical evidence. and m d s and software. General systemic and technical informstion includeexpn testimony;
physicalepineering infomaion: and historical-amlyticllinfonnatia, arising an ..lsystem dewlopma. vpsrrun
prmxus. operationd evaluatioq. and configuration control. Crosschecking of information from thesc sowces
should reveal existing consistencies and discrepancies that confirm that ntceswy and sufficient evidence eirher
has or has not been collected to arrive at complete and valid conclusions. If there i s not sufficient cuidence, nore
in-depth W j s i s of thc information is needed. and more &tailed e v i d c m should be sought.

If any combination of informational contradictions betwen sources exist (such ss those betwen the tcst*mies
of two m more accident scene witnesses. betwe!en an m i t e witness and an expn. betwe.cn witness testimonies
and physical evidence. a between physical evidence and papr cvidarc. bawrm mginxrinq mdysis md @~phyJiPI.
paper or pcople evidence). any of three responses m y be appropriate. First. investigators should w all practkal
means to resolve che discrepancies or to search for u n w d mum ofvdidation. Second. if this effm prove ua
hitful. then investigatorsshould indicate the existence of contradictory evidence. Third,the investigator shculd
caUriously m l u d e with qdulifimtions suggested by the identified dirrcpmeia ud unccr(lio(ia.

Somcitmes the contradictions or discrepancies arc not i m p n a n t enough or rricvrnt e m p h to d l y juaif)
concern. For exampie. if a faiiurr contrrbut!np lo rn accident arosc from a common failure mode, the path to
failure may iK unimponant. When t 1 common
~
fal!ure mode is fixed, the probiem is fixtd. Figure 63 depicts
a pump btarlng failure whlch orip~natedfrom excessive r.itrogen in the bcarlng coolant. Either of two sequences.
(a) loss of heal transfer or ib) loss of iubricai~on.could have resuited in the bearing failure. However, it dots
nor d i y maner whlch sguencc was fofiowd s i n e the sequences hud an identified common cause: ;iK exctssivc
nitrogen in the coolant. When that common fa~iirrcrnock IS fixed and prevented from mumng. the probiem
is soivcd without loohng rn my funher detail at the drernatc faiiurc paths.

Figure 63 also suggests that there a n often occasions when accidents result from independent failure modes,
and the failure mode must be determined to ideqtify the cause and make the right fix so it will not happen again.
A simple matrix (Figurr 64) for comparing alternate hypothtr~sagainst both supporting and rehting evidence
is very hclpful in determining the most likely failure mode. Fil:urc 65 depicts use of the matrix to evaluate human
clior *:ersus mechanical failure hypotheses In the drop of a valuable gear box being lifted by a bridge crane.
This example also illustrates the MORT principle of multiple, interacting accident causes. in that the gear box
drop was attributed to a combiwtion of h u m error, faulty design, and mechanical failure.

Another valuable aid in analyzing and evaluating contradictory information is an expanded. more detailed look
at a portion of the causd factors chart. It is pmcolarly helpful when there arc different versions of the order
in which critically time-sequenced events occuned. When the divergent testimonies ate laid out. si& by side.
on r common time line, as shown in Figure 66. the c o m a sequence is often obvious.

-

Fault Tree 12
Independent Failure Modes

Fault Tree #I
Common Failure Mode

r

Pump bearing failure

Manlift drop

*

t

Loss of

Loss of
lubrication

heat transfer

I

I

I
nitrogen

in coolant

I

.

Human error

b

I

Intermittent
mechanical
failure

i
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Evidence

i

supportIng
evidence

Refuting
evidence

i

Figure 64. Alternate Hypothesis Comparison Matrix.
r
f

supportipg
evidence

Refuting
evidence
1

#I. Brake failod

12. Foot slipped or
pressure released

Maintenance& inspection LTA.
Icing possible.
Manufacture's representative said,
"Looser than I'd like to use."
No requalification
program for operators.
Seldom operated this
crane.
Brake pedal enorprovocative.
Brake on at end of fail.

OK in 3 uses in 3 weeks..
30 minute warm up,
powered up & down 3
times with adequate
brake pressure.
Load held at 2' stop.
OK in test & inspection.
"Most experlensed &
reliableoperator",
No evidence of collusion
between witnesses.

4

Conclusion: Combination of error B error-provocative situation
Recommendation: Fix crane and system and take no disciplinary action
Figure 65. Example of Matrix Usc.

I

1

Witness I11

i

t
Witness #2

A

Figure 66. Time Sequenced Events Analysis.

When there 1s insufficient factual evidence or analytical results for valid conclusions, several actions can b
taken. One, investigators s ! ! d search for & i t i d facts ad perrorm more m-deph analysis of collected evidtncc.
Two, they should identify possible conciusions urd specify conclusions which can be definitely rejected or excluded. Three, they should indicate information def~iencieswhich cannot be resolved practically. and which
make positive conclusions impossible. iourth, they can cautiourly conclude, with appropriate qualifications, and
indicate what would k required to amve at positive conclusions.
Selection and use of appiopriatt analytical methods is f~ndamentalto validating and correlating factual findings; as illustrated in Figure 67. causal factors analysis is the key analytical method. All orhers art correlated
with it and arc fed into it or fed by it, just as analytical processes mz both fed by and feed the search for factual
evidence. The analytical methods not only help investigators make sense out of @rered fict'?raldata, but also
assist in avoiding the invalidating, but common, practice of "assuming the obvious," in dtference to reiying
on tnrt factual fiming and analytical rtscltts to arrive at meaningful and accurate ccmclusiosrs.
Accident investigatioa M conciusions should identify the "what" (specifics) and "why" (systemic faults)
of accident causation. Conclusions should also identify the areas within the operating system and work pmesscs
which wert deficient in controliing the work siwron and protecting people, things, and processes. Conclusions
arc meQ up of fudings, probable causcs, and judgments of need. T ' k findings identify how tbt accident happened;
probable causes identify what contributed to the accident; aud judgments of need specify what heeds to bt done
now in rtsponsc to the accident investigation findings and probable causes.

Fin%,consist of the significant fm discovered and the analytical results obtained through tvaldm of
those facts. They should include both the strer?gths and the wc&nesa in the optrating system and the work
~inwhichtbt~ocntrrad.Theyshoufdembroct~~~~factonandalsospacif~
worksite m t t o l f&ors. T h y become sound and substantial w h based upon well-structured d o y s t t d
fact-finding and analytical processes.

1. Construct rough fault tree

(identity possible taiiurt3 modes) \

2. Construct preliminary
events and conditions

5. Perform MORT analysis
(Will ordinarily relate
to the specific side of MORT,
energy trace and barrier snalysis,
risk analysis, and change
analysis.)

4. Develop conditions to
greater detail
i.8. develop
until each event
makes sense.
(Will ordinarily relate

to management side
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Figure 67. ComIation of Other Analytical ~eihodrwith C h d Facton Antlyris.

Probable causes an thc undertying errors and deficiencies which led either directly or i n d i m f ? to accident
occurrcnce. The direct causes relate to what ha-rpened and how ~t happened. and are concern& with specific
work site factors. lnd~rectcauses identify why the accident was ailowed to happen and are found in rnariagctnent
system factors. Dirsct causes are often also identified as the immediate or proximate basis for she primary, major
loss, i.e., injury. damage, etc. Incyirect or cmtributing causes are those which contributed to hazard buildup,
hazard release or exposure, hmeiiorative failures or errors, inadequate plans or preparation, inadequate harard
detection or correction, management system breakdowns. ttc. Figure 08 (from Ontario-Hydro literature) shows
a concise decision model for diagnosing the dcvelopment of probabie causes.

Development of Probable Causes

Findings

is the finding negative?

\
Document in
finding section

Yes

D i d it contribute
to this accident?

considerstionand action

.

Did ~tcontribute
directly to the accident?

Contributing

cause

Figure 68. De+tlogmmaof ProbMe Curser.

Judgments of nced represent the investigative board's concfusions regarding areas where managerial contrds
and safety measures should be applied to prevent or minimize the risks of recurrence of this or similar accidents.
They flow from findings and probable causes and form the basis for structuring specific recommendations for
corrective management actlons.
reiationships between the three divisions of invest~gati~e conclusions and the manner in which
Figure 69 ~h*.*krs
their common elements are tied together. Foliovling (Table 1) are sample findings, probable causes, and judgments
of need that illustrate their common ties and the development o i one from the other. with both probable causes
and judgments of need growing out of findings. Also tnciudcd in Table 1 is a fourth column which displays the
recommendations which relatc directly to judpnents of need. Note that judgments of need identify system and
organizational rids as perceived by investigzrion board members, and recommendations identify what should
be done by managerncnt to satisfy those needs. It is important that the recornmendations speci j. "what to do,"
not "how to do it," for that is the prerogative of line managers. Note also that there is sometimes a one-to-one
relationship between findings, judgments of nced. and recommendations; other times, several findings lead to
one judgment of need, or a singie judgment of need leads to two recommendations, etc.
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Figwe 69. Relationship Between Findings, Probable Clurses, and Jujgmcat of Needs.
I

tt is not only essential that contmuity :xist amo;~gfind~nps,probable c a w s . and judgm%ts of need. but also
that (tjl mnclusions rest firmly upon a smng factual basc. 'They should track logically, clearly and directly back
through analytical bridges to their foundation facts. They ! hould also track forward throuph additional analysis
to ptaaicai, realistic, specific corrective action r-cominetldations, as suggested by Figure 70.

Facts

Analyses

Conclusions

Analyses

F i r e 70. Facts, Analysis, Conclusions, atcommcndations.

Recommendations

V. REPORT RESULTS AND TAKE ACTION
The purpose of the invest~gationreport is to convey in clear and concise language the results of the investigation
(the facts surrounding the occurrence. the analysis of these facts. and the conclusions). The tnvestigation report
constlrutcs a record of t9e occurrence by which the investigation is measured as to thoroughness, accuracy, and
objectivity, and to which reference may be made at a iater date. In addition, any corrective actions directed by
the appointing or the reviewing official will be based largely on the contents of the repon.

General
The investigation report shall consist of, but is not limited to, four sections: summary, facts, adysis, and
conclusions.
The summary is a brief account c.f the essential facts of the occurrence and the investigators' conclusions. The
facts se.:tion consists of a recitatior of the factual information found in the course of the ii~vestigation.It st~ouid
relate the "who. what. where, and when, " of the occurrence. The analysis section of the reprt is based on the
factuai information developed and consists of the reasoning of the investigators which supports the conclusions.
The conclusions section consists of the findings, the probable causes of and contributing fictors to the occurrence, and the judgment=.of needs.
The investigation report should fully cover and explain the technical elements of the causal sequences of the
occurrence and should also describe the management systems which st~ouldhave, or could have, prevented the
,
t+e monitoroccurrence, e.g., the hazard rcv'zw system and the quality esctlrance prcgram fcr ~ f e t y including
ing of actual operations.

The investigators' recommendations for corrective actions to prevent a similar occurrence should not .be contained in the report, but it should be includcd in the cover memorandum that transmits the investigation report
to the appointing official.

+

Outline of the Report
1.

Cover. The cover and title page should state the subject and date of occurrence, the date of
the report, and the security classification. The cover and tGtlepage should not include distribution lists. internal organization nomenclature, name of organization partrcipating or preparing
the report, or other such information.

2. Table of contents. The table of contents should identify the sections and subsections of the report,
illustrations, charts and appendixes with their report page number designated.
3. Scope of investigation. This statement should set forth the issues or objectives to be investigated
and any special limitations or instructions to the board.
4.

S~mmary. This section shoutd be written in such a manner that the r d r , who may be relatively
unfamiliar with the subject matter, can obtain the essential facts, the findings and the probable
causes and contributing factors with a minimum of effort and time. The summary should not
cgntain information that is not discussed elsewhere in the report.

5. Facts. This section of the report should cover the major areas of investigation in a uniform
manner and in a reasonable, logical sequence. Another good board investigating this same accident should be able to reproduce this section. The section should:
a.

Be factual and not include any conclusions

b.

Give the reader a good understanding of the accident

c.

Stress the arcas of the accident investigation bear~ngon the causal consideration

d.

Establish a complete and substantive basis for the analysis and conclusions sections of
the report, ensure both accuracy and cornplcteness. and eliminate die tendency to introduce
new facts in the analysis and conclusi~snssections

e.

Stress the areas which form tht basis for corrective measures

f.

Infonn the reader, where appropriate, t?at additiod information on a subject is contained
elsewhere in the report. Give a concise extract from or description of the reference, and
specify the section or appendix where it can be found.

g.

Not omit any relevant fact for any reascn whatever, i.e.. that it might conflict with some
preconceived notion of the investigator or interfere with the dissemination of information
(bulletins, news releases, etc.). Investigators must, at all times, be critical of their own
reasoning to ensure a completely ob;ective and independent account of the occbrrence.
Examples of information to include are:
(1)

Pertinent background information, when available and a ~ p q r i a t ei,.e., brief descrig
tion of facilities, climate, history, etc.

(2)

Description of injury, exposure, or loss due to the occurrence, a\ well as the property
damage and decontamination costs

(3)

Physical evidence

(4)

Chronological account of events

(5)

Physical hazards and review of safety controls

I

(6) Technical data eccumdated

(7) Related events not in the causal sequence, but revealing deficiencies (to be placed
at the end of the section).
6. Analysis.
a.

This section is intended to present an analysis of the factual evidence collected in the investigation. Its purpose is to show the reader the interpretation of the facts, conditions
and circumstances, and inferences which support the findir.gs, probable causes, snd
judgments of need. This section should include a discussion of the causal sequences, and
due consideration should be given to charting the relationship of events and causal factors. Speculated events, facts in controversy, denial of allegations, as well as what could
not be determined should also be discussed in the analysis section.

b.

Do not introduce additional facts in this section.

c.

Make the analysis lead ap to the findings, p b a b l e muses, a
i
d judgments of need. The
qualified reader should be able to anticipate the causal factors from the analysis.
3

d.

Make the analysis "accident prevention-worthy" not "blamewoithy."

a.

8.

Findings. This subsection consists of significant facts and analytical highlights.
(1

Organize findings seq~entiall!~.prcferdbiy In chrorfllogical order or in logic& sets
of sequences. c.g., hardware. procedures, peopie. organmuon.

(2)

State andyttcal conclusions that are clearly suppon~dby the facts and analysis.

3

Keep findings to a reasonable number. They arc a r a p of the significant facts and
the analytical highlights, not the entire sequence of events.

(4)

Keep findings as shon as porsibie, and. to the extent possible, put only one highlight
in each finding.

b.

Probable cauws. The statement of probable causes :hall consist of a series of relatively
simple scitemcrtts which summarize thc causes and contributing factofs. including systcniatic
factors.

c.

Judgments of need. This section consists of the.investigston' conclusions as to the kinds
of managerial controls and safety mcasures necessary and sufficient to prevent a recurrence or to minimize its prcbability or severity. These judgments provide h e basis for
the subsequent recommendations for corrective action. These statements should be clear,
co?cise, and direct and should be based on the weight of the substantive evidence.

Sigmtures. The cb~irmenand members of the b a r d should sign the report. Any board menlbcr
has the right to set fonh a dissenting opinion about report analyses and conclusions. A disscnting position should be stated in a letter to the board chairman and be transmined to the appointing official with the investigation report.
*

9. Minority repn. If there is a minority report, it should be limited to those analytical highlights
and conciusions which are at variance. The minority report should be signed.
10. Board authority. This is the letter (board appointment) which established thk investigation b o d .
It shall include the names. employer, job titles, positions of bard members. and the authority
for the investigation. It should also detail the scope of the investigation including any limitations. It should be the first appendix or exhibit.
11.

Appendixes (exhibits). Material that is pertinent but need not be made a part of tht wriaen
report in order to understand or use the repon should be included as exhibits to thc report and
should follow the body ofh report. Thest may includc w n e n statemnu, witnesses*s&dmcnts.
Icncrs. labomry analyses, memoranda,pictures, death certifi-,
etc. Mcdical records and
legal opinions should not be included in the rcport.

Only material that a reader may want to evaluate or material that is in controversy &mlJ be
included in the appendixes. All such material should be identified with the same label, e.g..
"Exhibit A." "Exhibit B," etc. Every exhibii should be introduced in the rew in approptiatc
sapmx and, at the timc intruduccd, there shall be a brief recitationof its cumzsts. b g . dctpilad.
complex exhibits shall be avoided.

Recommendations
The natural followup to the judgments of need is the
.-ccr

Each board should arrive

u n c o r n m e ~ i ~ nrnrcndcd
s
to prevent srmihr ~ ~ c u Kecommmdulons
m .
should Idcalif!, !C
managcmcnt "what" should be oonc. nlc "how" to do rr. The uunosl care shourd be exerted in lorning the recommendations. srr that dl s r clear cut. feasible. logicoi. spccifrc. and appi ,cable to the
operations for whch t k y are ~ n u n b a iT. h y sliauld br: c x t e W to ~ncluQthe sjslcms that pcmacd
tht accident to occur, but only to thc cxum of rclevancc. Thest rccommen0.tm should k ~rorurnittcd to thc splntmg ~fficialIn the cctvtr memorandum for rhc m v a g w o n n p n .

The purpose in separating the m m c m l a t i o s r s from the body of lhe rcport is to reflect the mud
impicrncntation process. The head of thc- f ~ i dorgmntiorr, h e Oflice of O p c d d Sfcry,the
!kcmary. and finally the Congress m) dd to or modify recommcadationr. In p ~ c th~
i g~
h .
authorities have often added or stxngttPtlrcd ncomrnendattom. They have seldom. if ever, dclcr#l
mronunendations. Rt~ommcndatioclsconcerning majo: policies or i a r p hrndrng requirements urc
properly reserved to the Secretary or the Cmgms.

Figutes in the Text
Text figures can be a pwerful, u u y - t m t u a d in d i n g and understanding. Maps, schematics, and flow
diagrams should be simplified and void of unnctjed &tail.Photographs should have a caption and carry labels.
rmaurrmrtnts. or other marks to ald in their interprctat~on.

In general, the figum can be expected to follow an order similar to the following:
1.

General map or ~ r a photograph
l

3.

Roccss flow

4. Tht quipmeax? involved (show if danraged, ud show a narmsf counttrpart if avdable)

3. Whru the operator and witnesses saw
6. Close-up photographs or drawings (such as amways)
7.

Debris

Simpk text tables of numben, if needed to ulxkntmd findings. a n bc ibclwld in the bady of dw rrport;
dxmist they sharld k placed in exhibits or r&&
in corninittee files.

Exhiblto end Appendixes
I. Exhibib shatld be relevant, simple, md &art. Wbca y w have my doubt about iocluding m
exhibit, krve it out. Tbc foilowing arc exnmpkr of exhibits which &ouM k in the rtport:
a.

from DOE policy, contract clause, urd OSHA gawnl d * ?c h . (If
t h e s e u r ~ r i r " ~ o f ~ ' * f a t h c c d u s i o l l o o r m ~ , p a h q r

Relevant

t t v y ~ i a t h e s e ~ . )

ikuis h : d

to asses Ihc accuracy of finlrngs. where suck ascsmau is Iikdy

( 1)

Proccdurcs or excerpts to show gaps or dcf~tcncies

(2)

Wfintn statements

(4)

Death certificate-r public document.

Details to help the lrninformtd untleruond &
. c repon; for cumpk, characteristics of
chemids, or cxplanatioru oi flow IS process schematics
Pertinent cxtracts from witness statements. Do nor use unless they arc really needed for
clarity and undersrandmg.

Summary Causal Factors charts. if it is not inciuded in the analysis or summary sections
of thc report (the prtfemd positions)
Brief description of investigative method if not included in the analysis section, so silence
is na construed as lack of action; for example, the scene was (was not) secured; thc scene
was visited snd when; a MORT analysis was performed, a.
List oipanicipantsby namc. titie, and organization. This is s u m even if names were
usul in tcxt. Funher, the list should either show supemision and higher supervision of
ul relevant units, or an organizatioa clart should tic included.

Personal histories. but oniy if relevant. nonconfidential. and netdcJ to substantiate a finding or conclusion
Samples of news clippings that may help assess public irnpsct
A IA of material in h r d files

When clrrrifrd material is used. include it in r separate clatifvd exhibit

2.

1.

The working events and causal factors chart should k includcd.

Do n

~ irrludc
r

a.

Exhibits nor in controversy. Onc m n t report had work ordtrr, tsdidogs, lists of persod c f f e , and two weather reports. none of which contained infomion likely to k
asses&. A board finding that "the wind was 5 mph from the S S E shwld be a k p u c .

c.

Medid resards. even if released. Medicll records uc exempt from disc'mrc under the
Ffrcdm of Information Act. Let the phisician's medicalevaluation of event-related motten (either in text or exhibit) k sufficient.

d.

Legal opiniorr. consisting of an informed estimate of amounts, ptobabiiity, md validity
of possible claims against the govcrnmcnf or inform;ltioato ref& or mitigrtt tbc claims
of qxstionable validity. This i n f o d o n should be pnpand by the legal office d
tmmmitltd to the Ofice of thc General Counsel by sepurtc fmmmdmn.

in the rrpor?:

Investigation Files
The boud fiie should be a m p i t t t record of the investigation for p e m n t retcntiosl in tht office of the
appointrq authority. 'Iht fie rtrouid include such marenal as:
1.

M i ? a c s o f b # r d ~ .U ~ y t h e s c r e # K d n o m o r c t h a n b r i e f p ~ r u p s P n d ~ .
Do not, for e m p i e . include witness wtrmony or other motenal inciudtd elstwhere in the file.

3. Originals of 111 wimtu or otber statements or transrips of stenographic notts md tapcs
4.

Any additional pborographs not used in rrjmrt

5.

Results of tesu or ntrrrctmcats

6. Location md custody of physical evidence

8.

Routiae logs and memoranda not in controversy, e.g., weather reports

9. A mid of d y &

pif~~itiii,
~ . g . ,MORT

d d j % cW

D

s!!%
~s

10. Wds of sdvcrsc consequencer.
%

File mattrisls idcntifd in an exhibit may k subpoenaed in the event of litigation. Any privileged or proprietary
mawrial which should not be availableor subpoenaed (other than classified information) should be excluded from
the list.

Penonr)mXcs my include
useful in refreshing memory if called to testify. Any aotcs reflecting personal
opinion, as to w ,if retainxi, should k in such r persod fge.

Botter Writing
1. 'Tbe o b j d v z is r report but is "intelligiile to the technical-miadcd layman."

Sugg&m for l d y s i s
a.

b.

report fonnrt ut wmmarizai u follows:

A c l w , 1ogjal outline is the first step in good writing. If you are rn ready to write,
continue a d d q deZgij to tht outline uatil you fctl rtady.

Map, schmics, and photoppb intbe body ofthe text should be muthe dcxripive
M.

c.

E d ,but complex or detailed material should be in exhibits ratber than tea.

e,

Include a

of participantsand units by title and fbction, so bat their roies can

2.

3.

f.

Incluce r g i w a q of'unfanuf~arterms, when needed.

g.

Use sbon, active wods Pnd sentences and short paragraphs.

Be your own harsh critic. Ib not emhrrass yourrives or your appointing authority by giving
him a poor repon to transmit for approvai. Do not hesitare to rewrirc for editorial Improvement.
Most appointing authorities wrll q u i r c you to do so. if you don't do it on your own.
a.

Do some writing each day of the investigation.

c.

Ask secretaries to questim things they do not ;rndcrstand.

d.

Ask an editor to critique your work.

t.

Ask a technically minded layman to read and comment.

f.

When feasible. ask the appointing official or his representative to review the repon to
ensure that it fulfills expectations.

Follow a reasonable step-by-step structuring process.
a.

Select facts, analyses. and concluitinrs to ?xiw!uda! in tLIs

b.

Use a systematic method to ensure continuity from facts to conclusions and
recommendations.

c.

Edit the repon contents into a clear, consistent, rcadab1e style.

d.

Select and design graphics to suppon and simplify the text.

e.

Select necessary backup material with care for inclusion in the appendixes.

f.

Prepare the report summary.

g.

Submit draft repon for review and approval.

iwR.

Report Review
T 'report should be reviewed by the appointing authority and those he designates. A brief, initial review should
be p c r f o d to determine the individuals who arc best qualified to conduct a more in-depth report review. Thox
selected s?ould include technical reviewers, managerial reviewers, investigativereviewers, and professid safety
reviewers.
The repon should be evaluated against DOE Order 5484.1, oebcr applicable DOE Orders and Implementing
Directives, and this Accident Investigation Manual. It should determine whether the scope and conduct of the
investigation were appropriate and well dwrnented, and whether the investigation resulted in recommendations
that will prevent ncurrence. Criticism should be canstnrtive, s h d bentfit the organr;tation involved. and should
improve the quality of DOE'S accident investigation program in general.
Specific consideration should be given to the followi~gitems by each reviewer.
1.

Arc the facts sufficient, complete, and c o r n ?
133

2.

Is the analysis rrfevmt, accumc, and adquau? Has it rrsuivd in solid, well supported
nwrciusions?

3.

Have the conclusions resulted in nc&d r t c o m r n e ~ ~ ~ o n s ?

4.

Do the rccommcndPtiuns satisfy tht judgmznts of need?

5.

Has the N
1scopc of the insrcstigation been addressed?

6.

Arc there major deficiencies in format. clarity, and ejitorial quality?

In m y insturns, a critique of the report will be providcd to the investigative b d and others invdved in
DOE'S accident investigation program. with the intent of in~pmvingthe quality of isvestigative reports. Items
nurmally rddrrssad in thest crit~qwsinclude:

I.

Apppriate facts and conclusion in the repon

2.

Cluity of the text and quality of editorial content

3. M i m deviations in format and organization of dw report
4. &ity
5.

and undenta&bility of phocugraphs and fifiyra

Reasonable detail in text, figurn. and exhibits.

Normally, the nview coordinator will consolidate rhe findings of dl designated reviewers and advise the appointing official of their findings. He will then direct appropriate action on the h i s of the review.

Recommendations and Corrective Actions
Rccommcndationsand corrcaive actions following an au+&nt generally fall into four basic categories:
(a) immediate actions, (b) board recommndtd &on$, (c) appointing ru&ority corrective actions,
aFd (d) DOE Headgwrs comctivc actions.

1.

Immediate comktive actions an taken by the accidcnt organitation to prevent a second occurmrcc or aggravation of tht first.

2.

Board rrcommcnd#l wrrtctive actions to prevent accident recurrence and to correct system
problems arc transmitted through the appointing authority.

3. F d l o w i ~ r w i e w o f b o a t d r # ; a m m e ~ , t h e a p p o i n t i n g o t f ~ i a l m a y ~ s d d i ~
amctive a&ms dut he fetls am apprupriate for the aperation involved and other organizations with similar accident ~ n l i d His
. rtwmmdations arc included in the memorandum
transmitting the he%gatiorr report to the Office of
Safety.

~~

4.

A M DOE Hcackprtm review of board rocomdations and appointing authority corrective

adions, major policy issues that may have emerged will he drjcusscd with the Sccn%ry. Any
additional comctive ctcriorrs suggested by Hcadquaiters will be transmitted by rnemonurdum
to tbc appointing autfiorityud odrer DOE field orpnhhuns mihose contractorsconduct operatim with similar accident poa#rtiat.

When all rccommeM conedive
have bcen satisfactorily c o m ~the
, appointing authority or his
designee will else h e case. I)pt A and 'Qpc B bovd investigationsmust be c l o d out oficial1y with notif*
Li<lirs to thc Offkc of O p e r a t i d Safety, rht Lnspcctm OcaEnl, end appropViate pgnmmatic division directors.

Followup Roles of Accident Investigators
When the board submits its final rcpon of the accident investigation with its lencr of rccomtlxndations,its
work as a board i:; generally compieted. There are several occasionz, however, w t ~ nspzciiic board members
(uscaily the Chairman andlor Trained Investi.3ator)have some continu~ngrtsp~nsibiiiti~..
:?kitedto 'hc investigation. They may be called upon to pcrfonn any or all of the following:
and rtcommen&tions
I . Interpret h r d conclusi(3.r~
2.

Validate the adquacy of proposed corrective actions In meeting the intent of b o d
fcco~mn&tions

3.

Provide infomltion to others who conduct operations with an accident potential similar to that
investigated by the b o d

4.

Track progress on comctivc actions recommended by the board and verify satisfactory completion and close-out

5.

Maintain investigative files

6. Testify et l~tigationsarising from the investigated accident
?.

Perfgm e&r fd!cwup #asksques:ed c: m I g d by L!,Pn p p i d n g aut!rit;l
level rranagers.

c?ta

k r higher
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APPENDIX A

SUMMARY OF REQUIREMENTS FOR DOE ACCIDENT
NOTIFICATION, INVESTIGATION, AND REPORTING

APPENDIX A
SUMMARY OF REQ'JIREMENTS FOR DOE ACCIDENT
NOTIFICATION, INVESTiGATl{DN. AND REPORTING
The charts of this appendix surnmnze DOE rcqulrcments for notifying authorities and investigating and reponing accidents. They itre in~endcdto serve as a quick refere~lceaid. This summary i s based on the WE Ord;;
5484.1. dated 2-24-81 and IS subjcct to changes if h e order is changed. This summary was originally publrshed
vs Environmental Safety and Health Bulletin No. 1. DOE/IiP-003 11 1.

APPENDIX B
POSTACCIDENT SEQUENCE OF ACTIVITIES
(ACCIDENT REPORTING AND INVESTIGATION)

APPENDIX B
POSTACCCDENT SEQUENCE OF AC7IVITIES
(ACCIDENT REPORTlNG AND INVESTIGATION)
The squcncc of events contained In t h ~ sAppcncrx IS provided as a chcckl~slof desirable actions prior to and
during the conduct of an invcsrlpslron. Actit)ns b) rhc field wlety functrons (safety oificiai and investrgators)
a n e m p h a s i d w r h brief statements ot coil;lrerd actloas coducred by other ficid offices and by Headquarters
offices. Spcctfic times art presented for guidance only and should not be interpreted as requirements.

P0ST"CCIRENT SEQUENCE OF ACTIVITIES
(Accident Reporting et Investigation)

--

ACTIONS BY SAFETY FUNCTION

1.

Cogniunt Cartractor %fay OClicial:
a.
Ascertains whether rescue, medical. md emergency actions
have bccn initiated. If not, notifies medical, rescue. security.
firr department, and othcn as k m t d necessary.
b.
Dispatchca safety p e m r w l to xtnc to uscss the situation.
rrcord information. obtain photographs, and perform
pnliminuy interviews of witnesses.
c.
Obtain, u much information as is immediately available of ;he
accident sirurtion including che following:

TIMELINE

ACCIDENT OCCURS .
IMMEDIATE ACTIONS

-----1.

d.

c.

e.

f.
8.
h.

(1)

Evidence protection: establishes guard to ensure that no

controls, switches, or o h r pans of equipment are
disturbed until 111 evidence has been noted ond recorded.
Sf ncce~sary.ropes off area and seals all cntratrs to the
UU.

-

Rescuer those involved (if within i m ~ i a t capabilities).
e
I*kes naccssary action to aid the i n j u d ud ro cmnl my el:.
isting W d s .
Rcpons thc accident to mcdicd, rrrcue. f i r t ricrrtlnx~~f.
rrftrql
office, security office. or uther cmcrgctu-y prnupr in w~.ordawz
with lwrl emergency action plans.
Reports the accident to Ihc supervisor.

.,..,.,.,

2.

u ; na:c.--a:-~ ~ :!x :rt;r.visof v c r i f ~ sch.( the tnmswty emrgcnq
actions have heen initiated and provider supplerncntlry information to
the Contractor Safety Office.

3.

lmmediately upon notificalion, medical, nscue. fin bcprtmcnt,
security. md other emergency groups initiate appropriate actions co rid
the injurcd a d to prevent further injury and danuge Thew w ~ i c ~ n r
may include:

-

+

a.
b.
c.

%

Notifies Cognizant Management and provides assessment of the
AS SOON A!3 POSSIBLE
rinution.
Telephones DOE operational Safety Office md pmvidcs
available information using DOE Order 5484.1 peragmph 1.3 u
. r guide.
Provider pcnonnel ofice with list of injurieslfaulider.
Supponr program oficials in the conduct of opcrationr or test
failure investigations u appropriate.
Coordinates with the Emergency Director md Cognizant
Mmagcr to establish the need for immediate actions to preserve
evidcna, nrnove obstnrctiuns, identify witncsscs, collect
preliminnry rtatcmenu. Auurrs that these actions do not imp*
further hazards nor restrict thc conduct of necessary emergency ,
response actions.

-

Immediately upon witnrssing, discovering. or cxpcricncinp an w(.i(krlt,
a.
b.

.

-

m ernploycc:

d.

Date md time of accident
b a t i o n of rccidcnt
Type of accident (explosion, fire, collision, etc.)
Equipment and organization involved.
Ehergcncy actions taken d their status.
Numbtr of fatalities/injuriesand nawrc of injuries.
Whether hazards m under control (fire, possible
cxplasions, radiation, smoke, toxic vapors, etc.).
All ocher information to complete DOE immediate
notification, as time pcnniu.

COLLATERAL
hCflONS
------- -- -- -- . -

d.
4.

Medical treatment.
Transporntion to medical facilities and evacuation d thc utr
Posting of guards for directing trafftc mJ ccmwrolling m e s s to
the scene.
Mortuary services.

Emergency Director and Contractar Cognizant Matugcr initiate xtim
to control hazard and minimize risk of further damagefinjury. (Ctwrdinate with the Contractor S1fcty Office to assure ~ r n p l c srnd

preliminary shtcmenw arc ob~n~ncd.)
5.

Designaced office initiates casualty reporting and notification of wxc
kin.

6.

Cognizant Manager takes action to prrurve evidence, remove otrstroctians. a d identify witnesses based or. safety ofluial'q puidance.

7.

Security office provides guards a d receives instruct~onson uccrcr
safeguarding evidence.

of

aruj

POSTACCIDENT SEQUENCE OF ACTIVITIES (cont.)
(Accident Reporting b Invostigation)

-ACTIONS
--.- -I I.

a.

Board consolidates findings nnd rccomrncndations.

b.

b r d concurs on warding of rcpon.
Board assigns precedcncc and catcgorizcs cauul factors.
Board prepares draft of a suninlary of the report dcernod
appmpriatc for DOE-wide dirtrihution.

C.

NOTE:

13.

- - - TIMELINE
-

- .- -

-

- - - - -. - .- - -

.. ---

COLLATERAL. W I O N S

Board prepares report:

d.

12.

-SAFETY FUNCTION

If rcawnable confidence in the finding\ of the investleation is
not obtained and if thc xvcrity of the rccidcnt or public
opinion so dictates. funhcr stud~csor eccitlcnt simulat~onsmay
k desirable. If assistance in the conduct of such studies is
required. q u e s t s should be made lo the propjscd supprn
organization and to DOE Headquarters. or appropriate Ficld
Office depending on circumstances. Regardless of the cxi,tence
or nonexistence of conclusive evidence, the report should
n o m l l y be submitted within 60 days. unless additional time ,
has been granted by the appointing authority. Supplemcntal
reports may bc submitted for furlher studies and accident
simulation.

Bovd Chairt.~ansubmits complcled investigation report to the
appointing authority within the time prescribed by that official. (Or
requests extensions in those cases where the final report cannot be
completd within the allotted time.)
Appointing Authority (normally through the Safety Director) revicws
the repon and preprcs commcnts to bc fonbardcd within 45 days with
4 capits of the report to the Office of Operational Safety. Additionally. one capy is bent to the appropriate program division director. md
one copy each of a Type A investigation rcpon to the Assistant
Secretary for Environmental Protection, Safety and Emergency
Prepandnew and the Inspector General. The comments will state
concurrence or nonconcurrence with the npon, recommcndaions a d
c o d v e action initiated or planned.

The Oflice of Opcmional Safety will coordinate the Headqt~arters
review of these reports; however. some program related reptts may
be transferred to other offices for ~uiscancein this coordination. or
personnel from these ofices may be called upon as specialists to
suprt &t w%t'*m
S;Lf:ty
d during Ihe cm:dinzdcr: and c!owwt
phases.

ACCIDENT PLUS 2 TO
6 WEEKS
22.

Appointing authority (&titins commcnlr of ulc!y -24 program staff.
Inrtiato prevcnlivc actions or revarch.

23.

Appointing authority orden comctive sttion

24.

Contractor officials initiate corrective action

25.

Contractor or Field Ofllcc officials initlate followup action

ACCIDENT PLUS 3 TO
8 WEEKS
c

ACCIDENT PLUS 60

DAYS
RECEIPT OF REM]I#T
PLUS 45 DAYS

a.

b.

Obtain progrcsr rcpons of corrcctibc action.
Conduct reviews and suncys to dc~rrmincadcquncy of comctive action.

POSTACCIDENT SEQUENCE OF ACXIVITIES tcont.)
(Accident Reporting E, Invertrtigation)
ACllONS
BY SAFEIY FUNCTION
.--14.

iii

The Office of Operstiocrrl WUy cmdinates the nvicws. evdwisates the
inve\t~gatimnpon, fecmmmbtiohc md corrective rtions of the
m i n t i n g officirl. Review commoU m4 my r d d i t i d c o m t i v e
a c h u mgjcstcd by Hcndqwncn will be sent by memorandum to the
qpintin# okicir!.

15.

Omco of Opntiaul Wcty coordirrPter news w k w r with Ocnenl
Counsel, Pubtic Affdn, .nd W R o j c c t personnel.

16.

O p c m t ' ~Safety chacb for completion of fdlowup wtion on
individual baais War during rrrftty, reliabiliiy, uwl quality u w ~ c c
#mcyr; closer our reports when m M v c rctioo is compictc; a d
mainuinr r pnnu#nt file of d\rctiondckn#wuu~ocirted
with the
rccidcat.

COLLATERAL ACTIONS

TIMELINE

(UODAYS) RECElPT OF

26.

REPORT PLUS 30 DAYS
27.

--.

Public Aflrin preparts ptoposcd news rrk.ser by wccpng the ornc
submitted with the repon or modifying i t rpproprirtrly.

PrvgnmlProject provider input md cwrclinato on p r q x x 4 m w r
releaser.

28.

Gcnenl Counsel provider consullrtian rrgrrding ncwr rtkarr

29.

Public Aflain mrl,ts news ~;icucs.

APPENDIX C
INVESTIGATOR KIT CONTENTS

APPENDIX C
IMVESTtGAi'OR KIT CONTENTS
Three suggested lists of contents for investtgator kits or "go-bags" comprise this appendix. List number 1
was compiied by Bill Johnson and included in the first edition of this manual. List number 2 was taken from
the NASA Safety Manual. Volume 2, Guidelirtesfor Mishap lnvesrigarion. NHB1700.liVZ). June 13, 1983, and
list number 3, from Professsio~lAwldent Inrrcsrigarion,by Raymond Kuhlman. Institute Press (Division of intcrnational Loss Control Institute). 1977. Collectively, they represent the best ideas ro date on the composition of
investigator hts for effective and cffic;&ent
investigation of major accidents. They can be used in pan, or scpled
dcrwn for less serious accident investigations. The kits need to be protected and maintained so they will be ready
for use when needed.

Assembling the Investigator Kit
1.

Each inves:igator's "go-bag" or accident-ready kit will have to be developed and assembled
after careful analysis of:
a.

Location of possible occ-arrences:

(1)

In or at major plants

(2)

Remote areas, large sites
\

(3) Offsite locations.
b.

Types of possible occurrences:

C

.

(I)

Occupational (wide ranging-machinery, heavy equipment, tunwl cave-in, cryogenic,
oxygsn deficiency, explosions, electrical, earthquake, and fiood were cited)

(2)

Fire

(3) Hatardous materials
(4)

Radiation

(5) Nuclear
(6) Waste management

c.

(7)

Motor vehicle

(8)

Mfoad

el

-r.

Assigncd xtqmmibilities of others (including operational readiness checks of their preparations), for empIe:

(2)

Security forces

(4)

Contractor, in-plant

(5) Contractor, onsite
(6) Specialists (secitembdbove)
(7)

Medical authorities.

Field organization plans will presumably delegate responsibility for the heavier equipment to
contractors. All amelioration equipment is presumed handled by regular emergency forces.
Assignment for kit maintenance, e.g., batteries, must be fixed.
If independent investigators are to be assigned from other field organizations or locations, the
organization directing the investigation can be presumed to have the heavier equipment required.
2.

General equipment.
a.

Credentials (and authority, as necessary)

b.

Travel orders (one office cited a need for passport, visas, and shots)

c.

Purchase orders, credit cards, travel requests, and cash

d.

Telephone list (be sure communications center is also prepared), area and city maps, and
preliminary witness statement foms
Clipboards (plastic cover, hole for template), pencils, template or protractor, and grid
paper (10 x 10 in. and 4 x 4 in.)
6-A rule and 1Wft cloth tape.

Compass and range finder

Camera (permit, if necessary), flash equipment, film, and cleaning bag

Tape recorder, tape, radio @emits, if nectssary), flashlight, and heavy duty torch
Evidence tags, labels, receipts, bottles, boxes, baggies, freezer tape, chalk, and indelible
crayon

Stabdard report f o m , checklists, medical release f m , alcoholic influence rcprt forms,
standing instructions to line management, investigative task assignment list, preliminary
measurement and mapping instructions, preliminary photographic instructions, and briefing materials for b a r d members

Analytic materiais, MORT,change analysis forms, and 3 by 5 cards for stquerm diagram
Perimeter ropes and h g e r and caution tags

stakes, shovel, and sieve

0.

Tool h!

p.

One or more carrying bags.

3. Clothing

a.

Coverdis

b.

Jacket

c.

Hardhat

d.

Safety glasses

e.

Raincoat

f.

Vmbreila

g.

Rubber gloves

h.

Rubber boots

i.

'Work gloves.
(Conditions varying from arctic to desert were cited.)

4.

5.

Motor vchic!e accidents (perhaps in security patrol w).

a.

Flares

b.

Portable flashing light

c.

Tire deph gauge

d.

Ti pressure gauge

e.

Standing ordcn for keeping the accident from getting worn (in bands of security forces
where applicabk).

.

.

Equipment to be seared from site or plant services ( o p e r a t i d p h i s and rc;diness checks
required).
a.
4.

Tape measuring device (whett)
Etntrgtncy floodlights

c.

Hydraulic jack,

d.

W o n measwing d pratedue equipment.

torch, heavy equipment

6. Tbc W E radidogrcal assistance teams' equipment is another

rrsarrct.

Investigator's Kit
Provisions for an investigator's kit shouid be obtained and set aside ready for use as part of the preplanning. An organlzaticn should be designated as respons,hte for preparing. maintaining. and providing
mobility for the investigator's kit. Suggested contents for such a kit are as follows:
1.

Clothing appropriate to climatc and environment. {If possible, all members shourd.have their
own clothing on hand k f o r c the mishap. A stock of shoes and ccverdlls to fit ail Bosrd mcmbers
may not be readily available.)

b.

Hard hats

c.

Safety shoes (reinft~rcedtoes) and safety glasses

d.

Gloves, rubberized

e.

Rain coats

f.

Arm bands or other means of identifying Board members while working at the accident

scene.

a.

Checklist of equipment

b.

Magnetic compass and tripod

c.

Measuring tape (100 ft)

$ !

c

2

d.

Drafting board

c.

Graph paper

g.

Tags, envelopes, and boxes for marking and storing

i.

Draftsmen's scale

j.

Pair of dividers

k.

Calculator

m.

Marking pens

n.

Magnifying glass

a.

W i g h t s (bulbs, batteries)

Maps (grid, counuy, road)
Investigator's chtckiist
Polaroid camera (bulbs, fdm)
Small hand tools (scrcwdriver, dikes, wrench, crowbar)

Alumi..rum foil or pl~sticwrap for parts

First aid kit
Copies of accident report forms
Deiltist mirror
Mirror
Knife
100 ft line
String

Publications; e.g., operations handbooks and trajectory documents
Plastic bags
Field rations or canned food with camp stove
ee

Medical supplies (to be provided t?;, local medical detachment)

ff

Tape, cellophane and masking

gg

Stakes and rope for boundary markers (500 ft)

M

Clerical kit for remote operation; typewriter, paper, etc

ii

Car identification sign

j

No smoking signs

kk

Small fire extinguisher

Il

This handbook

mm Communication eqilipment such as wW-talkie or other two-way radio for remote operations (obtain from local office)
M

Three-by-five cards.

Kuhlrnan investigator Kit Recommendations
Several Items of equlpnunt arc generally needed by an investieator. M ~ = c : ~ ~ !xxe
P c . pads. wr;,:i~g ii-iicrials.
graph paper. znd rcpon fornls arc a few t h t are ncedcrl tr. every case. Collectrtl~ohtfrese iierr.r :n a k:! prep:&
in advance makes the mcchan~csof the investigation easier for the investigator by freeing fils mind for analysis
and deduction. A list of u.\etul mater~dsfor a general invcsttgator's ht arc shown in Figure D-I. The ba3ic k ~ r
of masunnp. mark~ngand recording materials should be packaged to be readily jmmbic. even when the rnvcstigator has to walk some distance to the accident sire. Each itcm should be acwssibk without unpaclong and
repacking other items. The kits should be readily accessible in the event of an? accident. but protected from use
as a routine source of tools anJ administrat'ie suppiics. An :.iventory should be attachal for the investigator's
information a d periodic check of iterns in the kit. Items which might deteriorate. urb as pens, adhesive and
scotch tapes. etc. should bc cycled with common supplies to ensure tire lctt item arc usable.

To control the size and portability of kits. it is suggested that special equipment used oniy for certain types
or classifications of accidents be kepi in separate kits. Valuable camem anci tcst equipment can dso & kncs
prolead that way.

Many of the items suggested for the kit are xlf~xplanatory.A few, however, have special or unique uses
as wilt be &tailed.
Administrative Items
h r e ~ i g ~ s o rhretcM,
's
wiih evidence coiieciion check lists, company accident report forms, witness statement forms. graph paper for mapping, photo logs. and sequencc diagram charts.

Clipbuurd and note pads for general invcstigarion notes, sketches, and c a i c u l a t i ~ .
Plustic &g, heavy. transparent approximatety 18 x 24,in. Serve as rain cover for d q h a r d to p m i t note
and record making in inclcrnent wea.thcr. Also serves to collect and protect ducumuns.

Took

"

Special Equipment

Flashlight, 3 cell crrplosirnr proof, or lantern
Spare batteries and bulbs for flashfight
Steel tape mcasure- 100 ft
Sdc-12 in. ~ I e ror NU Tnffrc Template
PiMcctot

Camera with flashgun
Flashbulbs and film
Cassctte tape recorder and ersettcs

Scissors

Electrical receptacle tcnsicm ttsttr
Calipers, ins& and outside diameter

Plim

Sound level meter
Gas vapor analyzer

Wrenches. small adjustable or box end
Wire cutting pliers

Screwdrivers-large. medium Phillips
Knife-mail sheath or 3 in. blade pocket
Saw-wood and metal cutting blades
compass
Magnifying glass
lnsQectisn mimwt--large nnd s d l dental
T e s b w r a l bristte
Nails- 1Zd cc#nmorr
Rope-nylm 50 ft
Twine-UIO ft package wrapping

Water

Triangular bandages
Adksive tape-l in.
Ptmxide

Hand cleaner, w a t m b
Eye drops and oimmt

Administrative Supplies
Investigator's fieid workbook
Clipbad

N m pebs, l i d 8-112 x 11
Plastic bag to cover clipboard
Graph paper- 1I4 in. squares
Accident repon form
Witness interview statement
Podref ponfolio
Envelopes. manila 9 x 12
AJuminum foil roll
Paper towel roll
Adhesive labels-2 x 3 in.
Felt tip markers
Ballpoint pens
Soft, No. 3 pencils
Yellow lumber crayon
Black grease pencils
Orange spray paint-small
Eraser-an gum
Scotch tape
Masbng tape-2 in.
Cardboard tags, string

P&

Enginur's scdr
Mttnc conversions
Wire ropdhcmp rope s l u caicuiators
Flud sample containers
Pin rnarhng flags, 18 in.

Hard hat
Glasses, protective
Gloves, ieather or canvas
Gloves. linemen's
Ear plugs
V L ~ ,orange flagman's

por#olios provide field files for m e categorizing and collection of statement and mpon drafts.

EnwvIopcs, manila 9 x 12 in., to organize evicknce collection for analysis. Provi& more security against intermixing and loss of pages than the workirrg portfolios.
M n w n / o i l for wrapping parts to pmm them f m corrosion and contamination. Brown "bu~ct#rWs
papr"
can sdxtitutc for large item wrapping.
Pclprt roweling to pad

parts when wrapping to protect fracture zones or mechanisms. Also serves for cleaning

putz-

Adusiw &&,
2 x 3 in., to affix to wrapped paru for Later idtntificatim, Also can be t s m y affixed
to materials king photographed to label items or points of special interest.
Yeh
l i m b e m 't cmyrm for marlring h,
uafo#s, equiprmt, a m t c d s to identify positions or nferrnr
points. For mrking equipment before d h s c m b l y to pennit re-mating as originally p o s i d . Will mark wez
surfaces and rough textures btrttr than chalk.

p

Omnge spnrypui,rr highly visibk marking for dirt, snow, and surfaces noc suited to d#:mym. Use to ourlint
i b of parts, put identifying symbols on large darnaged stNctum to be phoiognphd, etc.

C / r a tags with string tics to label smail parts and h n s when such labeling it more suitable than tbe
a d h i v e la3els. Blank tags or a fotm tag caa be usad. Lnformotioa sbould k put on the tag with grease pencil

soitis~aPscdorMlearedbywater.

M i g h t , 3ceU or Lantern for teliebk ligfd. Shoukl be cxplosioa prosf aad p r c f d y Roating type. At l a s t
iat6aofsparc~ondrbulhsbouidkiacirded;morriluscdrrt~ecc~~.

Tape mmsure. iW h. preknbiy also in mcrr~cscaie, steel for durabiltty and precision. Surveyors pins. lead
weigh& w ~ t hc i o d hook. or common nais to anchor end if to be u x d by a single investigator

Smle and protractor, 12 in. ruicd for sketches a; well w measurement oi small ittms. or as size reference
for photographs.
fnspccri~nmirrors. targe mechan~csand small dental for examination of areas not visible to the eye.

Tocnhbncrh. natural bristle, sofi for cleaning metal fracture surfaces and small pans. (Nlvion bristles tend to
scratch and score sofxr metals a d materials,. . .)
NaiLr. 12d common. to mark positions in dirt surfaces, ho;J tape measure. and anchor points in string used
to d i n e debris arcas or hold small parts in position for reconstmction activities.

Rope ruid string to cordon off pans of the site, outline debris areas for reference ~ n dphotographs, tie pans
of materials together for reconstsuction and analysis, and to wrap pa% for preservarion.
Special Equipment
Camera, equipment andfilm of suirable type

Gzsene mpe recorder for witness interviews, oral notes and observations. and orat reports

Gar and w p r d ~ z e tor measure carbon monoxide and other gas vapor concen~rations
H e c t t i d rzcqucle tmsion tester to test eiectrical continuity and gmsnding of mepaclcs a d distribution cords
Wirefiemp rope calcutotors to measure r o size
~ for analysis of load capability of ropes ustj for lifting and

ailizing
Calipers for precision measurement of pins. lnsidc and outside dimension calipers as pcnincnt

Rrtid scunple mrainrrs of type, material, and size appropriate for collection of fuels, lubricants. coolants.
and @her fluids.
Pemonrl P t o t m t h and Medical Suppliea for the Dnvmdmor
W m v for drinking and clerning minor cuts

Pemd& for sterilization of cuts from contaminated or mstcd pat1
Eye
-on

dnopl

and q v o i ~ ~ for
n tdust, foreign ubjects, and i m t a r b of the eyes

tipped d

s foi cleaning cuts, eyes, ean. nose

c7qwriCk for lip

W a d e s h a d c h e r to ncmove grease, oil, drrt

Protent r v glasses where rtqut red
Flagman's orange \lest for conspicuity outdoors
Glov~s.leather or canvas for gencral hand protection; iirumen's for clcctricd

Ear plugs for r.oisy areas.
The investipator should always wear or provide himself with clothing and equipment suitable :o the conditions
he is likely to encounter. Protection against hazardous elements should be self-evident. but it is often ovcrloolmi.
There is no justification for vio1at:on of any standards or acceptable safe practices on the pretert of necessity
to speed or complete an investigation. Protcction against more insidious hazards such as hypotherrma. exposure.
frostbite. or heat exhaustion is ecluaily essential.
Inadequate clothing alm prompts an investigator to hurry his examicntions and investigative actions. The
investigator should wear clothinl; suitable to conditions to be encwnrrred for the exprctej duration of his investigation. An extra. dry pair 01' athletic socks and possibly an extra pair of gloves frequently prove to be most
valuable tools for an investigator.

APPENDIX D
MEDICAL EVALUATION IN ACClDENT INVESTIGATIONTOXICOLOGY STUDIES

MEDICAL EVALUATION IN ACCIDENT INVESTIGATIONTOXt COLOGY STUDIES
The following instructions apply to all toxicological studies:

Tests
By an agmincnt between rhc DOE and the FAA. toxicolcgy studies can be done by the FAA's Civil Aemmcdical
Institute ( C A M ) on a cost reimbursable basis.
1.

Shipping preparation. The tissue should be placed in ordinary plastic bags or condoms; the air
should be expelled from the bag; the bag should be tightly knotted and chilled as soon as possible. The bag should be labeled with the person's name, type of tissue. and estimated time of
death and chilling. Once chilled, it should be se-!.edin a heavyduty plastic box with ice; three
pounds or so of ice per pound or less of tissue per 21: hours estimated shipping time. The common variety of ice is preferable to dry ice, but the wkge must be well sealed to prevent leakage.
The accident committee chairman should include his retun1 address and telephone number. The
package will be shipped to:
Chief, PharmacoIogy/Biochemistry Laboratory
Civil Aeromedicaf Institate
Will Rogers World Airport
Post Office &x 25082
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73123

2.

Transportation. It is suggested, on the basis of CAMI experience. h t samples be sent by REA
Air Express. A telegram or telephone call to the adtiresset (CAMI)is required to give notice
of shipment a i i the estimated time of arrival. The package will then be picked up by spccid
messenger. If problems arise for the accident committee chairman concerning these prucedu~s,
he can obtain the necessary help and adbice by telephone call to the Chief, Pharmacology/Biockmisuy Laboratory, CAMI.The number rs 4054864866 or 403-721 - 2 4 I after
office hours.
If reliable tests can be done localiy, they may be done in preference to shipment to CAM1 to
save t l i and
~ ~effort involved in pixking and shipping. 'I~Ic
investigationchairman should consult with the local DOE or DOE contractor physician as to which laboratory to use for these
sndies. The Director, Office of Operational Safety, Gennantowa, is avaitaMe for consultation
on m y unusual problems th31 may be encountered. It is often desirabk to split the samples and
submit them to two different laboratories as a crossckk.

Specimens
AU specshould be lrbekd with the name of p e m and his job assignment at thc tim of the acci&ut.
In d d i h , r a r d eacrosed in a p k t k envefopc with the following information M d accolnpany the shipment:

3.

Date and time specimen drawn

4.

Date and time of my special Frepanttons (iced. etc. )

5.

Specify where in M y or debris specimen was obtained and identify insofar as possible.

Remarks
A statement concerning the date and time of the accident and, if known, very brief circumstances of the history
of the accident shouid be subm~ucdwith the tissue.

Laboratory Reports
Laboratory analysis repom will be sent to the investigation chairman as quickly as possible. Remember that
emMrning fluid invalidates most tor,icologicd studies.

Blood Alcohol
B I d alcohol tests are desired on all fatalities. These tests may be done on survivors if they consent.
1.

kcservation. Specimens should be placed and tightly sealed as soon as possible in a clean tcst
tube containing. sodium fluoride iNaF), 0. Z gm per 10 cc blood as preservative. Make every
\
effort to avoid contamination.

2.

Refrigeration. If conditions prohibit immediate preservation with NaF, the specimen will not
be altcred significantly by tempomy refriger&on. No refrigeration is d e d after preservative
is added.
,

3. Worthless spechem. Most toxicology specimens are worth3ess following embalming, but not all.
4.

Kits and shipping containers. Special kits and shipping conwiners for specimen collection and
shipment are available to DOE physicians. They may be obtained from CAMI at cost.

Carbon Monoxide
1.

2.

Required testing. Carbon monoxide (CO) is a danger in accidents involving fire. CO &terminations shouid be made on all fatatities of accidents involving fire. These determinations can k l p
reveal whether or nd:

a.

CO intoxication caused incapacitation.

b.

If fire is associated with tbc accident, whether or not the victims were breathing at the
time of the fm.This is useful in helping to reconstruct the sequence of events leading
to the accident.

Local testL1g. QrrarnitativeMood analysis for CO can often be perf&

I d y . If local fdb

am not available. this analysis can be done at CAMI.
3. Preservation. Blood is preserved as b blood for alcohol: I0 cc b l d in screwcap ttst tube
with 0.1 cm d u r n fluoride. B i d specimens nacd not be refrigeratea after preservation.

4.

Tissues. Tissue anaiysls for CO can k done at CAM1 if b i d is n u available. Deep organs
or h i d should be submittmi. Rltnty orpans unexposed to fire. such as spicen, irvcr. and mne
marrow, arc prrtcrrcd. Approximrteky 50 pm is deslrcd.

Cholinesterase Activity
1.

Organophosphate chemicals. In acci&ms involving application with o r g a m p h p b ~
chemicais.
the cholinesterase activity in the blood will detect recent exyosure of the victim to the orgamphosphate (anticholiresterase)insccticides. These s u b n c c s can cause urapacitation urd dearh,
depending on the amount and rapidity of exposure.

2.

Preservation. The blood specimen shcluld be placed in o 10 cc tube with one drop of standard
heparin (1000 unitdml) or its equivalent and refrigented (not frozen), so tha~the enzyme,
cholinesterase, is not liberated from ruptured red L i d cells. Some laboratories do s c a m
cholinesterase de~etminations,others red Mood cell determinations, and some, both. Freezing
will rupture the red blood cells and invalidate either of these tests. The earlier tht test is pcrformed. the more reliable it is. This analysis can be done locally or at CAMI.

3. ParanitrophcnoI test. A paranitrophenol test can be done on the urine at CAM1 or locally. A
positive reaction indicates exposure. A false positive may be seen when the person has recently
received su1fonamides.

Special Drug Analyses
Special tests can be carried out if deemed necessary by the investigators. If evidence at the scene or by history
indicates any possibility of intoxication and/or side effects from medications. specimens should be submitted for
analysis. Stomach contents can be a good source of ingested drugs end may be the only specimens submitted
in which an easily metabolized drug is found. The larger amount of blood often necded necessitates the use of
tissue (e.g., one of the following: lobe of liver, one-fouh brain, one kidney, lobe of lung). l[ke specimen is
frozen, labeled (include name of drug suspected). and shipped to CAMI as previously described. Examples of
drugs that might be suspected i l evidence is present an:

2.

Stimulants (amphetamines, etc.)

3. Tranquilizers.

5.

Narcotics.

Table 1
SPECT2UM OF HUMAN FAILURE

I.

Management/supcrvisory factors. (Docs managenrent make safety a vitai pan of the job?]
A.

Safety policies, plans, procedures. and practices

B.

Quality assurance program

C.

Training and refresher programs

D.

Union relationships

E.

Worker moralelesprit de corps

F.

Emergency plans and procedures. (Are full-scale periodic drills conducted?)

11.

Union attitude, role and contribution to safety

111.

Design factors
A,

Operating equipment design

1.

Fail safe

2.

Safety interlocks

3.

Redundant system

4.

High visibility, high attention stimdation monitoring and waming systems

5.

Easy to read instrumentation

6.

Avoid information overload

7.

Difficult to misread instrumentation

8.

Uncomplicated control systems

9.

Distinctive, easily identifiable controls which ate fundonally located

10. Meet current standards

IV. Maintenance errors
A.

Faulty workmanship

8.

Breach of establishad procedures

C.

Faulty color coding

V.

Failure of personnel involved m accident

2.

Pemmnt-temporary (transient)

3

Sudden-subtle (insidious)
a.

Exam pits of sudden incapacitation:
Acute myocardid infarction.
Severe cerebrovascular accident (stroke).
)
Drug/alcohol intoxication.
(4) Psychoticineurotic reaction.
(5) Diabetic coma or shock.
( 1)

(2)

b.

Examples of subtle incapacitation:

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Epiiepsy
Diabetic coma
Psychoticlneurotic reaction
Smali stroke syndrome
Dmgialcohol .intoxication
Boredom '
Fatigue
L

r

8.

Operator enor (note relationship 13 monitoring and control systems design)
3

1.

Cognitive
a.

Alertness

b.

Errors in instrument reading

c.

Errors in interpretation of instrument readings

d.

Failure to note warning signal
(1)
(2)

e.

Color blindness
Tohe ddncss

Operator overload

Reactive (rcsponsc e m )
a.

W m g reaction d input

b.

Too dow

e.

Gpemtoc overload

EQUIPMENT PIEEqED BY PHk'SIClAN F 3 R ACCIDENT 1NVESTIGATION

Very little speciai~zdequipment 1s needed The quantlnes of the following arc recommended.
1.

Six sterile 10-20 cc screw cap test tubes with 0.1 gm sodium fluorideJl0 cc (vacutainer-type
tuks can be obtlnd prepared with preservatives)

2.

Three sterile syringes 20 cc (dispsable type)

3.

Four number I8 long needles; two cumber 20 spinal ncedks

4.

0 . 7 surgical
~

knife and blade

5. Two urinary catheters (dispcsable)
6.

Plastic bags ("hggies" or similar products are adeqw :for s d l tissue specimens) and supply
of' mbber bands. Condoms are very usefi:l here.

7.

Cold or warm weather gear, sun protection pear, ctc., should be taken when rrcccssary. Boots
rur useful at an accident scene.

8.

Knowledge of a readily available s o u r c of cmshed ice for shipment of tissue specimens

9.

In accidents involving pesticides, ~tandardheparin or preheparinized vacutainers should be kept
readily available.

10. Camera, film and flash quipmect.

Table 2 gives suggestions for use of this equipment.

SUGGESTIONS F O X USE OF EQUWMENT

The Following suggestions relate to the lut to be usm for transporting specimens. Materials caa be kept frotar
and ~tlippingtime sciccled to avoid m i v d at CAMi on weekends.
1.

2.

Specimens quested (in order of preference)
a.

B l d : 20 m3 or more, from heart. pcrilkral vcssels or body cavities. Source of blood
is useful kfonnation. If fresh blood is oslfy specimen cdiccted, remove self-addressed.
Refrigerase blood until mailing. Samples
franked tube mailer from kit and send SC~i~nitCly.
will remain cold 24 hours.

b.

Urine: As much as 100 ml if available

c.

Visceral organs: 50-100 gm of liver, kidney, spleen, lung. muscle or brain, as svailabic

d.

Gastric coDtents: As available, to 100 ml

e.

Pharmaceuticals on person or tbund at accident scene. Information on medical condition
requiring therapy will assist the laboratory in identifying drugs.

Packaging. Following are the various recommended packages and packaging procedures:
a.

Individual polyethylene bag for each tissue

b.

Whirl-pak bags for fluids.

c.

Screwcapped bottles for old blood not requiring a n h g u l a n t or preservative.

d.

Vacutainer tubes in plastic mailm for uncloned blood cbtaincd from vascuiar system at
promp: autopsy, or from survivors. Heparin (greenst-)
is required for cholinesterase
(pesticide accidents). Oxdate-fluoride (gray stopper') is used for blood sugar (suspected
diabetes). Either tube can be wed for all other d y x s . Fill bo'h if enough blood is
available. If vacutainer collector not used, inject bled through stoppers.

3.

Labeling. Label each container; name on each is essential if multiple casualties. Pen provided
in kit will write directly ori all surfaces.

4.

Preservation. Freeze all specimens, exchemical preservatives.

5.

Shipping. REA is the quickest method of returning kit to CAMI.

6.

Notification. Call 40543W866when shipment has k n salt; aftn office haurs. call 72 1-244 I.
If infonned of shipment, CAM can watch for arriv'ai and can also send reptacement kit or maiItn
immediately. Unwed materials should be returned with kit,

7.

Specimens ftom embalmed bodies m y bt useful for certain analyses. Specimen of cmbalrning
fluid should also be sent. Tisacs packed in kit frozen will be fiatnor cold after 46 to 60 hours.
Filf can with c o n v e n t i d ice and include in shipment. Do bar use dry ice.

blood, in vacraaintf tubes, immediately. Use ao

THE AUTOPSY
I.

Obtaining autopsy. A strong attempt should be made to obtain an autopsy on ail fatalities. Even
in extreme tax; of incinerarton. blood and tissue can often be obtained for studies. Ttie heart
in such cases is often intact and wiil be found to contain blood su~tablefor carbon monoxide,
ethyl alcohol, and other studies. In "survivable" accidents. a general A-ray survey of the body
is desired. Simple fractures are often missed on autopsy. The human body can survive greater
impact forces than believed possible until recently.

2.

Prcaccident planning. Embalming invalidates most toxicological studies. The key to this problem lies in preaccident plrinning (i.e., obtaining the coopention and undersunding of the iocd
coroner/medicaI examiner). Previous understanding with the coroner results in smooth operation in this area of the iavestigation.

3. Consultant forensic pathdogist. If. after an autopsy is authorized, no pathologist is available,
or if it is obvious that the local coroner or pathologist is not oriented to forensic pathology,
the DOE physician, with the approval of the accident committee chairman, should arrange for
the services of a forensic pathologist. In these cases, when delay in autopsy is evident and no
refrigeration for the body is available, a compromise may be made concerning embalming. Fresh
blood should be drawn prior to embalming.

N.B.

4.

Autopsy expenses. In some states, the coronec/medical e ..=miner requires that his office perfoim this study and ike cost is assilmed lwally. Charges for autopsy services, rendzred in
duplicate, should be presented to the investigation committee chairman.

5.

Autop.~, protocol. The autopsy protocol hhould be forwarded to the DOE physician for study
and analysis. The DOE physician should make the autopsy findings and his interpretation of
the findings the subject of a brief summary report to the investigation chairman.

Statutory authority to order autopsies and tests is provided in Fcdrral law for aviation accidents. SOCH AWlfORi'IY IS NOT
AVAILABLE IN ACCIDENTS IN DOE OPERATlONS (excep that the Ndonal Transponation Sa:ety Board m y invoke this
sutaitory authority in the case of r DOE aircraft accident).
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An Accident Inquiry
The U.S. Department of Encrgy and its contractors thoroughly investigate accidents and "near misses" for thz
primary purpose of preventing a recurrt:nce of the accident or similar accideilts.
Design of equipment, procedures, and environmental factors may be major factors in accidents and are thoroughly
examined. Human factors are also significant. These may include: effects of me ,icines and drugs, or chemicals,
or illnesses on behavior; the relation between physical capabilities and job requirements; and the injury-producing
characteristics of equipment.
The future protection of an employee and his fellow workers is improved if a physician evaluates the medical
factors in an accident. Therefore, this authorization for medical evaluation is requestd.

Authorization for Medical Evaluation of kceased

-

STATE

DATE

COUNTY

TIME

-

By this Medical Authorization or a reproduction tJ!ereof, I hereby authorize and request each physician and person in the medical or related fields and each hosp~id,clinic, establistirnent and place rendering -any medical or related service to allow a physician des;:nated by his or her employer to have, examine, andlor
copy, any and all information, records, reports and X-rays, regarding the deceased's physical condition and treatment therefor, provided that such information is to be used only to prepare a medical evaluation of possible or
probable effects and conditions dcemed significant in relation to accident prevention.

If the physician deems necessary, I further authorize a medical examination or autopsy of the deceased.

-

Signature
next of kin

in
,

_
.
.
.
.
.
A
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-
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An Accident Inquiry

The U.S. Drtpnrncnt of Energy rnd its contraaors thonnrphly investigate accidents and "near misses*' for rhc
primary purplne of preventing r m r r e n c c of the accident or similar accidents.

b i g n of cqu~pmcnt,pmccdum, and c~vimnmcntdfactors ma): k major fxtors in xcidcnts and arc tbrmghly
eumincd. Humn factors arc also significant. n c s c m y include: cffccu of mcdicincs and drugs. or chemicals,
or iilnesscs on khavior; thc relation bctwctn physical capabilities and job requirements; and thc injury-pducing
chancteriuicr of ecjuipmcnc.
The lu~urcpnwcction of an crnploycc and his fcllow workers is improved if a physician evaluates the mcdlcal
factors in an accident. Thcrcforc. th~saurhoriration for mcJical evaluation i s rcquestu!.

Authorization for htcdical Evaluation
6.

.FTATE - - - - - - - -

COUNTY

DATE. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

TIME

-----...------

-----

---

By this M c d d Authoriz;lrim or a reproduction t b f . I krcby authorize and rqucst each physic& ur4person rn thc m t d ~ aor
l rc!ard fiel& and tach hospital. clinic. csrabiishnwnt and plrrcc rendering mt any m f'icd
or related rnict to dfow a physician &signat& by my tmployer ro have, examine. and/or copy, my a d all
information, mordt, reports and X-rays, rczarding my physical condition and tnatmcnt therefor. provtded that
such infurmotion i s to be uxd oniy to p p a r c a medical evaluation of possible or probable effects and d i h u
Bccmcd signif~an!in relatlorr to axident prevention.
11 is undcrrtd !hot 1 shall meivc r copy of such mdid evduahn for my own use.

Signature

--
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APPENDIX iE
WITNESSES

APPENDIX E
WJTNESSESa
Philosophy
Thc hil5B!'FRA philosophy of questioning witnesses to accidents is to interview rathcr than interrogate.
"lnttnicu" conrovs r coopratiu informal meeting where h e rmtmrwer approaches rhe i n t m . m c c as an quJ.
Thc c q x n t t o n of the rntcrvmw is uwpht; he IS cncounpcd to kll his story fmly wlthmwt inrtrmplmn or inlimtdation. An ~ n u n k wis uuali! c d u c l c d rnfomliy with a \uluntar). or cmpcnilvc answering of questions.
"lntcrrryratim" connotes h a t auestioning i s done or, a f o m l or authoriutibe lml such as a Iav?rrlwitncss
srturion. a police olticer.'suspca session. or a gartnt~chifdrelationship. Hcrc the qucwionlng may k Jcvious.
s h d . or cicvcr wlth the rA,pxvxd trichng, uapping. iw ant;tlotluw thc wtrncss to get rhc infonnauon at any cost.
It is thc interview rather than the intermgation philosophy which is desirable in the qucstionit4: of witnesses
by accickni i n w i g a t o n .

Imroduction. Thc category oft~ntirncssrsin this section will bt interpreted as persons in rhe vicinity of tk
attid:nr sire at the time of the accidcnt. Such persons as designen. rnanukturers. physic:ans. maintenance personnel. mechanics mctalluyists. crcw mcmbcrs. and &r C T ~ X L S!n spe!a!iL;'d !ie!d~shall m. for p r p s c s
of this section. ht considcrrd ac witncsxs unless they obsned the accident f'trs~hami.
Purpose. The iavestipuor intcn~cusaccident wi~ncsscswith tuu basic objectives in nlrnd:

I.

Establish a preliminary suspect area

,
?

2.

Complement other phases c$ thc investigation.

The tt)om;tghncss with which thcsc tuo Objcctiws arc carried out is ccmtingcnt uporl the thomughncs; of the
imrstigator. T k cxpcricnccd imrstigator ct:olites that bits of seemingly insignificant information ma).assunw grrat
impcrtancc when combined with investigation findings in other areas.

Locating Eyewitnesses
The locating of accident witnesses often q u i r e s an extensive search of thc accident site area; the following
potential sources arc intended as a guide in supplementing the invtuiga!ur's ingenuity in locating witnesses.
1.

Residents in the vicinity ofthe accident site may him information rcgarding: time of accident,
engi~ltsound, duration of sound. fluctuation of dynamic kvrl, unusual noises. local ath her.
relative speed, heading. initial condition d wreckage. rescuc operations, etc.

2.

h a 1 a u h r i t i e s okn will hinz a i m s of witnesses.

3.

Terminal p e m l , e.g., ticket agents, dispatchers, opecum, may hme valuablc witness
infiwmatlm.

4.

A neu3paper office

IS

ofrcn cc?ntaaed by the

w~tnessw h a

believes he posscsscb s~pnificmt

infomtrofi.
5.

A plea via iocd m r rned~arnav encourage the reticent or trans~cntw~tness10 conwt imcuiga-

tion kadquanm.
6

Temporary a m personnct. such as letter camcrs. deiiver).men. public utrl;ty emplqecs.
repaimen. ex., may ha\e been in the area at the tirnc: of the accrdent.

7.

Expeditious a m b d at the accident srte facilitates the questioning of sightseers and the curious
regarding as to what attracted them to the accident. Those spectaton m y also k n o w of other
witnesses who haw departed thc >IU.

8

Rescue personnel can often pmvide significant axupant evacuation informarion pr':or to T
operations.

9.

One witness may lead to another. Asccnain whckr or not the witness was alone at the time

C

~

of the observation. The reticent or intmned witness may be reluctant to volunuer information
urd as a consequence may never he found without the aid of his more talkative campanion.

Witness Cocation Significance. Thc e w t spot from which a witness makes an obscnation ma)'explain why
his statement differs from that of other witnesus in the cnsh vicinity. A witness ation ion c h n . to k u d in
conjunction with the written statement. sholrld k prrprcd for clarification purposes.
I.

A witness downwind of the accident my often hear engine or other m n d s not audible to the
upwind obscnrr.

2.

Sound is deflected and distorted by wills or buildings and ma). cause the witness to crrcmeously
rcpon direction, sound origin. or clpnamic level.

3.

Noix level at the point of obscnation may account for a witness missing significant srnrnjs noted
by other observers.

4.

The witness looking rouard the sun sees only a silhouette, while the witness with the sun at
his back may cmc color and other details.

5.

A witness locattd in a prnup mrr). be influenced by the puwer of suggestion. An wtspokcn member
of the group might exclaim, "Thosc two trains missed a collision by inches!" when, in fact.
the lateral separation was 100 ft . The type of individual who hatcs to be critical of others reports
tha! the trains paslrad in close proximity whcn in reality his initial impression was that there
was adequate separation.

l#udom. Most investigators are aware ofsensory illusions and their effects on opcrator actions. These
same illusions and their influence on witnesses shwld be considered by the interviewer. The following examples
ofsensory illusions will scrw to create an awarenessof existence and potcntld influence upon witness obxnaions.

1.

'RK rotating versus the oscillating object. (The experiment with the rutating trapezoidal window
is an excellent wimple of obserwr susceptibility to illusions.)

2.

Consider the relati= motion illusion, particularly with d r e n c e to vclucity. whcn tht obxmr
in motion views a vehicle also in motion.It is incunbtnt upon the investigator to consider s p e d
and direction in which the witness was moving in relation to the direction of thc observed elick. The aoparent speed of a vehiiIc will k higher when the vehicle and observer are mclving
in oppsik directions.

3.

V~suaI~liusronsmulting fmm false informrtm hcrng fa1 to tht brvn may ~ci-oumfor crmncous
witness obscn.;itions. Thc accident imrsrlgator mu51 oaluats btim wxqtrng crsdrbiiity, e.g.:
a.

Hickrr Unip: In rncascs pcopl: wfkr ~ k c n effects
c
w h as muss. m u n g . dlsotrcnutlon. or uncorrsclwsncs. rrsuiring frorn h e c f f m of o fltckennp light.

b.

Autok~ncsts:Staring at an tsola~ejfight u ntpht can produce r false scnsatron that the light
is m l n g n o n d ~ m ~ o n d i y .

4.

Absence of shadow3 at night makes sire mil disttncc estimates diffxult.

5.

Add~tional\ i s 4 prvbicrn arras with which the inrervicwrr sl~nrldbe man: arc:
a.

Night tision limitations imposed by the physical structure d the qr

b.

Rcfncticm cmlr caused by a

c.

Illusion of k i n g closer lo signal lights on bright. wrsus lights an dim

d.

Erroneous cstimtc of altitude when them

c.

Rcducrion in night pcrctpion a k r a bright day on t k h a - h or ski slcpc

f.

Fat ipue. i d y u a l e awn. s&g.
night vision.

wrt

windshield

is

an up or d w n slope to the t r x k

and distraction of hnght lights m t!k c3h also k r r a .

6L

Thc possibility of illusions influencing witneis obscr\ations ~rlakrtsit adviuble that witnesss
be sclectcd from viiritws points of thscnation. This tends to provide a more comprehensw
z w r a g c of the occurrcncc. This i(i n r to
~ say. hmecr. that an aeragc of witness t*xn~ti,)ns
is to be assigned greater crcdibillty than a compeccnt witness w
k ohscnatiun deviates from
the majorrr):

7.

Considcra!ion must also be afforded the local observer w h o in many cases 15 more apt to note
occurrences significant or unique to iocal surrounding, than is the uansient to whom the samc
occurrence m i d hold little significmce.

Expediting the Interviewing of Witnesses
Prompt amml at the accident cite is probably the accident invtstigator's fin- invcstiga~ionaid. It affords the
opportu~ityof examining
wreckage before excessive disturbance and permits questioning of witnesses before
thcy reflect on their obsemtions.
The investigator is urged to visit the accident site, wrvy the sitwtim, and decide u p certain questions which
he fkls witnesses could answlcr.
WI~~~S
forget
SCS
as Lime elapses. Tbcy am influenced 6y asscociation with other witnesses and other people.
Thy read newspapen, listen to the r a w and -h
television; news media has its c&ct on tbe witness. The
witness, like the frshermur, may cmbeliish his story when k f& listeners leu m t i w than when he originally
told the story. Tbt best solution fbr remedying thsc witness frailties is to interview thc witness promptly.

A memory arperimcnt associated with the time lapse was d u c t c d by a koup of ~sychologistsand rrvealed
~
r
:

tbe fotfovving fads d significance to tbe witness ~

1.

intcntiews taken immediately folicnving an occumnce contained maximum &tad und w r e
generally more complete.

2.

Aficr a two-day delay. the i n f o m t ~ o nwas more general with fewer specifics, but t!!e m a n or
morc vivid poin's remained.

3.

After a sevenday delay. a few of the morc vivid events rtrnaincd. but there was considerably
nlorc conjecture. a d p i s , and opinion i n j a e d by the witness. Cerlinty as to mrnts &sen.ed
atso Jt~lincdwith time.

W i t n e s . ~ when
.
contacted promptly. arc usually appreciative of thc need for accident investigation and the promotion of safcty. Some witnesses may consider the interview an imposition and kcome indignant and impatient
This situation is unfortunate but preferable to the witness who complains
when a s k d to recount their ~bsenation!~.
about the complacency of the accident investiga:on bctausc he w a s never contacted.
The intelligent wi~nessis aware of vo~dsor blanks in his statement (which the trained interviewer realizes exist
in all obscnations, and c d e m r s to eliminate thcm through rhc application oi logic or reasoning. The longer
a witness h3s to reflect on his obxnations. the more likely he is to modify or supptement the facts in the intewst
of coherency. Maximum witness reliability can bcst be achiebrd vla prompt intemiewing.
Oc.casionally subquent evidence dimtcs that certain witnesses be rcquestioned. The requestioning of a witness
docs sot n<scss;rril> indicate that the inten-itwer was rcmisv in the conduct of the initial interview. Instead. the
In\.estig;s!or may r m p l ~ y!l11s !cchnique *i!h the wirness who a+pt.ars tc rafiomli~e3rd analyze during thc initial
intervim. The in\-estigator wauld attemr: to separate fact and analysi5 by observing whether or cot the more vivid
arcas of obwnstion were presented as they urn. initially. and whcther areas of suspected conjecture and opinion
srrre analyzed differently than when the witness was first'inteniturd. By this means. the investigator wnuld attempt to separate fact and analysis. and verify witness reliability. Requestioning a witness may also be in order
in confirming technical group findings.
+

A Successfui Intewiew

a

The intormation derived from the witness interview is oftcr:directly proportional to the skill of the imzstigator
in establishing rapport. The Witness Group spokesman is responsible for the success or failure of the interview.
The iirtcmiew should not simulate 3 surprise party. Make prior arr-ngemcnts to intemiew the witness at a tin=
and place convenient for hinl under conditions conducive to maximum cooperation and recall.

Optimum results arc obtained by appointing a spokcsmzn lor the Witness Group who is responsible for: intn,
ducing the witness to members of the Group, the showing of credentials, the allaying of any qualms and questions
the witness migtu h a t relative to submitting a s i g r d sbttment. general c o d oC the Witness Group. a d establishment of tapprt.

Rapport consists primarily of placing the witness at ease and assuring him that he is not going to be grilled
or given the third degree. Setting the stage and placing the witness at ease should include explaining the objective
of accident investigation-ACCIDENT PREVENTION.

hitially, encourage the witczss to tell his stoq in his own way withou; questions, comments, suggestions, or
intemptions from ihe intenfiewer. Periods of silerrce in this phase, while the witness collects his thoughts, havt
been found to encoursge the witness to expound inon fully and to avoid omissions. The imestigalor's ability to
be a good listener and to keep the interviewee doing the talking is essential in this phast.
Questions from W~tnessGroup persotme1 sub~quentto the narration of the witness s t i i l d be channeled through
the designated Group spokesman since he:

1.

Has already established rapport.

2

\!- 11 i

:.

Can organize quotions via subject nrancr and attempt lo question by foiiwing the sequence
of the occurrence.

,L

[vcn redundant questions.

Prior planqing on the pan of the interv~ewrIS necesdaryto direct the interview In a systematic line of questioning. Predc:crmined questions concerning subpect arch should be asked of all witnesses.

This docs not mean. "use of a prepared li\t of q~estions,"but rather the exploration of arcas of greatest pro&
abilit) bawd an rhc technical knuwiedge ot tht interviewer. Prior planning has the advantage of:
I.

Reducing the number of bare "yes" or "no" responses common to the prepared questionnaire

2.

Containing '.he interview within areas relevant to the occurrence

3.

Reduc~ngthe tendency of the intcrvicwer to ask leading questions

4.

Avoiding the rigid stereotyped interview.

Aids 10 Intewiewing. Soccessfully interviewing the accident witncss is ?r+2rily an application of common
sense. Show the witness the same consiJcratiotl that p u m l d appreciate i i the situation were izveiwd. The experienced interviewer adopts his own effective style or technique. The following suaestcd intcrvicwing tips for
the novice interviewer will a l a serve as a review or checklist for the experienced accident investigation witness
inten.imvr:
1.

During the initial narration of the witness it is advisable for the intervicurr to take notes. The
note taking should he unobtrusive and done only with the consent of the witness. Even with
the consent of the w~tness,discretion dwuld be used,and note taking should ccaw if it is distrading
to the witness. Notcs should not be so extgnsiw that the witness becomes absorhej with uhat
the intcnie*.utr is doing. Explain to the witxss that the notes arc u x d to suggest areas in his
narntion that may require further explanation.

2.

Frequently the w i r n c ~ shas difficulty putting into words what fw observed. In cases such as this.
explanatory skctchcz. : diagrams are tatuable supplements to the witness statement. 'They should
not be constru~ul.ht?s\cvrr,as substitutes for the nanative statement. When there is doubt in
the mind of the investigaror concerning the exact meaning of a statement, check the answer. The
simplest n~cthodis to rephra-c. I k answer and get t t witness
~
to confirm it.

3.

Courtesv and considention shtw IJ bc afforCcd the whcss at all times.Be p&nt with the witness
if he has difficulty in rememknng details. Nornal witncss obsemtions arc expected to have
periodic voids. If the witness 1. indefinite in a given a m . a l l w him to record his stavmnt
that way. Do not insist that the witness give a straight "yes' or "no" ansuer.

4.

Aitcmpt to have the witness confine his comments to his observations. Avoid hearsay or areas
not within his personal knowledge. if thc wimess reports tha! someone else described the accident to him. take the name and contact h person at a !atcr date. Get the full meaning of each
statement of the witness. Ar,aIyze each answer carefully for suggestions or 1 4 to further
questions.

5.

Afkr the witness has completed his m t i \ e , the ir,vestigatorusually will heve some specific
P Keep questjons simple; nwid lnr r t r t l
questions to ask relative to areas that apptPr in his R ~ Ti.
or tcrminofog,. that could be foreign to the witness.

U u the stniphtforuard and irank approach In questioning the witness ah oppnwd ID the shw.\d
or clever technique ernpioyed by an attorney. Thc lntrsttgatot is In.srcs~cJtn obtaining information from the witness and nut in trlck~nghi:n c i i trapping him into an unguarded stlrtemen:.

Avoid arguing u ith the witness conc-minp mora! responsibility of the crew. operator. or public.
Witnesses have been known to rcgard the inttntew as a medium for w.r,,cing their opinions on
~nnuylngaspect; of their jobs. Atlempt to keep the wltncss conftn-d to his obsem;ions reiat~vc
to the accident.

Do not assist the witness with terminology when he experiences difficulty in describing some
technic31 phase of his job. The statentent should be in the words of the witness and in terms
that he understands.
Rercentages and fractions, when used by a wit~essin describing an event. should be trdnsiated
into exact descriptions. There is a tendency 10 extegerate in terms of percentages or fractions
of the whole, e.g., "That tnin goes through town too fast about 90% of the time:'

The wording of the question is very iinportant. The following example illustrates how answers
arc affected by rewording the question. "Should the United States do all in her powr to promote
world peace?" Of the people questioned, 97%answered yes. The questior!was reworded: "Should
the U:.ited States become involved in plans to promote world peacc?' In this instance only 60%
answered yes. The connotation of the word "involved" made the difference.
Qualifying the witness is important in estab!ishing obscnation credibility. Witness vocation and
experience should be established. When a mechanic specifically describes the soulid of an engine
as surging or backfiring. this obserwtion should be more reliable than a similar cbsenztion of
a pers3n totally unfamiliar with the operation of the engine.

Use the individual versus the collective witness interview. The collective wttness intervizw allows
witness #I to hear the statement of witness #l
In.hearing the statement, witness #2 could possibly
take information that is mentiqned by witness #Iand use this information to fill blanks in his
observation. Manv tir.les the cotlective ;.vitnessinterview will result it) one witness contrddicting
and correcting another. In he collective interview. a witness can be influenced by the statement
of another. Conformity of witness observation is not necessarily what the accident investigator
desires.
Use of a tape recorder is a matter of individual interviewer preference. Consideraticn should,
howtvcr, be givcn to certain associated circums~mcesand requisites:
a.

A signed written statement is desirable.

b.

Tape must be transcribed and foi~arddto witxss for signature.

c.

Wttness must edit transcription.

d.

Some witntsl?s concentrate more on the microphone than on their observations.

e.

Eavironment may not be conducive to recording.

f.

Mechanics of operating the tape recorder may be a disadvantage, e.g., changing tape in
the middle of an interview; faulty recording due to inexpeiienced operator or mechanical
malfubction.

g.

Witness should be provided with a q y of his statement.

14. C o u r t ~during
~ ~ the interview is cmphbsittd. Courtesy rs as important incoduuing & h iwi.acs
intcrvicw as rr i s in co~iuctingla. Thank the witncss for hls coopentia a d time in pmiding
the infomation and prcpar~rphe signed statement. Bcar in mind that t
k saumcnt uas \.oiunUry. and perbps giten on his owr, time. The inwstipritor shwid leave a pime aunlbcr uwl ;drii~ss
whcrc he can be reached. should the witness ~ c d additronai
i
infonnatvla h t hc failed to include In his statement.
15.

It is wcasicrmliy necessary that the interviewer assist certain wil qualifrad observant witnesses
wi:h the organrzz.:..-n of their statements. A few minutes spent hen wi8 aid furure readers in
grasping the fuil significance o i the information. Valuable witness intenieus have been wasted
because an investigator has f~ilcdto obuin 3 recorded statement in an coherent fonn. Application of the following suggestions may help avoid this problem:
a.

Assist the witness wi2i the nlcchanics of organizing the written statcmcllt. Suggest thc u x
01 an outline if the wi.:ness appears to have difficulty in organiring the repon rind colleaing his thoughts.

b.

Encourage the witness to use drawings, sketches, or photographs ifthcy will help clarify
the writtcn statement. These are nlerely stipplcrnents to the report a& do not rake the ptxe
of a written statcment.

c.

Assist the witness in organization only. Do not rid the witness with technical tcrminoiogy;
Ris statement should bc written in his own words.

d.

Witnesses tend to minimize or omit obsermrions which. ro them. have Iittle significance.
The investigator's working b;ickground'should guide him ;is to the significance of the information to be included in the statement of the wimess. frequently. retativcly insignificant in;;\atio.'l becomes vital to the cauk of the acciderit once the pieces of information
haw been put together by t h ~experienced inxrvimer.

e.

A witness wi;I accasiodly omit irlformation from his writen staerncnt t b t he included

>

in his oral description of the accident. It is the responsibility of the interviewer to catch
thcse omissions 2nd ensure that they L-- inserted in the written repon.
f.

A professional approach to witness interviewing requires that the wahtxsbe provided with

a copy of the statement. This is a common courtesy which should k afforded the wifness.
The copy may bring to rniird additional obsenations the witness made reiative to the accident when he has an opportunity to reread his statement.

Witness Types
Tnere are as many variations in witness types as then are types of people. To better evaluate the observations
of the witness, it is advisable that the interviewer haw some knowledge of what factors influence some of these t y p .
Injured Witness. When questioning the injured witness, attcmp to keep the witness grwp small, Obtain the
permission of the attending physician prior to interviewing the injured witness. The witness might be under sedation, in a state of shock, or in a condition where no coherent statement could be expected. The investigator should
be cautioned, h-w,
to listen to seernhgly incoherent stasmenu or ramblings of the injured witness: these
ramblings may contahr a clue as to the cause of the accident. Limit questions to tht essentials; screen and plan
them carefully. This d d be the only opportunity to question the inJund witness Ensure that the investigator
is ac~wmpaniedby amher member of the witness group for verification of witness observations.

Child Witness. Children may be tfie most objeaiw observcn. Unlike the adult witness who d y z c s what he
1

and may alter hrs obserution in favor !tq!ic. the cixid wiii gcneraily r c p n whar he sces. regardle\s of
rniprobable it niaq be. Dtwetlon must he. ti!lea particularly in ouesliontng young ch~ldren(3-7 years); the?
sometimes i ~ v ein a w r i d of i~ntasythat ro tnern i s as red as ever?daj adult i i f ~ .17.l~ssturt qucsrloner shouiu
be able to separate fact from fantasy.

5ccs
how

Children are paniculariy susceptible to Icading q~cstions.( A icaa~ngquestion is dcfincd as a question which
contains the answer.) Most chridren are quile imprc.~sedwrlh the fact that an adult is rtskrng ihcm questions. ar.J
they are even more ~mpressedwhen the ilault I~s!rx to the answers. in order to retain the adult's attention, the
child will a!tcmpt to pleas: by giving thc answer he thinks the interviewer uants. Here the leadrrrg qcestton is
particularly dangerous. since the interviewer has sjready given the child an indication of an acceptable answer.
Illiterate Witness. The interviewing of the illiterate witness mzy present a delicate situation. Many people who
arc illitcrite prefer to kccp it a secret. Should this situation exist, ~uestionthe wttness individually to avoid any
possible cmbrrassrncnt. if facilities are available, it is preferable to have the illiterate witncss dictate his statement; howcver. the interviewer may write the sutcment for the witness and read it back to him for verification.
me interviewer should be a witness, along with another mcmbcr of the witness group when the iiltterate makes
his mark.

"Know-Nothing" Witness. The "know-nothing" witness fears invoivemcnt, and wen though hc has witnessed
the occurrence. he prefers to remain in the background and not get involved. This type can sometimes he approached by stressing the need for safety or by appeaiing to his humaniiarian nature.
Prejudiced Witness. The prejudiced witness r n q hate nuclcsr p e r . consider it dangerous, and feel that reactors should be declared a public r.uisance. This individual may be enco~:apcd to give a suierncnt by sympathizing
with him and listening to his complaints.
Intoxicated Witness. The intoxicated witness should be listencci to, but his statement shouid be taken later.
Individuals often (;3y thing under the influence of alcohol that they would not say if sober. Confront the witness
with these remrks the follaurri?~day when he is wber.
Suspicious Witness. The suspicious witness guards his privacy and resents any intrusion by the public. He
is s~spiciousof gmPernmentinvestigators, hates publicity. and in all probability would prefer not to give a written
staicment. This witness may be encour~gcdto give a statcinent by stressing the importance of safety and by convincing him that his help is needed. Present investigator credentials, and tiy to resolve any fean or suspicions
the witness might have relative to giving a statement.

Talkative Witness. The talkative witness is usually thz type of individual who is delighted t~ be t k center of
attention and will talk for hours concerning his observations. Impress upon this witness the need for a businesslike
interview, the importance of safety, and that you have other witnesses to contact. The boasting witness also falls
within this category. Impress upon him the neA for facts and that any stretching of these facts might mislead investigators as to the actual c a m of the accident.

Timid Witness. The timid witness requires moral support and encouragement. This witness is fraquendy insecure, discounts his awn imprtance, and faiIs to set why any information that he has w i d be of interest to
aqone else. This category often includes the foreign-born witrless who does not speak English. Allow the witness
to write his statement in his nztive language, or permit him to dicate it to a translator, if he prefers. Allow him
to write his statement in private, gain his confidence, and be empathetic.

Factors Affecting Witnesses
Various ktors tend to influence witness observations. It is advisable th3t the interviewer have wine ICMMlcdgt

of these bctors to better undend why witnesses report as they do.

.

Wttness r r p n l n g reiiability rs partly depcndcr~tupon intrll~gencc.Reliability is not as apparent
in observing as rt is in the area of abifrty to recall and in the organ~mwnof hot!@&. The jess
inteiligeni witness znds LG have difficulty tn rccallrng specific detail simpiy b u r it failed
to inurest hlm. He will dso havc c-ifficulty in organizing his thoughts and prrsenting his obxrvdtions in a coherent manner.

No witness should be uvtriooktd on the basis of apparent lack of intelligence or as a result of
his age.
No significant variation has been found in contrasting the accuracy of adult female and rnale
observations.
Emotion and excitement tend to produce decided dislonion and exa&:rdtion. especially in !he
verbal description of an occurrence. Enlaion will tend to influcxe Ihe description of an accident where atre rs persod invol~rmnt.,9ccumcy depends partly on the observer's mental state
at the time and partly on the complexity of thc situation.
Exaggerdtion tends to creep into the interview alicr a witness has repeated his csservations scveral
times or has betn given time to rcflcct on the events. Witnesses tr:d w fill in blanks or voids
in heir observation after they have had timc to apply logic and reason. 'hqtemper tbcir statements
in the hope that their obsenations will be acccptd by the interviewer.
A common witness tailing is "t.sa~spsit:on."The wimess rrpr;; A! *he f m , but places them
out of sequence with the actual occurrence. The experienced investigiuor tiould pick this up
and attempt to have these areas clarified whet) the wirness prepares his written statement.

Omissions are common in witness statements simply because the witr~ssdoes not consider ccrtain information important. Omissions concerning details of an observation havc been found to
be most cornwon in the free narrative ty rcjwn where the eyewitness is asked to prepare a
statement of &=eration without the benclit of questions.

The "completion" or "intermgatory" type statement, as contrasted with the "free narrative;*
asks !he witness to comme,:t dn specific arras of observation. The completion type witncss questionnaire covers a broader a m of observation than docs the free narrative, but it also leads the
witness to comment in areas when he .had no previous impression. &itions art more cor.unm
in the completion t)pc questionnaire, since the iw*;gator has given t
k witness a clw to what
information he desires. A ccmbination of the ft;? m t i v e and imrrqatory typc! statement is
recommended for accident investigation.

When a number of witnesses reflect general agreement in describing an otxunmct, the circumstances nray, in general, be consided comc~.E~zrcistcaution, homvn, since psychdogid
experiments shcw h t there is a strong tendency for the same erron to a
p in testimony of
different individuals,

Witnesses tend to be particularly astute and p c q t i v e in areas of observation in which thy
arc personally involved.
W~tntsseswho hiwe sustained a frightening cw traumatic cxpeticnct ohcn kdifficulty recalling even the most vivid cvents. TI-is may be a mult oft&: natural tcmhcy of the mind to di-1
or push unpleasant droughts back into t
k subconscl.otu as a pmtcuh against uncomkKtablc
and upseni3 mtmoris.

In establishing wiastss credibility, h investigator &odd be amre of the intervLer tmdcncy
to interpret ambiguous amwen in accordanct with thc investi@orgsparticular belief$, opinions,

or prejudices. For example: the temperance aamatc, when interv'ewing a group of skid rou
=cupan&. attributed their misfonunes and currcnr social starus primarily to their excessive u x
sf alcohol. A psychologist who was unbiased inteniewcd the same group; he attriboied their
si~ationto alcohol rn less than 5G% of the cases.
13.

Ti inurviewcr sh0u1.~Se aware of the witness tendency to underestimate long distances or periods
of time, but to overestimate short distances or penods of time.

Analysis of Witness Obsewations
The ~ a k r i n gof the wimess .vidence colnprises about 50% of the witness phase of the accident intrstigation.
The succcss of the witness phase hinges cn the remaining 50%. the ability of the investigator as an analyst to
apply his technical knrnvledge to the seernirigly unrelated observationsof a d to emerge with possible contributing
and causal faciors.
The purpose behi?! analyzing witness statements. as opposed to accepting them at face d u e , is to:
1.

Translate layman observations into poscible causal factors

2.

Evolw order and logic froin apparent confusion

3.

Corroborate facts by coordinating witness information and other findings

4.

Evaluate witness credibility

5.

Evaluatc the witness as a potential public hearing participant.

4

'

Newr underestimate the value of any detail in questioning a'witness. The investigation is particularly intriguing
and challenging when approached through the human element-witnesses. A slipshod job in thc witness p w
overlook a suspect area, delay the cause finding, or even rrtislead inver;tiptors to thc extent thal the cause

remains urdetermined.

